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Glossary and abbreviations 

Acronyms 

 

AGEMODE Age-dependent dietary assessment model 

SPADE Statistical Program to Assess Dietary Exposure 

 

 

 

Abbreviations and terms 

 

Dietary and statistical terms 

AI adequate intake 

DRI dietary reference intake 

EAR estimated average requirement 

habitual intake long-term average intake (also called usual intake) 

quantile the pth-quantile of a sample is the x value for which 100*p% of 

the values in a sample are smaller or equal to x  

 the pth-quantile of the distribution P of variable X is the x value 

for which P(X≤x)=p 

special quantiles are e.g. the quartiles of a sample with p= 25%, 

50% (median) and 75% 

percentile is a statistical measure indicating the value below which a given 

percentage of observations (or a distribution) fall.  

UL tolerable upper intake level 

 

 

File-types 

- .csv  comma-separated values, a very simple file format 

- .jpg a file format for images / figures 

- .pdf a portable file format for text and images 

- .R R script file, which is a text file with R statements/commands 

- .txt a file format with almost no formatting  

- .wmf a Windows Meta File, a file format for images / figures 

 

Software terms 

CRAN Comprehensive R Archive Network (http://cran.r-project.org), 

website for downloading R and R packages (except SPADE.RIVM) 

IDE  integrated development environment 

Package collection of R functions, data, and compiled code in a well-

defined format stored in an R-library 

R free software environment for statistical computing and graphics 

that can be downloaded via CRAN 

R script a text file with R statements/commands to be run in R  

RStudio an integrated development environment (IDE) for R, facilitates 

the user to use R, to write and run script files, to install and load 

packages, et cetera in one single program 

SPADE.RIVM The R package for SPADE available at www.SPADE.nl 
  

http://www.spade.nl/
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Preface 

The SPADE-manual version 2.2 corresponds with the newly released SPADE.RIVM 

package version 3.2. In this new version of the package, several minor changes 

were made and one bug in SPADE was fixed. In case of a 1-part model with at 

least one zero intake, all observations were shifted to the right instead of only the 

zeroes. This was i.e. the case for folate in men 7-69 (yr) which gave in the 

previous version a bias of about 3-3.3 g. The results of the exercises on page 

173,174,177 and 190 are updated in this version of the manual.  
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1 Introduction 

Data from food consumption surveys are often used to estimate the proportion of 

a population that meets nutritional recommendations or that exceeds safe upper 

intake levels. For nutrients and compounds with chronic health effects, it is the 

habitual (also referred to as usual) intake rather than the acute intake that is of 

interest. The habitual intake of a food, a food group, a nutrient or chemical 

compound is defined as the long-run (arithmetic) mean of daily intakes of an 

individual.  

 

However, in food consumption surveys intake is generally measured on a limited 

number of days using e.g. 24-hr recalls or food records; sometimes in 

combination with an additional questionnaire like a food frequency questionnaire. 

The dietary intake of an individual can vary considerably from day to day. 

Consequently, intake measured over a limited number of days will be a poor 

indicator of the population habitual intake distribution and the proportion below or 

above a cut-off value. Statistical modelling makes it possible to estimate the 

habitual intake distribution of a population from repeated short-term 

measurements.  

 

 Principles of SPADE 1.1

SPADE (Statistical Program to Assess Dietary Exposure) is a statistical program, 

which estimates habitual intake distributions. SPADE is a program in R, which is 

freely available. The R-library SPADE.RIVM can be obtained free of costs from 

www.SPADE.nl and is easy to install. The use of R stimulates to share knowledge 

among scientists and accelerates further development and extensions.  

 

SPADE consists of several steps: a) transformation of observed data to a normal 

distribution, b) removal of the within-person variability resulting in a shrunken 

distribution at the transformed scale, and c) a complex back-transformation to the 

original scale.  

 

SPADE consists of various modelling options. The first option models dietary 

components that are consumed on a daily basis by almost all participants (1-part 

model). A second option concerns dietary components that are consumed 

episodically (2-part model). The third option models intakes from dietary 

supplements, of which the dosage is often not continuously distributed. The fourth 

option is specifically aimed to estimate total nutrient intake from foods and 

dietary supplements (3-part model). Fifthly, in SPADE, the habitual intake from 

multiple food sources or food groups can be estimated in a multi-part model. In 

the fourth and fifth model options, the first-shrink-then-add approach is used. 

This manual focuses on the use of SPADE and the interpretation of the results. 

The mathematical background of the models can be found in Appendix A.  

 

Some general characteristics and options of SPADE are: 

 An input dataset with food consumption data on two independent days for 

each subject is required.  

 By default, intake is modelled as a function of age; however, age-independent 

modelling is also possible. 
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 Results can be presented per age-unit (e.g. year, month) or in pre-defined 

age groups.  

 Normalized survey weights1 can be incorporated to remove bias from a survey 

sample and make the results better represent the target population. 

 Direct comparison of the habitual intake distribution with cut-off values, e.g. 

dietary reference intake, is implemented.  

 Estimation of confidence intervals of the habitual intake distribution and 

estimated proportions below or above cut-off values is possible. 

 Detection of outliers in the observed data is possible. 

 

 Structure of the manual 1.2

In this manual, the use of SPADE is introduced. The manual starts with the 

installation of SPADE, the required software R, and RStudio, a user interface for R 

with a text editor (chapter 2). Important information on updating R-packages and 

a reinstallation of SPADE can be found in section 2.4.4. The required input data 

for SPADE is described in chapter 3, together with a description of the output 

generated by SPADE. In chapters 4 and 5, modelling habitual intake of daily and 

episodically consumed dietary components is explained, respectively. These two 

chapters are essential for understanding of SPADE. For the habitual intake from 

dietary supplements, a separate model is available which is presented in chapter 

6. In the next chapters, the first-shrink-than-add models to estimate habitual 

intake from food and dietary supplements (chapter 7) and from two or more 

sources with the multi-part model (chapter 8) are explained. Confidence intervals 

for the habitual intake distributions for each model are obtained by a parametric 

bootstrap (chapter 9). Some tips and tricks for data handling and habitual intake 

estimation for various subgroups at once are given in chapter 10. Throughout the 

manual, there are several exercises to practice with R and SPADE. The solutions 

are given in chapter 11.  

Appendix A contains the mathematical background. Appendix B describes the 

installation of R and RStudio. Appendix C offers a description of the variables 

present in the SPADE dataset DNFCS, which is a subset of the Dutch National 

Food Consumption Survey 2007-2010, (see 

www.rivm.nl/en/Topics/D/Dutch_National_Food_Consumption_Survey).  

Appendix D gives an overview of frequently asked questions. The last two pages 

of this manual contain a detailed index. 

 

The R commands are printed in Lucida Console blue, R output in Lucida 

Console with a grey background, or in Lucida Console red with a grey 

background for important R feedback. The explanation of the SPADE output is 

printed in Verdana italic. 

 

 Contact 1.3

SPADE and the manual were developed with care. However, you should always 

check your results carefully. Moreover, SPADE has been applied mainly on data 

from the Dutch national food consumption surveys. Modelling difficulties with 

other type of data cannot be excluded. Should you find any errors or have any 

comments or suggestions, please contact the SPADE team: SPADE@rivm.nl. 

 

 
1
 Normalized survey weights are survey weights divided by the mean of all survey weights. So, the sum of the 

normalized survey weights is the number of observations. 

http://www.rivm.nl/en/Topics/D/Dutch_National_Food_Consumption_Survey
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 Reference 1.4

If habitual intake results generated with SPADE are published, the use of SPADE 

(with version number) should be referenced. In addition, the following scientific 

paper should be referred to:  

 

Arnold LM Dekkers, Janneke Verkaik-Kloosterman, Caroline TM van Rossum,  

Marga C Ocké. SPADE, a new statistical program to estimate habitual dietary 

intake from multiple food sources and dietary supplements. J of Nutr. 2014, 144, 

2083-2091,  

http://dx.doi.org/10.3945/jn.114.191288.   

 
  

http://dx.doi.org/10.3945/jn.114.191288
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2 Installation of SPADE 

SPADE is implemented in free available, open-source software for statistical 

computing named R (www.R-project.org). Prior to installation of SPADE, it is 

required to install R. In addition, we also recommend to install RStudio, an 

integrated development environment (IDE) for R. RStudio facilitates the use of R 

providing in one single program an integrated R console, a text editor for writing 

R code, a file manager, et cetera. In this chapter, the installation of SPADE is 

described (paragraph 2.4); starting with the installation of R (paragraph 2.1) and 

RStudio (paragraph 2.2; although also another R text editor or IDE for R can be 

chosen). Prior to the installation of SPADE in paragraph 2.3 additional information 

is provided to become familiar with R and RStudio. All examples presented in this 

manual make use of R version 3.0.1 (or higher) and RStudio version 0.98.157 (or 

higher). 

 

 Installation of R 2.1

R can be downloaded from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), choose 

the CRAN mirror closest to your location (www.r-project.org). R can be 

downloaded for Linux, MacOS X or Windows. SPADE was developed in a Windows 

environment and is therefore only working under Windows.  For detailed 

information, see section B.1 of Appendix B. 

 

 Installation of RStudio 2.2

An R session is completely carried out in the memory of your computer system. 

Therefore, R is fast. However, nothing is saved on the hard disk, which may be a 

problem. We recommend using an integrated development environment (IDE) for 

R, like RStudio (www.rstudio.com). Here you can use script files, which are saved 

outside RStudio and R. For detailed information on the installation of RStudio see 

section B.2 of Appendix B. 

 

 First session in RStudio 2.3

To start RStudio, go to Start and click on . 

If RStudio is not visible, go to All Programs and look if RStudio is visible.  

If not, go to the folder called R or RStudio, look for RStudio and start RStudio, as 

shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1 Start RStudio. 

 
Figure 2 shows RStudio when it is opened for the first time. 

http://www.r-project.org/
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You see one RStudio window, which is divided in three panes: 

On the left-hand side, you find the pane called Console 
o Here, the communication with R takes place 

 Here, you can type commands directly and 
 R prints here your output. 

o The > sign indicates that R is ready. 

o R is started automatically when you start RStudio. 

 

 
Figure 2 The RStudio window. 

 

On the right-hand side the upper pane, you find two tabs: Environment and 

History, which refer to the internal parts of R 
 Environment: shows the objects present in the actual workspace of R 

such as 
o Data: data.frames, vectors, matrices, lists 
o Functions  

o Results of a regression et cetera 
These objects are all saved in the file .RData, where R saves your work. 

 History: shows all command you typed in this session 

 

On the right-hand side the lower pane, you find four tabs: Files, Plots, 

Packages, and Help, which refer to the Windows system, the external part of R 

 
 Files, the Windows Explorer inside RStudio 
 Plots, which will show you all graphical output of SPADE  
 Packages, which you need to extend R with various, useful packages, like 

SPADE  

 Help, which provides Help on the R software 
 

2.3.1 Console 

The console is the place where R is running. When one starts RStudio, 

immediately also R is started. R runs everything in memory. So, if R crashes, you 

lose all your work, but this happens almost never. 

 

2.3.2 Ways to save your work 

With the command save.image(),-do not forget the brackets!- you can save your 

work at any time in the file .RData on the hard disk.  
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When you quit RStudio, you can save your work. By default, RStudio will ask you 

if your work has to be saved. With the following action you can tell RStudio to 

save automatically your work every time you quit (Figure 3): 
 Go to Tools and select the last item: Options 
 Change the 5th item from Ask into Always 
 click OK 

 

 
Figure 3 The options window to safe work automatically. 

 

2.3.3 Check your actual working directory 

Figure 2 shows (last three lines) that the > sign is the return sign of R, which 

means that R is ready for a new command. You can also see that the R function 

getwd() is in blue and that immediately after the function name two brackets are 

needed () to tell R to run the function. If you forget the brackets, the content of 

the function is printed. The output of getwd(), which means get working 

directory, is printed on a new line and starts with a counter  
[1] "N:/Documents" 
 

This means that your work in R will be saved in the file N:/Documents/.RData. 

This file can be used only by R. Later on is described how to change this working 

directory in RStudio. 
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2.3.4 Files, the RStudio file browser  

In the lower panel at the right-hand side under tab Files the content of the folder 

N:/Documents is visible as if you were using Windows Explorer. As you can see, 

RStudio offers you four options: 
1. Make a new folder 
2. Delete a selected file or folder 
3. Rename a file or folder 
4. More, which offers you various options (Figure 4), as indicated by the 

arrow. Click on the arrow and the next windows pops up, with the options. 

 

 
Figure 4 Content of the Files tab. 

 

2.3.5 Work directly with R in the Console 

We type three simple commands each send to R by giving an Enter (attention: the 

third command will give an error, be not afraid, get used to it!) 
a <- 2   
B <- 4 
a+b  

 

Important features of R and RStudio: 
 Each command is send from the RStudio/Console to R by giving an Enter. 
 <- is the assignment for =. For example, an assignment, telling R that a 

will become 2 is expressed by a<-2, (the smaller than sign and the 

hyphen). 
 R is case sensitive so the 3rd command will cause an error! 
 It is not necessary to tell R that a is a number or a vector of numbers. 

 RStudio makes all created objects visible in the tab Environment. The two 

commands in Figure 6 a <- 2 and B <- 4 create two objects 
a and B. (Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5 Assigning values to a and B and results in Environment pane. 

 

The last command in Figure 5 causes an error, since R is case sensitive. R returns 

errors in red, but not all red is an error. 

R says Error: object 'b' not found. 
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To see the objects in the actual Working directory one has to type –lower case- 

ls() 

The names (between quotes) of the two object are returned "a" and "B" (Figure 6 

left-hand side). Type a+B and everything is right, also the answer (Figure 6, right-

hand side)! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Answers of the command ls() and a+B. 

 

2.3.6 History in RStudio 

Click on the tab History to see the used commands in this session (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7 The History tab. 

 

 

2.3.7 Script files 

In the above example, we had to retype the command to correct the typo. 

However, for long commands or all commands for a complete analysis including 

e.g. importing data et cetera we recommend to use a script file. This script file 

(shortly called scripts) can be run also in a next session and can be built up 

systematically. 

 

Four ways to open a script file: 

1. Click on the  icon in the header of the console 

2. Click on the icon and select R script (Figure 8) 
 

3. Use the following short cut (Figure 8) Ctrl+Shift+N 
 

4. Use the file menu and select New File / R script.  
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Figure 8 Various ways to open a script file. 
 

Whatever you prefer, a new panel with an untitled script file is opened above the 

Console panel. 

 

Have a look at Figure 9 and note that: 
 A new pane is opened above the Console pane 

 A line number is visible in the left margin (easy for debugging) 
 The script file is still without a name 
 The pointer points to one of the options on top of the pane: the pop-up 

information appears automatically. 
 

 
Figure 9 Window of RStudio with script file. 

The next button is important to run commands (like the running man in SAS)       

 
 

2.3.8 Exercises 

 

1. Repeat the examples above 

If needed, install R and RStudio 
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Redo the first commands of this session. In the figure above, you can find them in 

the History pane. 

 

2. Make a plot of a parabola 

Make a plot of a parabola f(x) = x2-16 for x in (-5,5). 

Type every command and execute it immediately using  or Ctrl+Enter 
x <- 1:10 

Comments can be added with text after a hash on each line. This will be displayed 

as a green comment. 

 
x <- seq(-5,by=0.5,to=5) 

x # x is now a vector of length 21 with real values 
 [1] -5.0 -4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 
[11]  0.0  0.5  1.0  1.5  2.0  2.5  3.0  3.5  4.0  4.5 
[21]  5.0 

The numbers between the brackets are the index number of the element directly 

after the index: so -5.0 is the first element, 2.5 the 16th element. 
 

What should R return when you type x[6]? Check it! 
x[6] 

In addition, for the die-hards: 
x[x>3] 

 

Plot(x,x^2-16,main="My first plot in R") 
Error: could not find function "Plot" 

# oops a typo! Remember R is case sensitive!! 

 
plot(x,x^2-16,main="My first plot in R") 

To see the results please click on the tab Plots on the right-hand lower pane    

 

Click on the  button the get a large pane. To get back the original sizes click on

. 

 

But maybe you like a curve instead of only the 21 points. 
plot(x,x^2-16,main="My first plot in R",type="l") 

(Please note that the type is ‘l’, not 1. Here ‘l’ means line.) 

 

You may get both plots (points and line) with the option “b” for type. 
plot(x,x^2-16,main="My first plot in R",type="b") 

 

Question: did you retype the whole command or did you use Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V? 

The script editor is a real editor! 

 

Now add also the line y=0 to the plot. Therefore, we continue with editing the 

script file and then run two commands at once: type the next two commands, 

select both lines and type Ctrl+Enter . 

 
plot(x,x^2-16,main="My first plot in R",type="l") 
abline(h=0) 

 

2.3.9 Plots, the graphics in RStudio 

Note that all plots are still available in the Plots tab in the right-hand lower pane. 

In Table 1 the icons and the shortcuts of the Plot tab are explained, but attention: 

the shortcuts are only working if the Plot-tab is active! 
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Table 1 Icons and shortcuts of the Plot tab. 

Icon Explanation Short-cuts 

 
Previous plot Ctrl+Shift-

PageUp 

 Next plot Ctrl+Shift-

PageDown 

 View a larger plot in a new 

window 

 

 
Several export functions, 

click on arrow 

 

 
remove the current plot  

 
Clear all plots  

 
Refresh current plot  

 

2.3.10 Summary of section 2.3 
 We explored the RStudio graphical user interface. 
 We did some work in the Console pane, by typing commands. 
 We opened a script file to organize the commands and save them in the 

script file. 

 We made some objects: "a", "B" and "x" and made some plots. 

 We looked at the Environment and History tabs on the right-hand upper 
pane. 

 We looked at the Plots tab on the right-hand lower pane. 
 In the next session, the File and the Packages tab will be explained. 

 

 Prepare R/RStudio for SPADE 2.4

In this section, we will prepare R/RStudio to work with SPADE. Therefore, we have 

to know how to organize various projects in R/RStudio, to install R extensions - 

called "Packages" or "libraries"-, to allow the use SPADE and how to import 

various types of datasets into R. Importing data cannot be done directly, since 

some R packages are needed. E.g. to import SAS files with the extension 

"sas7bdat", the package "sas7bdat" should be added to R. In this section, the 

following topics are discussed: 
1. Organize projects in R, 

2. Install packages from the internet (CRAN), 
3. Install the downloaded and saved SPADE.RIVM-package (www.SPADE.nl) 

and install it from the location you saved it, 

4. Import data from SAS, 
5. Import data from csv files (comma separated values), 
6. Import Excel files. 

 

Also working with the File tab and the Package tab of the lower pane at the 

right-hand side is described. 

 

2.4.1 Organize projects in RStudio 

In "real life", we organize our research and work in projects. RStudio offers a 

project structure to organize various projects in distinct folders. The advantage is 

that we can open and close a project at any time and all the work is saved and 

ready for the next time.  

 

http://www.spade.nl/
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We have data from the Dutch National Food Consumption Survey 2007-2010 

(DNFCS) available in SAS format.  Furthermore, some data, e.g. population data 

and data containing thresholds like the dietary reference intakes (DRI’s), is 

available in Excel and csv format. To use SPADE, we have to import this data. 

Therefore, we start a new project, called "SPADE-course" which has to refer to the 

folder N:/Data/SPADE-course. Starting a new project in RStudio creates two 

new files in N:/Data/Spade-course: SPADE-course.Rproj, which contains RStudio 

information. After the R command save.image() it also contains .RData, the 

working directory of R. 

 

Define a new project in RStudio 

To define a new folder in RStudio, start RStudio and choose from the main menu 

File / New Project (Figure 10) and Figure 11 appears. 

 

 
Figure 10 Start creating a new project in RStudio. 

 

 
Figure 11 Pop-up window to define a new project. 

 

After choosing ‘create a project from a new directory’, Figure 12 appears.  
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Figure 12 Wizard to define the project folder. 

 

The directory name will be "SPADE-course" and it will be a subdirectory of 

"N:/Data/". 

 

Then Press Create Project. The effect is reflected immediately in RStudio: the 

Environment becomes empty and under Files tab the file SPADE-course.Rproj 

appears. 

In addition, the header of the Files tab and of the Console changed from  
"./~" into “N:/Data/SPADE-course” (Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 13 RStudio window with the new header of the Files and Console tab. 

 

In the lower pane on the right-hand side under tab Files the content of "SPADE-

course" is visible as if you were using Windows Explorer. If you do not know in 
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which folder you are working with R you can also type the following command in 

the Console 

 

getwd() 
[1] "N:/DATA/SPADE-course" 

 

TIP 

If you have various projects in RStudio and you want to switch in RStudio to 

another project, do the following: go to File / Open project and go to the project 

to like to open. This means you go to the *.RProj file you like to open. 

 

The next section describes how to install an R-package, needed e.g. to import 

SAS data or Excel data.  

 

2.4.2 Install R packages from the CRAN website 

To install packages available from the CRAN website, go to the right-hand side 

lower pane and click on Packages. The pane shown in Figure 14 appears. All 

packages in the list are already installed packages, but only the ticked ones are 

active (loaded) in the actual R session. There are two options to load a package in 

the actual R session: 
a) Manually in the Packages tab: tick the square just before the package 

name 

 
b) By an R command in a script files (often at the beginning), e.g. 

library(MASS) 

 
Figure 14 List of packages. 
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Click on Install Packages and a menu as shown in Figure 15 appears. 

 

 
Figure 15 Wizard to install packages. 

 

The repository is already filled in. Under Packages we type SAS and the next pop-

up menu appears (Figure 16). 

 

 
Figure 16 Menu in wizard to install packages. 

 

Choose sas7bdat. The sas7bdat package will be installed in your private 

directory. In our case, "N:/Data/R_library". 

 

In the Console appears the logging of what is happening. Since default Install 

dependencies is ticked in the wizard, also the package "chron" is installed.  

 
> install.packages("sas7bdat") 
Installing package into ‘N:/DATA/R_library’ 
(as ‘lib’ is unspecified) 
also installing the dependency ‘chron’ 
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trying URL 'http://cran-
mirror.cs.uu.nl/bin/windows/contrib/3.0/chron_2.3-44.zip' 
Content type 'application/zip' length 105412 bytes (102 Kb) 
opened URL 
downloaded 102 Kb 
 
trying URL 'http://cran-
mirror.cs.uu.nl/bin/windows/contrib/3.0/sas7bdat_0.3.zip' 
Content type 'application/zip' length 206202 bytes (201 Kb) 
opened URL 
downloaded 201 Kb 
 
package ‘chron’ successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked 
package ‘sas7bdat’ successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked 
 
The downloaded binary packages are in 
 C:\Users\dekkersa\AppData\Local\Temp\RtmpQ58ZK8\downloaded_p
ackages 

 

If we check the list of installed packages, chron and sas7bdat are present. To use 

the sas7bdat package we have to tick the box just on the left-hand side of 

sas7bdat and the package will be available in the actual R session.   

 

TIP 

In every new R session you have to load this package for importing SAS files. 

Therefore, it is handy to put it in your script file.  

 

Ticking sas7bdat under Packages causes the following feedback from R (in the 

Console) 
> library("sas7bdat", lib.loc="N:/DATA/R_library") 
Loading required package: chron 

 

How to use the package sas7bdat? 

First, go to the tab Packages and double click on sas7bdat in order to open the 

help of the library. 

 
 

RStudio opens under the Help tab the help page of sas7bdat (Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 17 Help page for package sas7bdat. 
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Click on read.sas7bdat and a typical R help page shows up. Read this page or go 

directly to the Examples part at the end: 

 
 

IMPORTANT  

Use in R names always forward slashes "/", since "\" are used in special signs and 

characters.  

 

2.4.3 Install SPADE from a local disk 

You can download the unofficial, free R library SPADE.RIVM from www.SPADE.nl, 

after your registration at this website. In this example, the SPADE-zip file is saved 

in folder "N:\Data\SPADE-course\Data" and is called "SPADE.RIVM_3.1. zip". 

The installation of SPADE is needed only, when you get a new SPADE version or 

when you update R. And of course, when you start working with SPADE for the 

first time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nevertheless, before installing SPADE you have to install the following seven 

packages from CRAN to avoid errors in installing SPADE: 
1. gamlss 
2. lme4 
3. MASS 
4. mfp 
5. rpart 
6. rpart.plot 
7. xlsx 

Exercise 

Install package sas7bdat yourself and the 7 packages mentioned before from the 

CRAN website. 

Now we continue with installing SPADE. Go to Packages (right bottom pane) and 

select Install Packages. Click on the first triangle as shown in Figure 18 and 

choose Package Archive File (.zip; .tar.gz) 

 

file://///alt.rivm.nl/Data4/Projecten/V050414%20Spade/Manual%20SPADE/www.SPADE.nl
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Figure 18 Installing SPADE from local zip file. 

 

The next Browser is opened (Figure 19).  

 

 
Figure 19 File browser. 

 

Go to "N:\Data\SPADE-course\Data" 

and select SPADE.RIVM_3.0.zip (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20 Folder in which the zip-file is located. 

 

Click on Open and in the next window on Install and SPADE will be installed. The 

next text appears in the Console 
install.packages("N:/DATA/SPADE-course/Data/SPADE.RIVM_3.0.zip", 
repos = NULL) 
Installing package into ‘N:/DATA/R_library’ 
(as ‘lib’ is unspecified) 
package ‘SPADE’ successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked. 
 

Remark 1 

The SPADE.RIVM folder is located in the folder where R puts all the packages you 

install yourself. During the installation of SPADE, R let you know this location: 
Installing package into ‘N:/DATA/R_library’ 

 

Remark 2 

If you have forgotten to install first the seven packages needed by SPADE and you 

install SPADE, some errors will appear and R will not install SPADE. E.g. if you did 

not install xlsx: 
library("SPADE.RIVM", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.0.3/library")  
Loading required package: xlsx  
Error: package ‘xlsx’ could not be loaded 
In addition: Warning message: 
In library(pkg, character.only = TRUE, logical.return = TRUE, lib.loc 
= lib.loc) : 
there is no package called ‘xlsx’ 
So, continue by installing xlsx and try again to install SPADE. Maybe 
another package will be indicated as missing. 

 

Load SPADE in your actual R session 

When you have installed package SPADE.RIVM, SPADE is not available in your 

actual R session. There are two ways to activate SPADE in your R session 
1. by the next command typed in your script or in the Console 

library(SPADE.RIVM) 
2. by ticking SPADE.RIVM in the Packages tab. 
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In every R session you need SPADE, SPADE should be loaded. If you run SPADE 

function f.spade(…) without loading package SPADE.RIVM , you get an error like 
Error: could not find function "f.spade" 
 

Remark 

When you load SPADE, all depending libraries will be loaded automatically, as can 

be seen in the next R output (red is not bad, here) 
> library("SPADE.RIVM") 
Loading required package: xlsx 
Loading required package: rJava 
Loading required package: xlsxjars 
Loading required package: gamlss 
Loading required package: splines 
Loading required package: gamlss.data 
Loading required package: gamlss.dist 
Loading required package: MASS 
Loading required package: nlme 
Loading required package: parallel 
 **********   GAMLSS Version 5.0-1  **********  
For more on GAMLSS look at http://www.gamlss.org/ 
Type gamlssNews() to see new features/changes/bug fixes. 
 
Loading required package: mfp 
Loading required package: survival 
 
Attaching package: 'mfp' 
 
The following object is masked from 'package:gamlss': 
 
    fp 
 
Loading required package: rpart 
Loading required package: rpart.plot 
Loading required package: lme4 
Loading required package: Matrix 
 
Attaching package: 'lme4' 
 
The following object is masked from 'package:gamlss': 
 
    refit 
 
The following object is masked from 'package:nlme': 
 
    lmList 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
>>>                            ||                              <<< 
>>>   S P A D E                ||                Developed by  <<< 
>>>                            ||                              <<< 
>>>   Statistical Program  to  ||                     R I V M  <<< 
>>>   Assess Dietary Exposure  ||       Nat. Inst. for Public  <<< 
>>>                            ||  Health and the Environment  <<< 
>>>            spade.rivm_3.2  ||                              <<< 
>>>                2017/05/19  ||              Arnold Dekkers  <<< 
>>>                            || Janneke Verkaik-Kloosterman  <<< 
>>>   R-3.4.0       (i386/x64) ||                  Marga Ocké  <<< 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Att
aching package: ‘SPADE’ 
 
The following object is masked from ‘package:mfp’: 
 
    mfp 
 
Warning messages: 
1: replacing previous import by ‘mfp::fp’ when loading ‘SPADE’  
2: replacing previous import by ‘lme4::refit’ when loading ‘SPADE’  
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Three R statements for information about SPADE 
The next three R statements show the user some information about SPADE. The 
first one gives the references to SPADE (paper in Journal of Nutrition 2014) and to 
the manual. We kindly ask SPADE users to use these references in publications 

about results obtained by using SPADE or a modification of SPADE. 

citation("SPADE.RIVM") 
 
To cite the SPADE.RIVM package in publications use: 
 
  Arnold LM Dekkers, Janneke Verkaik-Kloosterman, Caroline TM van 
  Rossum, Marga C Ocke, 2014. SPADE, a New Statistical Program to 
  Estimate Habitual Dietary Intake from Multiple Food Sources and 
  Dietary Supplements, J. Nutr., 144, 2083-2091. 
 
  Arnold Dekkers, Janneke Verkaik-Kloosterman, Caroline van Rossum, 
  Marga  , 2014. 
  SPADE, Statistical Program to Assess habitual Dietary Exposure 
  Manual 
  RIVM, Bilthoven, The Netherlands 
  Copyright RIVM, Parts of this publication may be reproduced, 
  provided acknowledgement is given to: 
  National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 
  along with the title and year of publication. 
 
We have invested a lot of time and effort in developing SPADE,  
please cite it when using it for data analysis. 

 

The next help statement –without quotes in contrast with citation- gives 

general information about SPADE help(SPADE.RIVM). 

The output is not given, but appears in the Help pane of RStudio. 

The statement help(f.spade) gives information about the main function f.spade 

in SPADE. The output will appear in the Help pane of RStudio. 

 

2.4.4 Update R-packages and reinstallation of SPADE.RIVM 

For a correct functioning of SPADE, it is necessary to keep the used R-packages 

up to date. R allows the use of the newest R-packages made under e.g. R-3.1.2 in 

an older R-version, e.g. R-3.1.0. Therefore, we recommend checking regularly the 

status of the used R-packages, especially when some problems with SPADE occur, 

such as convergence problems in fitting a model. 

 

Check the status of your installed CRAN packages 

To check the status of your CRAN packages, go to the Packages Tab (right bottom 

pane of RStudio) and click "Check for Updates". The following pop-up window 

appears with the out-of-date packages (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 Example of a pop-up menu with out-of-data packages 

 

Since some of the packages may be in use, do not update any package at this 

moment and click Cancel. Continue with the next steps. 

 

Update the R-packages and re-install SPADE.RIVM 

1. open a new RStudio project called BASIC. If the project exists already, 

open this project. (RStudio: File / New Project…) 

Never use this project and corresponding working directory for a SPADE 

analysis and your updates will be without problems. 

2. click again on "Check for Updates" under the Package tab and again the 

pop-up menu as shown in Figure 21 appears. 

3. click on the first button, called "Select All" 

4. click "Install Updates" button and the selected packages will be updated. 

5. If there is also a new SPADE.RIVM version, install this version as 

described in 2.4.3. 

6. If all available packages are up to date, close this project by re-

opening your SPADE project in RStudio and continue your work. 

 

2.4.5 Data in SPADE 

The data, used in the next sections of this chapter, is available in the folder 

extdata of the library folder SPADE.RIVM.  

The next R command shows you in the first item the location of SPADE.RIVM 

.libPaths() 

[1] "N:/DATA/R_library"              "V:/SF001707.01/R-3.1.0/library" 

Copy all files from N:/DATA/R_library/SPADE.RIVM/extdata into folder 

N:/data/SPADE-Course/Data and you can continue to learn how to import data 

into R. 

If you like to skip the last sections of this chapter and to start directly with 

running SPADE, you can make the data available as follows 
1) library(SPADE.RIVM) 

2) data(package="SPADE.RIVM") 
opens a new script file with the following content 
Datasets in package ‘SPADE.RIVM’: 
AI.men                                
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AI.women                              

DNFCS                                 

EAR.men                               

EAR.women                             

UL.men                                

UL.women                              

population2008     

As an example, load the DNFCS dataset into your actual R session by the 
R command  
data(DNFCS)  

The other datasets are loaded in the same way. 
3) ls()  

shows you if DNFCS is available in your actual working directory 
4) save.image() 

saves the actual content of your working directory in file .RData. 

 

2.4.6 Import data from SAS  

In the last step to prepare the use of SPADE, you need to import data. Examples 

of three data types are given: SAS, Excel and csv files (text files with comma 

separator or with semicolon separator). Only RStudio will be used and all 

commands to be followed, will be written and saved in a script file, called 

"2_SPADE_importdata.R". 

 

The steps are: 
1. Open a new script file and save it with the name "2_SPADE_importdata" 

2. Indicate the path of the dataset that should be imported 
In the example: DNFCS.sas7bdat (in folder "N:\Data\SPADE-
course\Data") 

3. Import the dataset 
4. Change some of the column names 

 

1. Open a new script file 

We will open a new script file (see the first R session) and save the script as 

"2_SPADE_importdata". Note that RStudio adds the extension ".R", to indicate 

that this file is an R script file. This is visible in the name in the tab of the file and 

in the File-browser (Figure 22) 

 

 
Figure 22 Files tab showing the name of the script file. 
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2. Indicate the path of the dataset that should be imported 

In the actual Files tab, click on folder Data. The complete path is visible in the title 

of the Files tab. Unfortunately, this path cannot be copied directly into the script 

file. So, or you type the path or you use the next trick with help of the Windows 

Explorer. Open de windows Explorer and go to the folder. Then copy as follows 

from the Windows Explorer header the complete path into the script file. Click in 

the windows Explorer on the line with the path (see upper part of Figure 22). 

Then copy with Ctrl+C the complete path text. Go to the script file and paste with 

Ctrl+V the path into the R script, see Figure 22. 

 

 
Figure 23 Way to obtain a path by using the Windows Explorer. 

 

3. Import the dataset 

Now in the script file, complete the R command for importing a SAS data file as 

follows. First, the command to activate the package sas7bdat is given 

library(sas7bdata) 

This is useful, also for a next R session. 

 

Note that the backslashes "\" should be changed into slashes "/" (Figure 24).  
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Figure 24 Script to import the file DNFCS. 

 

The result is not what you want, since the file is read and printed but not saved 

into R. 

Therefore you have to assign the result of read.sas7bdat to an R object and call 

it "DNFCS"(Figure 25). DNFCS will be a data.frame, an object class of R where 

every row is a case and every column is a variable. But you are free to take any 

name which starts with a character. 

 

 
Figure 25 Assigning DNFCS.sas7bdat to an R object called "DNFCS". 

 

R returns in the Console only a >, which means that R is ready. 

 

If you look in the Environment pane, you will see that DNFCS has 7638 cases and 

26 variables (columns) (Figure 25). 

 

 
Figure 26 The Environment pane with the R object DNFCS. 

 

If you click on the icon at the righ-hand site of he object opens in the script pane 

in a new tab (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27 A part of the first rows and columns of data.frame DNFCS. 

 

The first variable is the id variable and if you read the first lines you will see that 

every person has two cases, the two 24H recalls. 

 

Use of character objects and R function paste in long names 

In the example of this manual the folder "N:/Data/SPADE-course" is used. This 

folder contains various subfolders e.g. Data for the original data. Therefore, 

instead of typing or copying every time the complete path, you can make a 

character variable, which contains this path. Then, with the R function paste, you 

can complete the path and file name. 

For example:  

ProjPath <- "N:/Data/SPADE-course" 

DNFCS <- read.sas7bdat(paste(ProjPath,"/Data/DNFCS.sas7bdat",sep="")) 

where sep="" means no blank between "…course" and "/Data" 

 

4. Change names in a dataset 

Unfortunately, you are not yet ready to use SPADE. SPADE needs three 

mandatory variables in the data file for the estimating of the habitual intake 

distributions: id, age and sex, where sex==1 means men and sex==2 means 

women. The variable age consists of numbers and these should have the same 

time unit, e.g. year, month, week.  The varable id, should be or all numbers or a 

factor, where every person is a level. 

 

How to change the names in the food consumption dataset DFNCS? 

This can only be done with some R commands. So change the script file 

2_SPADE_importdata.R by adding the following R commands.  

 

Commands to change the first name in DNFCS. 

names(DNFCS) shows all names of DNFCS 

 
> names(DNFCS) 
 [1] "p_id"                "mDay"                "age"                 
 [4] "SEX"                 "enkcal"              "folate"              
 [7] "syn_fol"             "s_syn_fol"           "user"                
[10] "total_syn_fol"       "alcohol"             "user_alcohol"        
[13] "w_demoseas_comb_nas" "vitB_freq_win"       "vitB_freq_rest"      
[16] "fol_freq_win"        "fol_freq_rest"       "mult_freq_win"       
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[19] "mult_freq_rest"      "multmin_freq_win"    "multmin_freq_rest"   
[22] "syn_fol_eq"          "foleq"               "s_foleq_food"        
[25] "s_foleq"             "total_foleq"        

 

names(DNFCS)[1] # shows the first name 

[1] "p_id" 

 
names(DNFCS)[1] <- "id"  

 

changes the name from "p_id" into "id" 

 

> names(DNFCS)[1] 
[1] "id" 

 

Command to change "SEX" into "sex" 

In the output of all names, we see that the variable age is present, but SEX is in 

uppercase and should be in lowercase. The next command corrects this: 

 

names(DNFCS)[4] <- tolower(names(DNFCS)[4])  

 

as can be seen in the next output from the Console. 
 
names(DNFCS)[4] 
[1] "SEX" 
> names(DNFCS)[4] <- tolower(names(DNFCS)[4]) 
> names(DNFCS)[4] 
[1] "sex" 
 
If the data frame has many variables, it is too slow to count which element of the 
vector with column names should be changed.  The next command changes 
column name "sex" back into "SEX" 
names(DNFCS)[names(DNFCS)=="sex"] <- "SEX" 
 
Explanation: names(DNFCS) gives a vector of names. With [4] you can select 
element 4 and with names(DNFCS)=="sex", you select that column of DNFCS  that 
is equal to "sex".  The expression <- "SEX" means change this name into "SEX". 
 
With the following command, all names are changed into lowercase, not only 
"SEX", but also the "D" of "mDay". 

 
names(DNFCS) <-  tolower(names(DNFCS)) 
 

> names(DNFCS)  
# shows the names and the changes have taken place.  
 [1] "id"                  "mday"                "age"                 
 [4] "sex"                 "enkcal"              "folate"              
 [7] "syn_fol"             "s_syn_fol"           "user"                
[10] "total_syn_fol"       "alcohol"             "user_alcohol"        
[13] "w_demoseas_comb_nas" "vitb_freq_win"       "vitb_freq_rest"      
[16] "fol_freq_win"        "fol_freq_rest"       "mult_freq_win"       
[19] "mult_freq_rest"      "multmin_freq_win"    "multmin_freq_rest"   
[22] "syn_fol_eq"          "foleq"               "s_foleq_food"        
[25] "s_foleq"             "total_foleq"         
 

ATTENTION  

The above name changes cannot be seen in the opened Viewer! 

Close the viewer with DNFCS (by clicking on x) and reopen DNFCS. Now you can 

see the new names. 
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TIPS 
1. If you like to save all your work in R during your session you have only to 

type into the Console: save.image() 
or use the menu:  
- Go to Session  
- Select Save Workspace as… 
- A new window pops up and select there .RData 
- Finally click on the Save button. 

2. If you want that RStudio saves your work always, at the end of a session 

without any questions, go to  
Tools / Options and change Ask into Always 
 (see also the first R session in section 2.3). 

3. If you have not saved any data in .RData at the end of a session, you 

have to rerun your saved script file and everything is OK! 
 

2.4.7 Import data from csv files 

R has several functions to import csv files or txt files. All information can be found 

by typing in the Console help(read.csv). 

 
Here, only the most necessary information is given with the next items:  

1. Locate the csv file e.g. with Files or Windows Explorer 
2. Indicate R where to find the file (three options) 
3. Determine the structure of the data 

a. The header (present or not) 

b. The separator -also called delimiter- i.e. the sign that separates 
the columns.  

MS-WORD is needed if no delimiter is visible, e.g. space or tab 
c. The decimal sign. 

1. Locate the csv file  

In this example, we assume that the Files tab shows the SPADE-course folder 

(Figure 28). 

 

 
Figure 28 the files tab with the SPADE-course folder. 

 

Click on Data (open folder Data) and the csv files appear (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29 csv files with threshold data. 

 

2. Indicate R where to find the file  

There are three ways, give the absolute path or give the relative path. The next 

three lines (commands) show these options: 

 

Option 1 with the absolute path 
AI.men <- read.csv2("N:/Data/SPADE-course/Data/AI_men.csv") 
 

Option 2 with a part of the absolute path, given in object called "PROJPATH" 
> ProjPath <- "N:/Data/SPADE-course/" 
> AI.men2 <-read.csv2(paste(ProjPath, "/Data/AI_men.csv", 
    sep="")) 

 

Option 3 with the relative path, starting at "N:/Data/SPADE-course" 
AI.men3 <- read.csv2("Data/AI_men.csv") 

 

If ProjPath already existed with the right path, the above assignment of 

ProjPath is not needed. The result of the command  

ProjPath <- "N:/Data/SPADE-course/" is visible in the Environment tab  

(Figure 30). 

 
Figure 30 The Environment tab with the ProjPath. 

 

3. Determine the structure of the data 

Open e.g. AI_men.csv by clicking on the name. In the left upper pane appears 

the content of the file. Then look at the three items (see Figure 31): 
a. The header, contains the first line the names of the columns?  

b. The separator, which sign separates the columns? 
 The comma "," or the semi-colon ";" or … 

c. The decimal sign, which sign is used for the decimals "." or ",”. 
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Figure 31 The csv file AI_men.csv. 

 

If the separator is "," use read.csv(…), if the separator is ";" use read.csv2. 

Here, use read.csv2 with default header=T, sep=";", dec=".". 

Check always the imported data. If the data do not fulfil the requirements of 

section 3.1 due to e.g. defining a wrong separator, SPADE will give an error. 

 

Remarks 
 In the above commands the parameters header=T, dec="."and sep=";" 

are not typed, since these are the default values 
 You can easily see the default values of a functions, by typing (in this 

example)  
args(read.csv2) 
function (file, header = TRUE, sep = ";", quote = "\"", dec = 
",", fill=TRUE,comment.char = "", ...) 

 The arguments of this function are respectively file, header, sep, 
quote, dec fill and comment.char 

 R command help(read.cvs2) gives the complete information on the use 

of this function in the Help tab 
 Remember to use "/" in the path name instead of the Windows "\", e.g. 

"Data/" 

 

2.4.8 Import data from Excel files (extension .xlsx) 

With the package "xlsx", it is very easy to import Excel files. If you did not yet 

install this package, install the package as described before (section 2.4.2). The 

installation ends with the installation of three packages! 
 
package ‘xlsxjars’ successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked 
package ‘rJava’ successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked 
package ‘xlsx’ successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked 
 
The downloaded binary packages are in… 
 

Attach the library by ticking the box before the xlsx name in the Package tab or 

by giving the command library(xlsx). 

 

Once the library is loaded, you are able to import the UL.men.xlsx and 

UL.women.xlsx files from the folder Data.  

 

> library(xlsx) 
Loading required package: xlsxjars 
Loading required package: rJava 
Warning messages: 
1: package ‘xlsx’ was built under R version 3.1.0  
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2: package ‘xlsxjars’ was built under R version 3.1.0  
 
> UL.men <- read.xlsx(paste(ProjPath, "/Data/UL.men.xlsx",sep=""), 
 sheetIndex=1)  
> UL.women <- read.xlsx (paste(ProjPath, "/Data/UL.women.xlsx",  
 sep=""),  sheetIndex=1) 

 

Do not forget to set the mandatory argument sheetIndex in read.xlsx. For 

further information and help, click on xlsx in Packages tab or type help(xlsx) 

in the Console. The last method gives a general description of the library, but if 

you scroll down to the bottom and click on Index, a list of all functions in xlsx is 

shown. 

 

Remark the names of the datasets in R can be freely chosen if they fulfil the R 

convention. E.g., all names should begin with a character. 

 

Exercise 

Import all other files in folder Data to your work directory in R. 

1. SAS files  
potato_all_participants.sas7bdat  
potato_consgr0.sas7bdat 

2. Excel files 
UL_men.xlsx 
UL_men.xlsx 

3. csv files  
AI_men.csv 
AI_women.csv 
EAR_men.csv 
EAR_women.csv 
Population2008.csv 
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3 SPADE: input and output 

In this chapter, the required and optional input data for SPADE is described in the 

first section. In the second section, the organization of the output is explained 

only, not the content of the output. 

 

 Input data for SPADE 3.1

To use SPADE, data on food consumption is required. In order to compare food 

consumption data with dietary reference values (or other cut-off values) input 

files with these values should be provided. These cut-off point data are not 

mandatory to run SPADE. 

 

Since results may be presented in age groups after modelling as a function of age 

(e.g. for clarity reasons), a dataset with population numbers might be required. 

See section 3.1.4 for the requirements. The population data are not mandatory to 

run SPADE. Therefore, if no population numbers are provided by the user, SPADE 

assumes that the data is representative for the population. 

 

Although SPADE is written in the computer language R, it is not necessary that 

the datasets are built in R, as datasets from other software programs can be 

imported into R, e.g. SAS, SPSS, Excel and comma separated value (csv)-files 

(see chapter 2).  

 

The name of the datasets can be chosen freely. For all datasets, the variable 

names should preferable be lowercase. You can do this within R after importing 

your dataset as described in paragraph 2.4.6. Below each dataset is further 

explained. 

There are three types: food consumption data (mandatory), data with cut-off 

points and population data. 

 

3.1.1 Food consumption data  

For every subject in the dataset, food consumption data is required on two 

independent days of observation. The dataset should be organized having one 

observation day per row. This means that for each subject there will be two 

separate rows with consumption data.  

 

The dataset should contain the following three compulsory variable names 

(columns): id, age, sex. See section 2.4.6 how to rename your original 

variable names in R. 
 id is the person specific identification number 
 age is the age of the subject, which may be in any unit, but the unit 

should be the same for all subjects 
 sex is a variable with the value 1 for male and 2 for female 

 Further, at least one variable with intake data is required, the name can 
be freely chosen.  

 Other variables e.g. survey weights, or covariables are not compulsory 
but can be added to improve the data analyses.  

 Survey weights have to be normalized, i.e. the sum of the survey 

weights should be equal to the number of observations. 
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Figure 32 Example of the dataset with food consumption data. 

 

In Figure 32, for each subject there are two separate rows with consumption data. 

The dataset includes the compulsory variable names id, age and sex. The variable 

sex has a value 1 for males and 2 for females. When the variable mDay -not 

compulsory- has a value 1, it corresponds to the first recall day, value 2 to the 

second recall day. This dataset contains the intake variables enkcal (Energy in kilo 

calorie/d), food folate (Folate equivalents (µg/d)), syn_fol (Folic acid added to 

food (µg/d)) and s_syn_fol (Folic acid from dietary supplements (µg/d)). These 

variable names can be chosen freely.  

 

3.1.2 Cut-off point values  

To compare intake distributions with cut-off values, datasets containing these 

values should be provided. SPADE can handle three types of cut-off points, which 

are named after dietary reference values but can also be used for other cut-off 

values.  

For the estimated average requirement (EAR)–type, SPADE estimates the 

proportion of the population with intakes less than or equal to this cut-off value.  

For the tolerable upper intake level (UL)–type, it estimates the proportion greater 

than or equal to this cut-off value.  

For the adequate intake (AI)-type a qualitative comparison is made, to determine 

whether the median value is greater than or equal to this cut-off value or lower 

than this cut-off value.  
 

 If cut-off values are different for male and female, different datasets 

should be prepared, in that case analyses should also be performed 
separately for men and women.  

 Within each run of SPADE you can provide two EAR-type, two UL-type, 
and one AI-type cut-off values, provided in different datasets. It is 
convenient if the datasets are named for example EAR.M, EAR.F, AI.M et 
cetera for data with EARs for men and women and with AIs for men 
respectively. 

 Each dataset should contain all ages that occur in the consumption 
dataset and missing values in the cut-off values are not allowed. 

 The cut-off value should have exactly the same name as the variable in 
the food consumption database. For instance if you are interested in the 
habitual intake of vitamin B6 and in your food consumption database this 
variable is called vitb6, vitb6 should also be in the cut-off value 
dataset(s).  Be aware that in some of the advanced models you have to 
provide a name for the overall outcome (see 8.2); this name should be 

identical to the cut-off value. 
 In addition, the units of the variables in the food consumption database 

should be the same as those in the cut-off values databases. 
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 If there is no cut-off value for a specific age leave that blank or put a ".", 
but be aware that if the corresponding age is in your analysis, the 
estimated percentage will be NA (not available).  

 

 

 

  
Figure 33 Example of the dataset for estimated average requirements (EAR) for 

men. 

 

In Figure 33, EAR-type cut-off values are provided for men. The age ranges from 

1 to 100, in Figure 33 shown until age 23. All variable names are in lowercase, 

and correspond to the variable names in the food consumption data, i.e. the 

DNFCS in the example above (Figure 32). For folate, no EAR-type cut-off value is 

available for age 1-18. Therefore, a blank is filled in. Instead of a blank you can 

also fill in ‘.’. 

The structure of the AI and the UL files is the same. 

 

3.1.3 Population numbers 

SPADE models at default as a function of age. However, presenting habitual 

intake distributions per age unit is generally not practical. Within SPADE, there is 

the option to present the results in predefined age groups after modelling age 

dependently. This may require population numbers (section 3.1.4) in order to 

make the results representative for the population by taking into account the 
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distribution of the ages in the population. In the Netherlands, these numbers can 

be downloaded from Statistics Netherlands (www.CBS.nl).  

 

This dataset should contain the compulsory names:  
 age   
 pop.male (number of boys and men for each age unit) 
 pop.female (number of girls and women for each age unit)  

 The dataset should contain at least all ages present in the consumption 
dataset. 

 
 

Table 2 Example of the dataset with population numbers. The age range is 0...99 

years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.4 Conditions on population numbers and survey weights 

Since SPADE uses default age as a covariable, the use of survey weights and 

population numbers is not straightforward.  

 

If no survey weights and no population numbers are provided, SPADE assumes 

that the survey data represents the population. This means that the actual 

number of subjects per age in the survey data is taken to weigh the results that 

are aggregated in age-classes. 

 

If the data does not represent the population, survey weights and population 

numbers should be used to get population representative results. It depends on 

the type of back-transformation how this is carried out by SPADE. 

 

 With backtrans.nr=1, default in 1-part and 2-part model, population 

numbers should be provided. If available, survey weights (including age) 

can be provided. 

 With backtrans.nr=2, optional in 1-part and 2-part model and default in 

3-part and multi-part model, there are 2 options 

o Only survey weights including age 

o Survey weights, not including age,  in combination with 

population numbers 

Table 1 shows briefly the conditions on the population numbers in combination 

with the type of back-transformation and the available survey weights, in case the 

data is not representative for the population. 

 
 

Table 3 Conditions on population numbers in case the data does not represent the 

population  

age pop.male pop.female 

0 92212 88550 

1 94737 89960 

2 95788 91385 

3 98583 94592 

4 102303 97617 

5 102861 98035 

6 103559 99042 

7 105151 100946 

…   

99 362 2258 

http://www.cbs.nl/
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back-

transformation 
survey weights 

population 

numbers 

SPADE option 
including 

age 

non-

including 

age 

not 

 available 

 

1 if available if available 
not 

available 
mandatory 

2 if available   not allowed 

2  if available 
not 

available 
mandatory 

 

 SPADE OUTPUT 3.2

In this section, the organization of the SPADE output is explained. This output is 

organized in several ways in order to facilitate the use and reporting of the SPADE 

results and to keep SPADE fast. 

Continuing our example, the RStudio project folder is called "SPADE-course", 

which is also the R working directory. All R objects are saved at the end of the 

session in the file .RData. In the meantime all R work is hold into the memory. 

Using SPADE, output will be given in the R Console. In addition, output is saved in 

folders outside R. 

 

3.2.1 Output in the R Console 

SPADE is an R program and all output is saved in one object. This is a list of all 

input information, model results and the output table(s). If all objects would be 

saved in R, this means first saved in memory and at the end saved on the hard 

disk, this would slow down R extremely. Therefore, only the last analysis is saved 

and will generally speaking, only be used for development purposes. This object, 

called .Last.spade, is invisible under the Environment tab and neither with the R 

command ls(), which means "list the working directory". Only with ls(all=T) 

the objects starting with a dot "." become visible. 

If starting and/or closing R becomes slow, remove the .Last.spade object by the 

statement rm(.Last.spade) and type then the command save.image(), which 

saves the current state of the working directory in .RData. 

 

3.2.2 Output saved outside R 

The output of SPADE is written to three folders outside R. These folders may be 

created automatically by SPADE. First, the situation according to the default 

options is described were the folders are automatically created. Next will be 

explained how the user can specify two of the three output folders. Figure 34 

shows the content of folder SPADE-course before SPADE is used. 
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Figure 34 Content of the Spade-course folder prior to first SPADE use. 

 

The file .RData contains all saved R objects; the file .Rhistory contains the history 

of the given commands. In addition, some script files (extension .R) and the 

RStudio project file SPADE-course.Rproj are present. 

 

After running the SPADE program f.spade (see Chapter 4), three new folders 

appear 0_SPADEresults, 1_CSVresults and bin_results (Figure 35). The folder 

0_SPADEresults contains .txt-files with all information on the data, model and 

results. It also may contain diagnostic and results plots, if you requested SPADE 

to save these. Output in .csv-format is saved in the 1_CSVresults folder and 

bin_results contains files needed for the bootstrap (see Chapter 9). 

 

 
Figure 35 Content of the Spade-course folder after using f.spade. 

 

Figure 36 shows the content of the folder "0_SPADEresults" after running f.spade 

to estimate the habitual intake of folate (daily intake) for women aged 7-69 years. 
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This folder contains the txt-output files (.txt) and the plot-output files (.pdf), 

default in pdf-format. Other plot options are only the screen, wmf and jpeg. 

 

 
Figure 36 Content of the folder 0_SPADEresults. 

 

The file with "000.txt" at the end contains initial information of the data and of the 

model. The content of the file will be explained in chapter 4 . The output file 

ending with "999.txt" contains all information, including the model fits and the 

output tables. 

 

The pdf file contains all diagnostic plots and the plots with the final habitual intake 

distributions  

 

The second folder "1_CSVresults" contains csv files, which can be used in e.g. MS 

Excel or MS Word and are used to report the results. Figure 37 shows the content 

of the actual folder. For a 1-part model, as in this example, only the final habitual 

intakes distributions are reported. For 2-part models, also two other csv files are 

saved: the one with the habitual intake frequency distribution and the other one 

with the distribution of the habitual intake amounts on consumption days.  

 

 
Figure 37 Content of the folder 1_CSVresults. 

 

The last folder, which name cannot be changed by the user, contains binary R 

files, which can be reloaded into R with the function load. This is only used to 

summarize the bootstrap results (Chapter 9). Figure 38 shows the actual content 

of folder bin_results. 
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Figure 38 Content of the folder bin_results. 

 

Change the output folders 

Instead of using the automatically created folders, the user can change the SPADE 

and the CSV output folder name and location.  

This is handy in case you have several analyses with similar food components for 

different surveys, in order to prevent overwriting results of an earlier analysis. For 

example if you have data on folate, vitD and vitB12 from two different surveys, 

e.g. from Germany and Belgium. 

For the German analysis, you can write a script, which starts with e.g. 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "0_SPADE_Germany" 

CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "1_CSV_Germany" 

following with the three analyses of folate, vitD and vitB12 respectively. 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "0_SPADE_Belgium" 

CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "1_CSV_ Belgium" 

following with the three analyses of folate, vitD and vitB12 respectively. 

 

In this example, the names of the output files will be the same; however, they 

can be distinguished as they are saved into distinct folders. There is also the 

option to give your output files partially your own names. This will be explained in 

chapter 4. 

 

In the above example, SPADE was run in a project (see paragraph 2.4) and the 

folders were made automatically in the project folder. If you do not work in a 

project, and/or want to save the output on a different place it is also possible. 

 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/forfication/SPADEoutput/" 

CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/fortification/CSVoutput/" 

 

Remark 

The complete path and filename may not exceed 260 characters. At the moment, 

SPADE does not check the total length of a path and filename. One of the longest 

extensions in automatic generating the output names is 33 characters after the 

standard part "spade.variable.name.f.7.69", where "variable.name" is the name of 

the dependent variable in the analysis.  

 

Tip 

If a user likes to check the length of a path with name PATHname and file name 

called filename, he can use in R's console the command 

nchar(paste(PATHname,filename,sep="")). 
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4 SPADE for daily intakes 

In this chapter, the use of SPADE for estimating habitual intakes of nutrients, 

foods or food components daily consumed by almost everyone will be explained. 

This chapter will start with the explanation of the different arguments of the 

SPADE function (f.spade). Thereafter, an example will be given to show the use 

of SPADE and the output. In section 4.3, the use of extra options is demonstrated, 

e.g. the use of age classes. As in the previous chapter, in all examples the 

RStudio project is located in "N:/Data/SPADE-course". 
In the rest of this chapter, the string WDPATH refers to this path (see paragraph 

2.4). SAS users may consider it is as kind of "libname". 

 

 Arguments in SPADE 4.1

With args(f.spade) all arguments of the function f.spade will be shown. 
 

 

 

To run SPADE the user should define some of these arguments. For explanation 

purposes, 4 different colors are used in the description of the arguments (only in 

the manual, not on the screen after running args(f.spade)). The arguments in 

green have to be defined by the user, those in orange can be defined by the 

user to have extra options in SPADE, those in blue have a default value that can 

be changed by the user, and the user should not change the arguments in red 

font. Table 4 presents the arguments and gives an explanation. 
  

> args(f.spade) 
 
function (frml.ia, frml.if = NULL, data, min.age = NULL,  
max.age = NULL, sex.lab = NULL,  
weights.name = NULL,  
lambda.orig = NULL, prb = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95),  
n.ppa = 5000, ia.method = "one.pos", backtrans.nr = 1,  
outlier.ok = F, R.ok = F,  
eps.prob = 1e-04, eps.norm = 1e-04, verbose = T,  
EAR.names = NULL, EAR.distr = NULL, EAR.vc = NULL,  
AI.names = NULL, UL.names = NULL, age.classes = NULL, 
dt.pop = NULL,  
automatic.ok = T, plot.dev = 4, output.name = NULL,  
dgts = 3, dgts.distr = 0, dgts.dri = 1, 
spade.output.path = SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH,  
csv.output.path = CSV.OUTPUT.PATH,  
colors.ok = T, bootstrap.ok = F, boot3.ok = F, boot.dt.name 
= NULL)  
NULL 
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Table 4 Explanation of the arguments in the SPADE function f.spade. 

argument type explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER 

frml.ia formula Define the (micro)nutrient, food, food component to 

model the intake amounts (ia).  

E.g. frml.ia = response ~ fp(age) 

response2 is the name of (micro)nutrient, food, food 

component to analyse in your R-dataset. 

~fp(age) makes SPADE model the intake as a 

fractional polynomial (fp) of age 

~1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as a function 

of age (e.g. frml.ia=response~1) 

 

frml.if string Define the (micro)nutrient, food, food component to 

model the intake frequencies (if). 

This is not relevant for daily intakes, to indicate that 

no modelling is needed: frml.if = "no.if". 

Remark: frml.if should be  a formula for episodical 

intakes (see chapter 5). 

 

data data 

frame 

Define the name of your dataset in R (for 

requirements see Chapter 3) e.g. data=dataset 

 

min.age number Define the minimum age in the analyses to estimate 

the habitual intake distribution. This is not necessarily 

the minimum age in your dataset (data). 

 

max.age number Define the maximum age in the analyses to estimate 

the habitual intake distribution. This is not necessarily 

the maximum age in your dataset (data). 

 

sex.lab string Define the gender of the (sub)population analysing the 

habitual intake distribution. There are 3 options: 

sex.lab="male" (or sex.lab="men") 

sex.lab="female" (or sex.lab="women") 

sex.lab="both"  

In the dataset sex=1 is men/male and sex=2 is 

women/female (see Chapter 3) 

NOT REQUIRED, BUT NEEDED FOR SPECIAL OPTIONS 

weights.name string Define the name of the variable (column) in the 

dataset (data) containing the normalized survey 

weights. If not defined by user, SPADE will model 

without survey weights. 

E.g. weights.name="weights"  

 

EAR.names character 

vector 

Define name of dataset containing cut-point values, 

usually Estimated Average Requirements, per age unit 

(see Chapter 3). The proportion of the population 

below or equal to this cut-point is estimated (EAR cut-

point method). 

 
2
 In this example the response is folate, see 4.2.1. 
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argument type explanation 

E.g. EAR.names="EAR.men" 

A maximum of two cut-points can be analysed at 

once: 

e.g. EAR.names=c("NL_men", "EFSA_men") 

 

EAR.distr string Define the shape of the distribution of requirements to 

be able to use a probability approach to estimate the 

proportion with inadequate intake. At default this 

option is not used (EAR.distr=NULL). 

Options are: EAR.distr="normal" or 

EAR.distr="lognormal" 

Required to fill in EAR.vc 

 

EAR.vc number Define the variation coefficient (vc) of the EAR.distr 

distribution of requirements. 

At default this option is not used (EAR.vc=NULL) 

 

AI.names string Define name of dataset containing the values of the 

Adequate Intake (AI) per age unit (e.g. 

AI.names="AI.men"). Comparison with these values is 

qualitatively. SPADE will report 0, 1 or 2, this means: 

0 = median habitual intake is below threshold (AI) 

1 = median habitual intake is above threshold (AI)  

2 = inconclusive within an age group selected to 

report, dataset with the results per age-unit for this 

age group is provided in csv.output.path  

 

UL.names character 

vector 

Define name of dataset containing cut-point values, 

usually safe upper intake levels, per age unit (see 

Chapter 3). The proportion of the population above 

this cut-point is estimated. 

E.g. UL.names="UL.men" 

A maximum of two cut-points can be analysed at 

once: 

e.g. UL.names=c("NL_men", "EFSA_men") 

 

age.classes number 

vector 

Define age-classes to report the habitual intake 

distribution. 

At default results are provided per age unit 

(age.classes=NULL). 

E.g., to report data in 3 age-classes 7-8, 9-13, and 

14-17: age.classes=c(6,8,13,17).  

Results will be provided for (6,8], (8,13], and (13,17] 

(in the output (6,8] means 6 not included, 8 included, 

so age group with ages 7 and 8. 

It is possible to model over more age-units than those 

reported in age groups. E.g., model over 7-69 yr and 

only report 19-30, 31-50 yr. 

If age-classes are defined, the result of the overall age 

group is also presented. 
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argument type explanation 

dt.pop data 

frame 

Name of dataset in R containing the population 

numbers for male and female by age (see 3.1.4 for 

the requirements) 

e.g. dt.pop=population2008 

spade.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the output of 

the analyses and plots. 

Default: spade.output.path=SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH can be 

defined; e.g. (see Chapter 3) 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <-  

"N:/Data/SPADE-Course/SPADEout"  

If SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH is not (correctly) defined 

SPADE creates SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- 

"0_SPADEresults/" in folder WDPATH. 

It is highly recommended to define the location. 

For conditions on the length of the path names, see 

the remark and the tip at the end of section 3.2.2. 

 

csv.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the output 

(percentiles of habitual intake distribution and 

comparison with cut-points). 

Default: csv.output.path=CSV.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, CSV.OUTPUT.PATH can be defined; 

e.g. (see Chapter 3) 
CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/Data/SPADE-
Course/CSVout"  

If CSV.OUTPUT.PATH is not (correctly) defined SPADE 

creates CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "1_CSVresults/" in 

folder WDPATH.  

It is highly recommended to define the location. 

For conditions on the length of the path names, see 

the remark and the tip at the end of section 3.2.2. 

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

lambda number At default lambda=NULL, which means that lambda is 

estimated by maximum likelihood (ML). Lambda is 

part of the transformation of the data to a normal 

distribution and its value should be between zero and 

one, included zero (log-transformation) and one (no 

transformation). 

If needed, a specific lambda can be filled in by the 

user. 

E.g. lambda=0 for a log-transformation 

E.g. lambda=0.5 for a square root transformation 

 

ia.method string Not needed to model habitual intake distributions for 

daily intakes, keep default value (see Chapter 5 for 

episodical intake and full explanation of this 

argument) 

 

outlier.ok logical Possibility to check for potential outliers in the intake 

amounts.  

At default outlier.ok=F, no outlier detection. 
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argument type explanation 

For outlier detection outlier.ok=T, complete records 

of potential outliers are presented. However, the 

results are presented with the outliers included. 

 

automatic.ok logical At default automatic.ok=T, which runs f.spade at 

once. 

Choose automatic.ok=F, to run f.spade step-by-

step; press <enter> to continue after each step. 

 

backtrans.nr number The number indicates which type of back-

transformation is used for daily intakes (for episodical 

intakes see Chapter 5). Default: backtrans.nr=1. 

backtrans.nr=0, no back-transformation, only model 

fitting 

backtrans.nr=1, exact back-transformation for daily 

intakes 

backtrans.nr=2, pseudo-person sampling, simulation 

n.ppa pseudo persons per individual (id) in dataset 

(data). 

 

n.ppa number Default value n.ppa=5000. 

Number of pseudo persons per individual in dataset. 

For daily intakes, only relevant for backtrans.nr=2 

(see above). 

 

prb number 

vector 

Default: prb=c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95) 

Defines the percentiles of the habitual intake 

distribution to be reported. At default the 5th, 25th, 

50th (median), 75th, and 95th percentiles are reported.  

Other percentiles can be included. Example: all 

percentiles can be reported by setting  

prb=seq(0.01,by=0.01,to=0.99) 

 

plot.dev number Define the way SPADE reports the graphical/plot-

output: 

Default plot.dev=4 graphical output in one PDF-file in 

spade.output.path 

plot.dev=0 no graphical output 

plot.dev=1 graphical output to distinct graphical 

windows in R 

plot.dev=2 graphical output in distinct JPG-files  

(in spade.output.path) 

plot.dev=3 graphical output in distinct WMF-files        

(in spade.output.path) 

 

colors.ok logical Define to use colors (colors.ok=T, default) or 

greyscale for e.g. publications (colors.ok=F) 

 

R.ok logical Default R.ok=F, a Fortran algorithm is used during the 

back-transformation step for fast calculation. 

R.ok=T, only R is used during back-transformation 
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argument type explanation 

step (time consuming) 

 

output.name string Define specific output name for analysis. 

Default output.name=NULL, a standard output name is 

generated by SPADE: spade.c1.c2.c3.c4 

c1= response (name of (micro)nutrient, food, food 

component to be analysed (frml.ia) 

c2= m for male, f for female, or b for both (sex.lab) 
c3= min.age 
c4= max.age 

 

dgts number Define number of digits in the output of the analysis 

steps in SPADE (does not apply to reported percentiles 

(see dgts.distr) or proportions below/above cut-

points (see dgts.dri)). Default dgts=3 

 

dgts.distr number Define number of digits in the reported percentiles of 

the habitual intake distribution. 

Default dgts.distr=0 

 

dgts.dri number Define number of digits in the reported proportion with 

intakes below/above cut-points.  Default dgts.dri=1 

DO NOT CHANGE THESE VALUES, ONLY FOR EXPERTS 

eps.prob number Default value: eps.prob=0.001, precision in numerical 

approximation of the percentiles of the habitual intake 

distribution for daily intakes using backtrans.nr=1. 

 

eps.norm number Default value: eps.prob=0.001, precision in numerical 

approximation of the proportion below/above a cut-

point for daily intakes using backtrans.nr=1. 

 

verbose logical Default verbose=T, results are printed to the screen. 

verbose=F, results are not printed to the screen. 

 

bootstrap.ok logical Needed for programming purposes and transparency 

Default: bootstrap.ok=F 

 

boot3.ok logical Needed for programming purposes and transparency 

Default: boot3.ok=F 

 

boot.dt.name string Needed for programming purposes and transparency 

  

 Example SPADE 1-part model with default options 4.2

To illustrate the SPADE 1-part model, the habitual intake of food folate µg/d will 

be estimated. A basic option, with the minimum of user-defined arguments is 

used.  

 

 

4.2.1 R statement to start SPADE for daily intakes 

In this section, the use of f.spade is discussed with only the minimum arguments 

needed to be filled in. For all other arguments, the default values are used. 
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library(SPADE.RIVM) 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age), frml.if="no.if", data=DNFCS, 
min.age=7, max.age=69, sex.lab="female") 

 

The statement starts with the command library(SPADE.RIVM) to be sure that 

SPADE is available. Although it is handy to put this command in your script to 

remember you to run it prior to do your analyses, it is not required to run this 

command prior to each separate analysis. 

In this example, the habitual intake (frml.ia=) is estimated for variable folate 

as a function of age (~fp(age)). The variable folate is present in the dataset 

DNFCS (data=DNFCS). Folate is daily consumed by (almost) all subjects 

(frml.if=”no.if”). In the analysis the minimum age of 7 yr (min.age=7) and 

the maximum age of 69 yr (max.age=69) is used. The analyses were performed 

for women only (sex.lab="female"). As before, the following commands are 

saved in a script file, called 3_SPADE_daily_intakes.R. So select the three lines 

and press Ctrl+Enter or click on the icon at the top of the script 

pane. 

 

4.2.2 Output in the Console 

The output appears in the R console and some files are saved outside R/RStudio 

(see chapter 3 and later on in chapter 4). The explanation is in italic. 
 
f.spade: 
   Only intake amount modelling      This means the 1-part model  
f.spade: exact back-transformation, n.ppa is not used 
The type of back-transformation is reported (see 4.1, argument backtrans.nr) 
 
Making a model for  folate  from  DNFCS women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
 
SPADE explains which data will be used for the model and presents the number of 
persons with 0, 1 or 2 positive intakes. In this case, all 1908 subjects have two 
positive intakes.  
f.spade: population data constructed sample represents population 
No population data is provided (dt.pop=NULL, the default value), SPADE uses the 

distribution of the number of persons per age of the survey DNFCS as the 
population one. 
 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
    log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -12866.45 0.26816 0.23 0.31 
Result of the first step, the Box-Cox transformation with lambda, the essential 
parameter estimated by Maximum Likelihood (log.lik): lambda = 0.27 (0.23-

0.31), where (-) denotes the 95% confidence interval. 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-10.2750   -1.1276   -0.0003    1.1343   10.5224   
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      13.01258    0.09036  144.01   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^-0.5) -2.43827    0.12244  -19.91   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
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(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 3.224781) 
 
    Null deviance: 13578  on 3815  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 12299  on 3814  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 15301 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
Intermediate result of the optimal fractional polynomial in a linear regression 
model: transformed_folate = 13.01-2.44*(age/10)^(-0.5) + error, where the 
error is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 3.22. The normality of 
the residuals will be checked graphically, later on, but first the total variance of 

3.22 should be split up into the between-person variance and the within-person 
variance. This is done with a linear mixed effects model, as is shown in the next, 
final results. 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0.268  
[1] "intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5) + (1|id)" 
This is the model definition 
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5) + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia 
Weights: spade.dt.ia[, weights.name] 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 15147.1 
 
Scaled residuals:  
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-5.1451 -0.5385  0.0066  0.5612  5.5810 
The user can compare this AIC of 15147 with the AIC with the linear model 
without random effects (AIC=15300). This means that the latter model is better. 
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 0.9035   0.9505   
 Residual             2.3218   1.5237   
Number of obs: 3816, groups: id, 1908 
The between-person variance is estimated as 0.90 and the within-person variance 
as 2.32. Note that the sum of these two variances is equal to the total variance of 
the linear model 3.22. 
 
 
Fixed effects: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)       13.0126     0.1022   127.3 
I((age/10)^-0.5)  -2.4383     0.1385   -17.6 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) 
I((/10)^-0. -0.947 
f.spade: Model saved in spade.folate.f.7.69.model 
  
The fixed effects estimates of the model are the same as in the linear regression 

model above, but the errors differ. 
 
f.spade: outlier detection disabled 
No outlier detection.  
 
f.spade: Model saved in spade.folate.f.7.69.model 
Since this model can be very large, the model is saved outside R in 

WDPATH/bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.model.bin  

In this way, SPADE remains fast if various analyses are run in one R-session. 
 
f.spade: f.spade.backtrans started for back-transformation 
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After the model is estimated, the results have to be back-transformed to the 
original scale. During the back-transformation, the within-person variance is 
eliminated in order to obtain habitual intakes. 
 

Now starts the final report  
=====  General information about 
========================================  SPADE and the data used 
f.spade: 
   Date = Tue Dec 01 08:03:18 2015 date of the analysis 
   Version     = spade.rivm_v.3.1 version of SPADE  
   Engine     = R and Fortran R and Fortran (used for 
                                                                          fast back-transformation) 
   Dataset      = DNFCS the name of the dataset 
   Compound     = folate the name of the  

   compound to be analysed 
   Selection   = women ; age 7-69 which part of the survey is  

  used 
   Weights      = no weights used  no survey weights used  
   Back-transformation is exact the back-transformation type 
   Populaton datatset= no population data used  no population data 

  provided 
 
========================================  
=====   Information about SPADE     
 
 
 
======================================== 
=====  Information about the data  ===== 
======================================== 
Number of observations (nobs)  = 3816 
Number of persons              = 1908 
Number of observations per person 
   2  
1908  
 
Number of persons with resp 0, 1, or 2 positive intakes 
   2  
1908  
 
Number of observations per age 
   ((explanation of first column: 
    7  is age 
    188 is number of observations for age 7 in sample 
    4.93 is proportion(%) of age 7 in sample 
    4.93 is proportion(%) of age 7 in population)) 
             7    8    9    10  11   12   13   14   15   
nobs         188  114  130  122 166  134  152  158  132  
% sample     4.93 2.99 3.41 3.2 4.35 3.51 3.98 4.14 3.46 
% population 4.93 2.99 3.41 3.2 4.35 3.51 3.98 4.14 3.46 
                                                         
             16   17   18   19 20   21   22  23  24   25   
nobs         118  170  130  38 48   36   42  42  70   58   
% sample     3.09 4.45 3.41 1  1.26 0.94 1.1 1.1 1.83 1.52 
% population 3.09 4.45 3.41 1  1.26 0.94 1.1 1.1 1.83 1.52 
                                                           
             26   27   28   29   30   31   32   33   34   
nobs         76   50   62   104  68   16   46   36   24   
% sample     1.99 1.31 1.62 2.73 1.78 0.42 1.21 0.94 0.63 
% population 1.99 1.31 1.62 2.73 1.78 0.42 1.21 0.94 0.63 
                                                          
             35   36   37   38 39  40   41   42  43   44 
nobs         48   24   40   38 42  32   26   42  54   38 
% sample     1.26 0.63 1.05 1  1.1 0.84 0.68 1.1 1.42 1  
% population 1.26 0.63 1.05 1  1.1 0.84 0.68 1.1 1.42 1  
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             45   46 47   48   49   50  51   52   53   54   
nobs         36   38 32   18   30   42  28   34   32   36   
% sample     0.94 1  0.84 0.47 0.79 1.1 0.73 0.89 0.84 0.94 
% population 0.94 1  0.84 0.47 0.79 1.1 0.73 0.89 0.84 0.94 
                                                            
             55   56   57   58   59   60   61  62   63   
nobs         58   26   46   26   44   34   42  46   54   
% sample     1.52 0.68 1.21 0.68 1.15 0.89 1.1 1.21 1.42 
% population 1.52 0.68 1.21 0.68 1.15 0.89 1.1 1.21 1.42 
                                                         
             64   65   66   67   68   69   
nobs         36   48   26   36   30   24   
% sample     0.94 1.26 0.68 0.94 0.79 0.63 
% population 0.94 1.26 0.68 0.94 0.79 0.63 
This table shows for each age the number of observations, the percentage of this 
age in the sample and the percentage in the population. Since no population data 
is provided, SPADE uses the age distribution of the survey DFNCS. If population 
date is provided, SPADE uses this information for the over-all habitual intakes 

distribution during the back-transformation, to reflect the population size. If no 
population data is provided, SPADE assumes that the sample is reflecting the 
population. 
 
======================================== 
=====        Model results         ===== 
======================================== 
   Model for intake amount   : folate ~ fp(age) 
   Model for intake frequency: "no.if" 
   Survey weights            : no weights used 
 
   Box Cox transformation with lambda = 0.268  (0.23,0.31) 
 
 
----------------------------- 
Fit of fractional polynomials 
----------------------------- 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-10.2750   -1.1276   -0.0003    1.1343   10.5224   
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      13.01258    0.09036  144.01   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^-0.5) -2.43827    0.12244  -19.91   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 3.224781) 
 
    Null deviance: 13578  on 3815  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 12299  on 3814  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 15301 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
After estimating the Box-Cox parameter, the dependent variable is transformed 

(intake.trans) and the best fitting fractional polynomial is obtained. The form of 
the fitted fractional polynomial, i.e. a+b*(age/10)^(-0.5) in this example, is used 
in the next linear mixed effects model. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fit of variance estimation (persons with two positive intakes) 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5) + (1 | id) 
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   Data: spade.dt.ia 
Weights: spade.dt.ia[, weights.name] 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 15147.1 
 
Scaled residuals:  
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-5.1451 -0.5385  0.0066  0.5612  5.5810  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 0.9035   0.9505   
 Residual             2.3218   1.5237   
Number of obs: 3816, groups: id, 1908 
 
Fixed effects: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)       13.0126     0.1022   127.3 
I((age/10)^-0.5)  -2.4383     0.1385   -17.6 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) 
I((/10)^-0. -0.947 
The estimates for the fixed effects are the same as in the fractional polynomial 
model 13.0108 and -2.4379 respectively. So the expected mean intake (on the 
transformed scale) as function of age is  13.0108 – 2.4378*(age/10)^(-0.5). The 
corresponding between-person and within-person variance is given in the next 

lines. 
 
   within-individual variance  = 2.32 
   between-individual variance = 0.903 
   ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 2.57 
 
*** Statistics of observed intakes over all ages *** 
                    sample mean intake = 195.85 
  age adj. mean of mean intake per age = 195.85 
 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
          age adj. mean of mean habitual intake per age = 195.763 
         difference from mean of mean per age in sample = -0.045 % 

The last lines are an important check if the model results correspond with the 

(weighted) mean of the sample or with the mean of the age adjusted mean per 

age (weighted for the proportion of the population per age). The deviance 

between the two relevant means is negligible in the example above. 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.folate.f.7.69.table  
This table is also saved outside R in  
WDPATH/bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.model.bin  
 
 
spade output table 
 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  196    118    158   191    228    288   Overall distribution 
(6,7]   144     91    119   141    166    207 
(7,8]   151     97    125   148    174    217 
(8,9]   157    101    130   154    181    225 
(9,10]  162    105    135   159    186    232 
(…) the intermediate results are not printed 
(66,67] 232    156    196   228    264    322 
(67,68] 233    157    197   229    264    322 
(68,69] 233    157    197   229    265    323 
This table consists in the class of all ages (first line) and for each age separately 

the following elements of the habitual intake distribution: the AM (arithmetic 
mean) and the default percentiles of 5%, 25%, 50% (median), 75% and 95%.  
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============================================================== 
   spade.folate.f.7.69.model is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.model.bin 
 
   and can later on (in a next R session) be used e.g. with 
   f.spade.summary("spade.folate.f.7.69.model") 
============================================================== 
   Log files can be found in 
   0_SPADEresults/ 
   Output tables can be found in 
   1_CSVresults/ 
============================================================== 
 
SPADE indicates where the user can find the binary output files: 
spade.folate.f.7.69.model means the model and spade.folate.f.7.69.table means 
the final table are saved into two files spade.folate.f.7.69.model.bin and 
spade.folate.f.7.69.table.bin in subfolder bin_results. 

These results can be used, later on, with the SPADE command 
f.spade.summary("spade.folate.f.7.69.model"), see section 4.2.3. 

 

In the next section, the output outside R is explained. 

 

4.2.3 Output saved outside R: binary files 

In section 3.2 is already explained how the saved output of SPADE is organized. 

We will now briefly describe the use of the binary files and then explain in 4.2.4 

the diagnostic plots and the graphical results in pdf-file. Next, we describe briefly 

the two log-files in 4.2.5 and in 4.2.6 the csv file with the habitual intake 

distributions is discussed. 

 

During a session, R stores all objects in memory. But, the model object, which is 

very large, slows down the performance of R. therefore, SPADE saves the model 

and table objects outside R to save memory.  If a user likes to study again a fitted 

SPADE model, the model can be reloaded into R with the R function load and 

f.spade.summary can be used to make again a summary. In this section is 

explained how to do this. 

 

In the last lines of the SPADE output on the screen, the user can read that the 

binary files of the model and of the output table are saved in folder bin_results in 

the actual working directory. This folder cannot be changed by the user.  

There is no time stamp in the file name, so future analysis for women in age 7-69 

on folate will overwrite the actual file. This can be prevented with the use of 

argument output.name in f.spade (see section 4.1). The user can load these 

binary files back into R with the R command 

 

load("bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.table.bin") 

 

With this command, object spade.folate.f.7.69.table becomes available in R. 

Since the model object can be very large, remove the model from the workspace 

before leaving SPADE with the command rm(spade.folate.f.7.69.model). 

Another way to assess easily this saved output is the use of the SPADE function 

f.spade.summary, i.e. use f.spade.summary("spade.folate.f.7.69.model"). 
 

4.2.4 Output saved outside R: pdf files  

In this section, the diagnostic plots for daily intakes are explained. This is 

especially important for detecting possible violations of the model assumptions. 

The main assumption for the intake amounts is that the used Box-Cox 
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transformation together with the model results in more or less normally 

distributed residuals. This can be checked by a QQ-plot, which will be explained 

later on (section A.2.2). 

 

If SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH is not set, the pdf-file can be found in folder 

0_SPADEresults. Since RStudio is an integrated development environment (IDE), 

one can open the pdf-file directly from the File pane. Figure 39 shows the three 

new output folders made by SPADE. 

 

 
Figure 39 Output folders made by SPADE. 

 

Clicking on 0_SPADEresults and on spade.folate.f.7.69_*.pdf opens the pdf-

file, where "*" stands for the added time stamp in the file name.  

 

Figure 40 shows a histogram of the original observations (two per person). 

The data is skewed to the right. The four largest intakes are about 700, 900, 1300 

and 1500 g/d. Figure 41 shows the maximum likelihood function of the Box-Cox 

transformation. In this example lambda equals 0.268 (0.23-0.31) and not equal 

to zero (the log transformation), which is not appropriate in this case. 
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Figure 40 Histogram of the original observations. 

 

 
Figure 41 Plot of the maximum likelihood function of the Box-Cox transformation. 
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Figure 42 Histogram and QQ-plot of the original folate intake and the Box-Cox 

transformed observations. 

 

 
Figure 43 Plot with original folate data against age. 

 

Figure 43 shows the original data plotted against age. The largest observations 

are clearly visible and at least 10 times as large as the mean per age, which is 

about 100-200 g. The knots represent the mean observations per age. They 

show an increase for the ages 7-20 and remain more or less stable. 

 
Figure 42 shows the impact of the Box-Cox transformation on the observations. 

On the left-hand side, the histogram (upper plot) and the QQ-plot of the original 
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intakes are shown and on the right-hand side, the corresponding plots are shown 

for the Box-Cox transformed observations. A QQ-plot consists in plotting the 

quantiles (also called percentiles) of the sample (y-axis) against the 

corresponding, theoretical quantiles of a standard normal distribution (x-axis). If 

this scatter plot shows a (more or less) straight line, the data on the y-axis is said 

to be normally distributed. So, the transformed observations are normally 

distributed as the QQ-plot shows a more or less straight line. The larger 

deviations at both ends may indicate some outliers. However, this is not yet the 

QQ-plot to check normality of the residuals, since only the observations are 

involved. 

In Figure 44, the transformed intakes are plotted against age. The fluctuation 

around the mean per age is much more of the same size for the lower 

transformed intakes and for the higher transformed intakes, since the points 

below the mean differ as much from the mean per age as the points above the 

mean. 

 

Figure 44 Plot of transformed folate intakes against age. 
 

The most important QQ-plot is shown in Figure 45. This figure shows the QQ-plot 

of the residuals of the transformed intakes and the predictions of the regression 

model including the fractional polynomial. Most of the residuals are clearly on the 

straight line. At both tails, there are some deviations: at the lower tail, the lowest 

residuals are too low and at the upper tail, the residuals are too high.  
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Figure 46 shows the histogram of the residuals. For the actual data, this 

histogram seems to confirm the model assumptions, since the bulk of the 

residuals show a normal distribution. However, attention, the large tails on both 

sides are clearly indicated by the values -10 -and 10. Another reason to show this 

histogram is to detect potential multi-modality. For example in case of two food 

sources for a compound, the histogram may show bi-modality, i.e. two peaks 

instead of one. 

 

Figure 45 Residuals of transformed folate intake. 

 

 

Figure 46 Histogram of the residuals 
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Figure 47 Final plot of f.spade with some percentiles of the habitual intake 

distribution per age (yr) for folate from DNFCS, women 7-69 yr. 
 

Figure 47 shows for each age: the requested percentiles of the habitual intake 

distributions: 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th as well as the mean habitual intake 

(the red curve). The red knots are the (weighted) mean intake per age of the 

observations. This figure shows why in SPADE the habitual intakes are modelled 

as a function of age. 

Figure 47 shows the last plot for daily intake, the results after the back-

transformation are plotted against age. If we had also defined age classes, there 

would be another plot. See the exercises. 

Remark 1: SPADE is independent of the time unit used in the survey. In DNFCS, 

the time unit reported is years, since the age of the persons is given in years. Also 

months or half year ages are allowed, as e.g. in a study of young children. 

Remark 2: Until now, in the final table and report only the point estimates of the 

percentiles (and proportion below/above a threshold) in case EAR.names and 

UL.names are defined. Confidence intervals are provided by f.spade.bootstrap, 

which will be explained in Chapter 9. 
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4.2.5 Output saved outside R: text files 

The txt file ending with "000.txt" contains information about the data, the model 

used and the model results, and is handy if SPADE stops because of an error. The 

most important text file is the last one created in an analysis, which name ends in 

".999.txt". The first part of the file is the report on the SPADE program, the data, 

the model results and the final table. Then follows all detailed information about 

SPADE as a kind of logging. This can be handy in case one has to analyse many 

compounds at once and wants to study the results afterwards.  

 

4.2.6 Output saved outside R: csv files 

In case of daily intakes, there is one csv file. In the example, the file is called e.g. 

"spade.folate.f.7.69_HI.csv", where "_HI" indicates the habitual intakes. 

Unfortunately, this file cannot be opened in a nice format by clicking on the name 

directly within RStudio. This will create an unreadable text in RStudio. Opening 

the file in Windows Explorer (by clicking), shows an Excel sheet, which can be 

used for reporting the result. All digits are present, so one can choose the amount 

of digits to be reported. In addition, csv files can be imported to other software 

programs, like SAS. Table 5 shows the upper part of the results in Excel with zero 

digits for the percentiles. 

 

Table 5 Results in Excel. 

 
 

 Example SPADE 1-part model with extra options 4.3

In this section, some examples will be given where extra options of SPADE will be 

used by defining some arguments of the function f.spade. These options are 

available in all SPADE models. The examples start always with a question from 

practice. 
 

4.3.1 Report in age classes 

In the actual version, SPADE uses at default  age as covariable in the modelling, 

also when the results should be reported in age classes, e.g. for the age classes 

9-12, 13-19 and 20-30, which do not cover all ages. 
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In this case you need to do two things a) define the age classes, using argument 

age.classes and b) provide information about the population numbers regarding 

the survey (in file population2008.csv) by using argument dt.pop. 

The differences with the previous output are  
 The table "Number of observations"  
 The final table with the percentiles of the habitual intake distributions are 

different from the previous example 
 A new figure will be added at the end. 

Only these differences will be described with again the explanation is in italic. 

 

With the following script the habitual intake of the daily consumed folate is 

estimated for female and reported in some age classes, using age.classes= 

c(6,8,13,18,30,50,69). This means that the results are reported for the 

following age classes: 7-8 yr, 9-13 yr, 14-18 yr, 19-30 yr, 31-50 yr, 51-69 yr. 

Note that 6,8 means from 7-8, 8,13 means from 9-13, so the number at the left 

hand side is not included in the age class. 

  

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS,min.age=7, 

  max.age=69,sex.lab="female", age.classes= c(6,8,13,18,30,50,69), 

  dt.pop=population2008) 

 

(…) 
 
Number of observations per age 
   ((explanation of first column: 
    7  is age 
    188 is number of observations for age 7 in sample 
    4.93 is proportion(%) of age 7 in sample 
    1.52 is proportion(%) of age 7 in population)) 
             7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   
nobs         188  114  130  122  166  134  152  158  132  
% sample     4.93 2.99 3.41 3.2  4.35 3.51 3.98 4.14 3.46 
% population 1.52 1.48 1.47 1.44 1.41 1.43 1.47 1.47 1.48 
                                                          
             16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23   24   
nobs         118  170  130  38   48   36   42   42   70   
% sample     3.09 4.45 3.41 1    1.26 0.94 1.1  1.1  1.83 
% population 1.51 1.51 1.46 1.45 1.47 1.48 1.46 1.45 1.43 
                                                          
             25   26   27   28   29   30   31   32   33   
nobs         58   76   50   62   104  68   16   46   36   
% sample     1.52 1.99 1.31 1.62 2.73 1.78 0.42 1.21 0.94 
% population 1.45 1.5  1.52 1.48 1.5  1.48 1.49 1.52 1.59 
                                                          
             34   35   36   37   38 39   40   41   42   
nobs         24   48   24   40   38 42   32   26   42   
% sample     0.63 1.26 0.63 1.05 1  1.1  0.84 0.68 1.1  
% population 1.65 1.8  1.88 1.96 2  1.92 1.9  1.91 1.94 
                                                        
             43   44   45   46   47   48   49   50   51   
nobs         54   38   36   38   32   18   30   42   28   
% sample     1.42 1    0.94 1    0.84 0.47 0.79 1.1  0.73 
% population 1.98 1.96 1.93 1.92 1.87 1.86 1.81 1.78 1.74 
                                                          
             52   53   54   55   56   57   58   59   60   
nobs         34   32   36   58   26   46   26   44   34   
% sample     0.89 0.84 0.94 1.52 0.68 1.21 0.68 1.15 0.89 
% population 1.71 1.68 1.66 1.66 1.6  1.61 1.62 1.67 1.76 
                                                          
             61  62   63   64   65   66   67   68   69   
nobs         42  46   54   36   48   26   36   30   24   
% sample     1.1 1.21 1.42 0.94 1.26 0.68 0.94 0.79 0.63 
% population 1.8 1.3  1.35 1.27 1.17 1.11 1.14 1.09 1.06 
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This table makes it possible to compare the proportion of each age-unit in your 

sample with the actual population data. In this case, it shows that girls from 7-18 

are overrepresented and women 67-69 seems to be underrepresented.  

 
(…) 
*** Statistics of observed intakes over all ages *** 
                    sample mean intake = 195.85 
  age adj. mean of mean intake per age = 210.567 
In the first example, the two means in the output above were equal. Now the 
second one is used, since this mean is weighted for the number of persons per 

age and this is reported by SPADE. 
 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
          age adj. mean of mean habitual intake per age = 209.666 
         difference from mean of mean per age in sample = -0.428 % 
The weighted mean reported by SPADE does not differ much from the weighted 
mean of the sample, the difference is -0.4%. 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.folate.f.7.69.table  
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.folate.f.7.69.table  
 
spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  210    131    173   206    242    301 
(6,8]   147     94    122   144    170    212 
(8,13]  167    107    138   163    191    238 
(13,18] 184    120    154   180    210    260 
(18,30] 201    132    168   197    229    282 
(30,50] 218    145    184   214    248    304 
(50,69] 229    154    193   225    260    318 
The SPADE output table reports the habitual intake distribution for the age classes 
7-69, 7-8, 9-13, 14-18, 19-30, 31-50 and 51-69 respectively. The 5, 25, 50, 75 
and 95 percentiles represent the habitual intake distributions per age class. 
 

Figure 48 is new in the output pdf-file and shows the reported results for the six 

age classes in green line segments.  
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Figure 48 Habitual intake distributions against age yr for folate µg/d women 7-69. 

The green line segments represent the quantiles of the age classes. The red curve 

represents the mean habitual intake per age and should correspond with the red 

knots, the observed mean per age. The five dashed curves represent the quantiles 

per age for 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% respectively. 

 

4.3.2 The use of survey weights 

Several types of survey weights are available in the Dutch National Food 

Consumption Survey 2007-2010. These scaled survey weights are meant to make 

the survey representative for the whole Dutch population in the time period 2007-

2010. In the DNFCS, available in SPADE, there is only one type of survey weights, 

called w_demoseas_comb_nas, which corrects for small deviations in socio-

demographic factors, season and day of week. This factor can be used in the 

SPADE analysis using f.spade with argument weights.name specified as follows 

weights.name = "w_demoseas_comb_nas". In order to compare the results with 

the table from the example 4.3.1, we commit the following statement to R 

 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS,  

  min.age=7, max.age=69, sex.lab="female",  

  age.classes=c(6,8,13,18,30,50,69), dt.pop= population2008,  

  weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas") 
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spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  209    130    172   206    242    301 
(6,8]   146     92    120   143    169    212 
(8,13]  166    106    137   162    191    238 
(13,18] 183    119    152   180    210    260 
(18,30] 200    131    167   196    229    283 
(30,50] 218    144    183   214    248    305 
(50,69] 229    153    193   225    260    319 

The habitual intake distribution for the overall age class –in this example (6,69]- 

is given automatically. Compared with the analyses from paragraph 4.3.1 the 

results are slightly different. 

 

4.3.3 The use of dietary reference intakes 

Often one is not only interested in the habitual intake distributions, but also in the 

proportion of the population with intakes below the EAR or the proportion, that 

exceeds an upper level. SPADE provides options to compare at once two EARs, 

one AI and two ULs. In the next statement one EAR, an AI and one UL are used. 

The values used in UL.women are not real upper levels; they are only meant to 

show how this option works. Check in the R objects "EAR.women", "UL.women" 

and "AI.women" if variable "folate" is present. If they are not present, NA’s (Not 

Available) will be reported. 

Remark: the names EAR.women and UL.women are used to illustrate that the 

user can choose any names, if they satisfy the rules about object names in R. 

 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS,  

  min.age=7, max.age=69, sex.lab="female",  

  age.classes=c(6,8,13,18,30,50,69), dt.pop= population2008,  

  weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas",EAR.names= 

  "EAR.women", UL.names="UL.women", AI.names="AI.women") 

 
spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  209    130    172   206    242    301 
(6,8]   146     92    120   143    169    212 
(8,13]  166    106    137   162    191    238 
(13,18] 183    119    152   180    210    260 
(18,30] 200    131    167   196    229    283 
(30,50] 218    144    183   214    248    305 
(50,69] 229    153    193   225    260    319 
        EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(6,69]    NA     NA  NA   NA  NA   5.2 
(6,8]     NA     NA 150    0 300   0.1 
(8,13]    NA     NA 225    0 300   0.3 
(13,18]   NA     NA 300    0 300   1.0 
(18,30]  200   53.1  NA   NA 300   2.7 
(30,50]  200   38.6  NA   NA 300   5.9 
(50,69]  200   30.4  NA   NA 300   8.9 

Be aware that for the overall results the comparison with AI and EAR is not 

provided, because the AI as well as the EAR was not provided for each age-unit. 

Further AI, EAR, and UL values may vary between age-units within an age-class. 

With SPADE, the evaluation is within age-classes, in this results table, only the AI, 

EAR, and UL value is presented of the youngest age-unit in an age-class. The 

proportion is estimated using all correct age-unit specific values. 
 
 

The first part with the arithmetic mean (AM) and the five percentiles are the same 

as in 4.2.2. The six new columns, printed below the first part, contain 

respectively, the EAR, with EAR = NA, meaning no EAR value available, EAR.p is 
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the proportion of the population of the women in the age class with a habitual 

intake below the EAR. For age class 19-30 the EAR is 200 µg/d and since the 

median is 196 µg/d the proportion indicated by EAR.p=53.1 seems to be right. 

Instead of an EAR, an AI is set for girls in age 7-18, represented by AI in the 

table. The AI.p is a qualitative indication, where 0 indicates "below the AI", so the 

median of the habitual intake distribution is smaller than the AI. This can be 

checked easily. In this example, the UL is 300 µg/d. This means for age class 31-

50 with a 95-percentile of 305 µg/d that the proportion should be near to 5% and 

indeed the UL1.p (proportion with intake above the UL) is equal to 5.9. 

 

4.3.4 The use of two EAR-s and two UL-s  

Sometimes one likes to compare the results of two EARs, e.g. the EAR used in the 

Netherlands and another one proposed by the EFSA. SPADE offers the option to 

do this at once, with the result in one table. As shown below, one has to put two 

names of two R-objects ("EAR.women"and "UL.women" in the example below), 

which contain both a column with the name of the compound in frml.ia (folate). 

In this example, the previous example is extended and now two EARs, no AI, and 

two ULs are used in the evaluation of the intake. This makes the comparison of 

e.g. the dietary reference values of different scientific bodies easier. 

 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS, 

min.age=7,max.age=69,sex.lab="female",age.classes= 
c(6,8,13,18,30,50,69), dt.pop=population2008, weights.name= 

  "w_demoseas_comb_nas", EAR.names=c("EAR.women", 

  "UL.women"), UL.names=c("EAR.women","UL.women")) 

 
spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 EAR1 EAR1.p EAR2 EAR2.p 
(6,69]  209    130    172   206    242    301   NA     NA   NA   94.8 
(6,8]   146     92    120   143    169    212   NA     NA  300   99.9 
(8,13]  166    106    137   162    191    238   NA     NA  300   99.7 
(13,18] 183    119    152   180    210    260   NA     NA  300   99.0 
(18,30] 200    131    167   196    229    283  200   53.1  300   97.3 
(30,50] 218    144    183   214    248    305  200   38.6  300   94.1 
(50,69] 229    153    193   225    260    319  200   30.4  300   91.1 
        AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p UL2 UL2.p 
(6,69]  NA   NA  NA    NA  NA   5.2 
(6,8]   NA   NA  NA    NA 300   0.1 
(8,13]  NA   NA  NA    NA 300   0.3 
(13,18] NA   NA  NA    NA 300   1.0 
(18,30] NA   NA 200  46.9 300   2.7 
(30,50] NA   NA 200  61.4 300   5.9 
(50,69] NA   NA 200  69.6 300   8.9 

Columns EAR1 and UL1 correspond to the EAR.women cut-off points and EAR2 

and UL2 to the ones in UL.women. Also the columns AI and AI.p are present but 

with only NA-s, as this evaluation was not performed.  

 

If the cut-off points in an age class are all equal, and the EAR (or UL) is used as 

an EAR as well as an UL, then holds EAR.p+UL.p=100. This is the case in this 

example and so EAR1.p+UL1.p=100 and EAR2.p+UL2.p = 100. 
 

4.3.5 Report with more digits 

The range of intakes of e.g. a micronutrient may be near to zero and so more 

digits are needed in the output table. SPADE offers the option to adjust the 

number of reported digits for the model fits (argument dgts), the habitual intake 

distributions (argument dgts.distr) and the reported percentages below or 

above a dietary reference intake (argument dgts.dri). This is only for the output 

printed in the R console and the txt files. The output generated as csv file always 
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contains all digits. The next command gives an example of folate for only two age 

classes. Only the output table will be presented and discussed. 

 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS, 

min.age=7,max.age=69,sex.lab="female",age.classes= c(18,30,50), 
dt.pop=population2008, weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 
EAR.names="EAR.women", UL.names="UL.women",dgts.distr=1,dgts.dri=3) 
 
spade output table 
           AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 EAR1 EAR1.p AI AI.p 
(18,50] 212.1  139.0  177.2 208.0  242.5  299.1   NA 43.329 NA   NA 
(18,30] 200.3  131.2  167.3 196.4  229.0  282.7  200 53.131 NA   NA 
(30,50] 217.8  144.3  182.8 213.7  248.3  305.1  200 38.603 NA   NA 
        UL1 UL1.p 
(18,50]  NA 4.852 
(18,30] 300 2.699 
(30,50] 300 5.890 
For age classes 18-30 and 30-50 years, the output corresponds to the previous 

one but with 1 and 3 digits for the percentiles of the habitual intake distribution 

and the percentages of the DRI-s respectively. Note that in this example for all 

years, the EAR and the UL values are defined, but still for the overall age class 

18-50 yr no EAR1 and UL1 is given, to indicate that these values may change over 

the years in the age class. Still EAR.p and UL.p are estimated from the habitual 

intake distribution and the population data. 

 

4.3.6 Alternative plot devices 

The default value plot.dev = 4 saves all plots automatically in a pdf file (see 

Table 4). 

However, if you are working interactively with SPADE, you may like to see the 

plots immediately on your computer screen. With option plot.dev=1 SPADE 

writes every plot in a new plot window on your screen or in RStudio.  

Sometimes, SPADE stops because a certain plot cannot be made by unexpected 

behaviour of the data or also when your plot window of RStudio is too small. With 

option plot.dev=0 you can do all calculations without making any plot. 

With options plot.dev=2 and plot.dev=3 the plots are written individually to 

wmf or jpeg files, respectively. 

After an error-stop of SPADE, SPADE may seem to produce any plots. If you type 

in the console f.dev.off(), all plot devices are closed and SPADE will produce 

again plots in the right device. 

 

4.3.7 SPADE step by step 

Some users like to work more interactively with SPADE and to study immediately 

the model results of SPADE. SPADE provides this by option automatic.ok=F. 

 

4.3.8 Outlier detection  
One can check if outliers are present in the survey data. Use argument 

outlier.ok=T. If one likes to see the results step-by-step, use also 

automatic.ok=F. Use also plot.dev=1, since the Box-Cox parameter  (lambda) 

is changing in each step of the outlier detection and this is visible in the 

appropriate plot. The outliers are printed on the screen, but are also available in 

.Last.spade. The R command names(.Last.spade) shows all elements of the list 

.Last.spade and .Last.spade$id.outliers is a part of the DNFCS with all 

persons with at least one outlying data point.  
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The decision to in- or exclude potential outliers is for the researcher. If there is a 

reason to remove outlying data points, these can be removed from the dataset. 

Note that at the moment SPADE needs two observations per person. In case all 

persons have two observations and one observation is detected as an outlier, both 

observations should be removed. In section 10.2 is described how to do this with 

R/RStudio. 

4.3.9 Non-colored figures for publication in a paper 

If one needs to publish some of the e.g. diagnostic plots in a paper, one often 

need plots with grey tints. SPADE provides this feature with argument 

colors.ok=F. 

 

 Exercises 4.4

To start using the SPADE 1-part model one can try to reproduce the examples in 

the previous paragraphs. In addition, several exercises are listed below. For these 

exercises, the data from the examples can be used. Script files and outcomes are 

available in chapter 11. 

 
a) What is the weighted habitual folate intake for men 30 yr (median, 25th 

and 75th percentile) – compare the results of age-dependent and not age-
dependent modelling? 

b) What proportion of men (30-40 yr) had a weighted habitual folate intake 

below the EAR (i.e. 200 µg/d) – use age-dependent modeling? 

c) What is the weighted habitual folate intake for girls 10-15 yr (10th and 
90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison with the AI (i.e. 
225-300 µg/d) – use age dependent modeling? 
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5 SPADE for episodical intakes 

In this chapter, the analysis of episodical intakes with SPADE will be explained. 

Episodical intakes are characterized by the many zeroes in the observed intakes. 

The intakes are zero on days of non-consuming the food component, foods or 

food groups. If no further information is available, e.g. from a food frequency 

questionnaire, all persons in the survey are assumed to be potential consumers 

even if they have two zero intakes in the survey (section 5.2). However, if 

information is available on the real never-consumers in the survey, SPADE can 

use this information in the estimation of the habitual intake distribution, with the 

right fraction of zero habitual intakes (section 5.3).  

 

 Arguments in SPADE for episodical intakes 5.1

Again, as in the 1-part model, one has to use f.spade for applying the 2-part 

model. Almost all arguments/options presented in Table 4 have exactly the same 

meaning. Only argument frml.if is used in a different way. In addition, there is 

an argument specifically needed for 2-part models, or models making use of 2-

part models, namely ia.method. With this argument, the user can define which 

data will be used in the modelling of the intake amount: one.pos (default): data 

from every person with at least one positive intake value, or two.pos: only the 

data from subjects with two positive intake values.  

These two arguments are presented in Table 6.   

 

Table 6 Explanation of arguments in the SPADE function f.spade (2-part model). 

argument Type explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER  (see also Table 4) 

frml.if Formula Define the (micro)nutrient, food, food component to 

model the intake frequency (if).  

E.g. frml.if = response~cs(age) 

 

response3 is the name of (micro)nutrient, food, food 

component to analyse in your R-dataset. 

~cs(age) makes SPADE model the intake frequencies 

as a cubic spline (cs) of age 

~cs1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as a 

function of age (e.g. frml.if=response~cs1) 

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

ia.method String Only needed in 2-part models or other models where 

2-part models are used. Default 

ia.method="one.pos", which means that for 

modelling the intake amounts (ia) one positive value 

is used of each person which at least one positive 

value. So, for persons with exactly one positive value 

and one zero, the positive value is chosen. For 

persons with two positive intakes, one intake is 

randomly selected. This method uses information of as 

 
3
 In this example the response is syn_fol, see 5.2.1. 
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argument Type explanation 

much persons as possible. The alternative ia.method 

= "two.pos" uses for modelling the intake amounts 

only the persons with two positive intakes. 

 

 Example SPADE 2-part model with default options 5.2

To illustrate the 2-part model, the intake of synthetic folic acid from fortified foods 

is used, with variable (column) name syn_fol in DNFCS. The study group will be 

again the women in age 7-69 yr. At the start, SPADE calculates the proportion of 

zero intakes of synthetic folic acid in the survey. 
 

5.2.1 R statement to start SPADE for episodical intakes 

The 2-part model consists in first analysing the habitual intake frequency 

distribution, i.e. the distribution (per age, again) of the long-term intake 

frequency per day. This is done by the formula: frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age), 

where cs(age) means that the intake probability distributions are modelled as 

cubic splines of age, which is more flexible than the fractional polynomials used in 

the amounts part. For all other arguments and their use, see Table 4. Next for all 

persons in the survey with at least one positive intake (ia.method=’one.pos’), 

which means at least one non-zero intake, one positive intake is taken to model 

the habitual intake distribution as a function of age.  

For the estimation of the between individual and within individual variance the 

residuals of the fitted model of all persons with two positive intakes are used. At 

the end, the two distributions per age are multiplied with the use of Monte Carlo 

simulation to obtain the habitual intake distribution. These habitual intake 

distributions as function of age are less smooth than the ones of the 1-part model, 

since Monte Carlo simulation is used. Repeating the analysis may also cause some 

small differences in the final output table. To overcome this, a seed can be 

determined prior to the SPADE function. In the following example, set.seed(10) 

(or another number) is given. In f.spade, default, randomly one positive 

observed intake of the persons with two positive intakes is selected. Therefore, 

every time f.spade is run with a new random seed, the results will be (slightly) 

different. This variation in the analysis is taken into account with the bootstrap 

(Chapter 9). 

 

The analysis starts with the R command 
 

set.seed(10) 

# select an integer to set the random seed 

# this statement allows to redo the analysis with exactly the same 

# results and resets the random number generator at the same place 

f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age),frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),data=DNFCS, 

   min.age=7,max.age=69,sex.lab="female") 

 

5.2.2 Output in the Console 

The output appears in the R console with a grey background and the explanation 

of the output is in italic. 

 
Making a model for  syn_fol  from  DNFCS women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0       1294 
2                   1        355 
3                   2        259 
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This table shows that 1294 persons have zero synthetic folic acid intakes on both 

survey days, 355 persons have one zero intake and one positive intake and 259 

persons have two positive intakes. The persons with two positive intakes are 

needed to estimate the between-person and the within-person variance. In case 

of episodically consumed foods, it is important to have enough persons with two 

positive intakes for estimating the between person variance. If not, the model 

may not converge e.g., On the other hand, if there are very few persons with a 

zero intake, one should use the 1-part model, since the 2-part model will not 

converge. Default SPADE uses all positive intakes from the 355 persons with one 

positive intake and selects for each person of the 259 with two positive intakes, at 

random one positive intake. Therefore, for the modelling of intake amounts 

355+259=614 observations are available. For the frequency modelling all 

observations are used. 

 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 614 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                 data Spearmans.rho    p.val 
1 syn_fol_amount // syn_fol_frequency         0.276 3.13e-12 

The correlation between the intake amounts and the intake frequency is estimated 

to get insight if this correlation should be taken into account in the modelling. At 

this moment, SPADE does not provide this option, since the influence of this 

correlation is often small. The p-value equal to zero is a rounded p-value and 

indicated that the p-value is < 0.0005. 

 
f.spade: population data constructed sample represents population 

Since no population data are provided by the user, SPADE assumes that the 

survey is representative for the population. When the user provides age classes, 

also population data should be provided (except if the survey weights correct 

already for age) to ensure that the modelling results as function of age and 

reported for age classes, represents the population. 

 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial  model 
syn_fol ~ cs(age) 

The mean intake frequency is modelled as a cubic spline of age. At the same time, 

SPADE takes the variance as function of age constant. 

 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 3212.797  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 3212.717  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 3212.722  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 4: Global Deviance = 3212.723  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   =  0.004997334  
                       variance   =  0.9627016  
               coef. of skewness  =  -0.05326457  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  2.984507  
Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9994205  
******************************************************************* 

This summary of the residuals is made by the first four moments of the residuals, 

to check if they are normally distributed. The theoretical values are respectively 

mean=0, variance=1, skewness=0, kurtosis=3 and Fill.corr.coef.=1. 

When survey weights are used, some adjustments have to be made. 

 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for syn_fol in  DNFCS women age 7 - 69  
syn_fol ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  

Again the model definition for the mean, where ~1 means a constant variance 
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Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
      1       1       1       1       1       1  

This summary shows that no survey weights are used, which is the same as all 

survey weights having value 1. 
 
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.52123    0.086323  -17.622  1.661e-64 
cs(age)       0.01052    0.002434    4.323  1.616e-05 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    -0.132      0.0957   -1.379     0.168 

The complete model results for mu and sigma, the mean and standard deviation 

of the Beta-Binomial model, where the mean is modelled as a function of age with 

cubic splines and the sigma is modelled as a constant (see Appendix A, section 

A.3.1 for the mathematical explanation). 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  1908  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999428 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  1902.001  
                      at cycle:  4  
  
Global Deviance:     3212.723  
            AIC:     3224.721  
            SBC:     3258.041  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.5212    0.08632  -17.62 1.66e-64 
cs(age)       0.0105    0.00243    4.32 1.62e-05 
(Intercept)  -0.1320    0.09570   -1.38 1.68e-01 

======================================================== 

Again a brief summary of the intake frequency modelling. 

 
new prediction  

Here ends the intake frequency modelling and starts the modelling of the intake 

amounts. 

 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
    log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -1819.287 0.25184 0.18 0.33 

 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^1), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-6.0263  -1.5650   0.0417   1.4211   7.4496   
 
Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
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(Intercept)    6.80807    0.16281  41.816   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^1)  0.10733    0.04502   2.384   0.0174 *   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

The results of the linear modelling with a fractional polynomial of age, which are 

significantly different from zero at the 5% level. 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 4.563185) 
 
    Null deviance: 2817.7  on 613  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 2791.8  on 612  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 2678.3 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
[1] "mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1|id)" 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0.252  
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia.2pos 
Weights: spade.dt.ia.2pos[, weights.name]/mean(spade.dt.ia.2pos[, 
weights.name]) 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 2232.1 
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-3.01483 -0.52121  0.02603  0.51745  2.89885 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 1.922    1.386    
 Residual             2.826    1.681    
Number of obs: 518, groups: id, 259 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)   0.2541     0.1135   2.239 
f.spade: ia.method = one.pos: 
Individuals with at least one positive intake used in mfp model = 614  
Individuals with at least two positive intakes used in lmer model = 
259  
   var.inner.2pos   = 2.826365  
   var.between.2pos = 1.92185  

The between-person and the within-person variance of the residuals of all 259 

persons with two positive intakes are estimated. 

 
   totalvar.one.pos = 4.554314  
var.inner.ia   =  2.710946  
var.between.ia =  1.843368  

The ratio of the between-person and the within-person variance above is applied 

to the total variance of the fractional polynomial model (based on 614 

observations). 

 
f.spade: Model saved in spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model  
 
f.spade: outlier detection disabled 
f.spade: Model saved in spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model  
 
f.spade: f.spade.backtrans started for back-transformation 
 
 
f.spade.backtrans:   START OF SIMULATION, please wait ... 

There exists no exact back-transformation for the 2-part model. Therefore, the 

convolution of the habitual intake frequency and the habitual intake amounts 

distributions is carried out with Monte Carlo simulation obtaining the habitual 
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intake distribution.  

Setting the random seed with set.seed(n), with n an integer, allows the user to 

redo the analysis with exact the same results. 

 
   total mean over ages of modelled intake probabilities = 0.23 
  total mean over ages of simulated intake probabilities = 0.231  

The modelled mean intake probability and the mean simulation result agree. 

 

Next summary is analogous to the 1-part model 

 
======================================== 
=====   Information about SPADE    ===== 
======================================== 
f.spade: 
   Date              = Tue Dec 01 10:50:51 2015 
   Version           = spade.rivm_3.1 
   Engine            = R and Fortran 
 
   Dataset           = DNFCS 
   Compound          = syn_fol 
   Selection         = women ; age 7-69 
   Weights           = no weights used 
   Back-transformation by Monte Carlo with n.ppa = 5000 
   (n.ppa = number of persons per age) 
 
   Populaton datatset= no population data used 
 
======================================== 
=====  Information about the data  ===== 
======================================== 
Number of observations (nobs)  = 3816 
Number of persons              = 1908 
Number of observations per person 
   2  
1908  
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0       1294 
2                   1        355 
3                   2        259 
 
Number of observations per age 
   ((explanation of first column: 
    7  is age 
    188 is number of observations for age 7 in sample 
    4.93 is proportion(%) of age 7 in sample 
    4.93 is proportion(%) of age 7 in population)) 
            7    8    9    10  11   12   13   14   15   
nobs         188  114  130  122 166  134  152  158  132  
% sample     4.93 2.99 3.41 3.2 4.35 3.51 3.98 4.14 3.46 
% population 4.93 2.99 3.41 3.2 4.35 3.51 3.98 4.14 3.46 
                                                         
             16   17   18   19 20   21   22  23  24   25   
nobs         118  170  130  38 48   36   42  42  70   58   
% sample     3.09 4.45 3.41 1  1.26 0.94 1.1 1.1 1.83 1.52 
% population 3.09 4.45 3.41 1  1.26 0.94 1.1 1.1 1.83 1.52 
                                                           
             26   27   28   29   30   31   32   33   34   
nobs         76   50   62   104  68   16   46   36   24   
% sample     1.99 1.31 1.62 2.73 1.78 0.42 1.21 0.94 0.63 
% population 1.99 1.31 1.62 2.73 1.78 0.42 1.21 0.94 0.63 
                                                          
             35   36   37   38 39  40   41   42  43   44 
nobs         48   24   40   38 42  32   26   42  54   38 
% sample     1.26 0.63 1.05 1  1.1 0.84 0.68 1.1 1.42 1  
% population 1.26 0.63 1.05 1  1.1 0.84 0.68 1.1 1.42 1  
                                                         
             45   46 47   48   49   50  51   52   53   54   
nobs         36   38 32   18   30   42  28   34   32   36   
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% sample     0.94 1  0.84 0.47 0.79 1.1 0.73 0.89 0.84 0.94 
% population 0.94 1  0.84 0.47 0.79 1.1 0.73 0.89 0.84 0.94 
                                                            
             55   56   57   58   59   60   61  62   63   
nobs         58   26   46   26   44   34   42  46   54   
% sample     1.52 0.68 1.21 0.68 1.15 0.89 1.1 1.21 1.42 
% population 1.52 0.68 1.21 0.68 1.15 0.89 1.1 1.21 1.42 
                                                         
             64   65   66   67   68   69   
nobs         36   48   26   36   30   24   
% sample     0.94 1.26 0.68 0.94 0.79 0.63 
% population 0.94 1.26 0.68 0.94 0.79 0.63 
                                                                                  
Intake amounts are modelled with all individuals 
with at least one positive intake 
 
======================================== 
=====        Model results         ===== 
======================================== 
   Model for intake amount   : syn_fol ~ fp(age) 
   Model for intake frequency: syn_fol ~ cs(age) , sigma.formula =~ 1 
   Survey weights            : no weights used 
 
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.52123    0.086323  -17.622  1.661e-64 
cs(age)       0.01052    0.002434    4.323  1.616e-05 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    -0.132      0.0957   -1.379     0.168 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  1908  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999428 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  1902.001  
                      at cycle:  4  
  
Global Deviance:     3212.723  
            AIC:     3224.721  
            SBC:     3258.041  
******************************************************************* 
               Estimate  Std. Error    t value     Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -1.52122713 0.086323034 -17.622494 1.660852e-64 
cs(age)      0.01052423 0.002434263   4.323376 1.616014e-05 
(Intercept) -0.13199207 0.095695001  -1.379300 1.679641e-01 
 
   Box Cox transformation with lambda = 0.252  (0.18,0.33) 
 
----------------------------- 
Fit of fractional polynomials 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^1), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-6.0263  -1.5650   0.0417   1.4211   7.4496   
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Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)    6.80807    0.16281  41.816   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^1)  0.10733    0.04502   2.384   0.0174 *   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 4.561756) 
 
    Null deviance: 2817.7  on 613  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 2791.8  on 612  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 2678.3 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fit of variance estimation (persons with two positive intakes) 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia.2pos 
Weights: spade.dt.ia.2pos[, weights.name] 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 2232.1 
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-3.01483 -0.52121  0.02603  0.51745  2.89885  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 1.922    1.386    
 Residual             2.826    1.681    
Number of obs: 518, groups: id, 259 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)   0.2541     0.1135   2.239 
 
   within-individual variance  = 2.71 
   between-individual variance = 1.84 
   ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 1.47 
 
Monte Carlo simulation statistics 
 
*** Statistics of observed intakes over all ages *** 
                    sample mean intake = 17.436 
  age adj. mean of mean intake per age = 17.436 
 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
    age adj. mean of mean habitual intake per age = 16.85 
   difference from mean of mean per age in sample = -3.359 % 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.table  
 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  17      0      0     5     25     69 
(6,7]   14      0      0     3     19     61 
(7,8]   14      0      0     3     19     61 
(8,9]   13      0      0     3     18     59 
(…) 
(66,67] 25      0      2    14     40     87 
(67,68] 26      0      2    14     40     91 
(68,69] 25      0      2    14     41     86 
 
============================================================== 
   spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model.bin 
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   and can later on (in a next R session) be used e.g. with 
   f.spade.summary("spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model") 
============================================================== 
   Log files can be found in 
   0_SPADEresults/ 
   Output tables can be found in 
   1_CSVresults/ 
============================================================== 

In this example, all subjects were potential users of synthetic folic acid from 

fortified foods. The values of habitual intakes of 0 at e.g. the 5th percentile are 

rounded zeroes. Option dgts.distr=4 shows these non-zero digits. The habitual 

intake at this percentile is very small. Only with the non-consumer model, an 

exact zero intake value is provided. 

 

5.2.3 Output saved outside R 

The output saved outside SPADE is in the same way organized as described in 

section 4.2 for the daily intakes. However, there are some additional files 

produced. 

 

Binary files 

The binary files are exactly the same two files for the model and the final table as 

in case of daily intakes (section 4.2.3) and can be found in the subfolder 

bin_results of the working directory as shown in Figure 49 

(spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model.bin and spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.table.bin).  

 

 
Figure 49 The Files tab shows the actual saved binaries of R objects. The two 

objects with syn_fol in the name are of the actual example of this chapter. 

 

With the SPADE command f.spade.summary("spade.syn_fol.f.7.69.model") 

The model results and the final table are printed in the Console. 

 

PDF-files 

The PDF-file contains one additional diagnostic plot: namely the one, about the 

residuals of the frequency distribution. The file named 

spade.syn_fol.f.7.69_*.pdf in folder 0_SPADEresults contains all diagnostic 

plots and plots with the habitual intake distributions. The first two plots are 

explained, the other plots were already explained in section 4.2.4. 

Figure 50 shows the first plot, a histogram of all observations. The left bar shows 

a spike of zeroes and is typical for episodical intakes. 
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Figure 50 Histogram of synthetic folic acid intakes for women 7-69 yr in the 

DNFCS. 

 

 

Figure 51 is a diagnostic plot to evaluate the residuals of the Beta-Binomial 

distribution for the logistic model used in the frequency modelling (additional plot 

for episodic intakes, not provided for daily intakes). At the moment, the 

evaluation is carried out for non-weighted residuals, even when survey weights 

are used.  
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Figure 51 Diagnostic plot for the Beta-Binomial model fit in fitting the habitual 

intake frequency distribution. 

 

In the left-hand upper plot, the Quantile Residuals of the model are plotted 

against the fitted values, with the intention to check if there are some systematic 

abnormalities present. In the example in Figure 50, the scatter seems random. 

The right-hand upper plot shows again the Quantiles of the residuals plotted 

against age. Again, there is no evidence for abnormalities since the scatter seems 

random. The left-hand lower plot shows the density of the Quantile Residuals plot 

and on the right-hand lower side the QQ-plot, both show a nice almost normal 

distribution (for the QQ-plot this is shown by fitting the straight line).  

In the actual version of SPADE, a warning is given when survey weights are used, 

since the survey weights are not integer numbers. This will be improved in future 

in a major update of SPADE. 

 

The plots for modelling the positive intake amounts are the same as in 4.2.4. Now 

there are three plots with distributions instead of one with the daily intakes: for 

the frequencies, for the habitual amounts and finally, for the habitual intake 

distribution, which is (per age) the convolution of the distributions of the modelled 

intake frequencies and the habitual amounts. 
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Figure 52 Modelled intake frequencies as function of age for synthetic folic acid 

from DNFCS, women 6-69 yr. 

 

 
Figure 53 Habitual intake amounts (µg/d) on consumption days of synthetic folic 

acid from DNFCS, women 7-69 yr. 
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Figure 54 Habitual intake distributions (per age) for synthetic folic acid from 

DNFCS women 7-69 yr. 

 

The mean intake probability varies over the ages from 0.20-0.30 (Figure 52) and 

the mean habitual intake amount (i.e. conditional on having a positive intake) 

varies from 65-75 µg/day (Figure 53). This results in a mean habitual intake of 

synthetic folic acid varying from 14-25 µg/d, approximately. In contrast with the 

habitual intake distributions over age for daily intakes, the curves are here more 

wiggling since no closed formula can be used, but Monte Carlo simulation. 

 

The text files 

The txt file ending with "000.txt" contains information about the data, the model 

used and the model results, and is handy if SPADE stops because of an error. The 

most important text file is the last one, which name ends in ".999.txt". The first 

part of the file is the report on the SPADE program, the data, the model results 

and the final table. Then follows all detailed information about SPADE as a kind of 

logging. This can be handy in case one has to analyse many compounds at once 

and wants to study the results afterwards.  

 

The csv files 

For the episodical intakes, SPADE saves now three csv files with the compound 

name "syn_fol" in the file name, as can be seen in Figure 55. The file 

spade.folate.f.7.69.HI.csv is from the example of the 1-part model in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 55 Screen shot of the Files tab after running the SPADE statement for the 

synthetic folic acid intakes. 

 

The three csv files consist of the two intermediate results for the intake frequency 

distribution, spade.syn_fol.f.7.69_freq.csv (Table 7) and for the habitual 

amounts spade.syn_fol.f.7.69_amnt.csv (Table 8). The third file is the final 

table shows the results for the habitual intake distribution based on the 

convolution of frequency and amount distributions: spade.syn_fol.7.69_HI.csv 

(Table 9). These three files correspond with the data shown in Figure 52, Figure 

53 and Figure 54 respectively. 

  

Table 7 Modelled intake frequency distribution for the over-all class 7-69 yr. and 

for the ages 7, 8 and 9 yr. 

class    AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 

(6,69] 0.231 0.000 0.006 0.084 0.386 0.873 

(6,7] 0.207 0.000 0.003 0.058 0.332 0.842 

(7,8] 0.204 0.000 0.003 0.057 0.338 0.842 

(8,9] 0.199 0.000 0.003 0.053 0.309 0.843 

 

Table 7 shows the first rows of spade.syn_fol.f.7.69_freq.csv. For age 7 yr 

the mean habitual intake frequency is 0.207 and for 50% of all girls this 

population the habitual intake frequency is less than 0.058. For 95% of the 9 

years old girls the habitual intake frequency is less than 0.843. 

 

Table 8 Habitual intake amounts distribution for the over-all class 7-69 yr and the 

age 7, 8, and 9 yr. 

class AM p.0.05 p.0.25  p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 

(6,69] 72.3 28.9 48.2 66.8 90.1 134.6 

(6,7] 66.8 26.6 44.5 62.0 83.8 123.8 

(7,8] 67.6 26.5 44.9 62.1 84.5 127.7 

(8,9] 67.3 26.7 45.2 62.4 84.2 124.8 

 

Table 8 shows the first rows of spade.syn_fol.f.7.69_amnt.csv. For 75% of the 

girls of age 9 yr the habitual intake amount, i.e. the habitual intake given that 

someone has a (positive) intake, is less than 84.2. 

 

These two distributions are for each age convoluted by a Monte Carlo simulation 

with n.ppa=5000 persons per age (see Table 4). A higher value for n.ppa gives 

more precise outcomes but increases the computation time. The resulting table of 
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habitual intake distributions per age can be found in 

spade.syn_fol.7.69_HI.csv. Table 9 shows the first rows of 

spade.syn_fol.7.69_HI.csv. A simple and crude check is to multiple the mean 

habitual intake frequency with the mean habitual intake amount and the results 

should be approximately the mean habitual intake.  For the over-all age class 7-

69 this is 0.231 * 72.3 = 16.7.  

 

Table 9 Habitual intake distribution of synthetic folic acid intakes for women in age 

7-69 yr. 

class AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 

(6,69] 16.9 0.0 0.4 5.3 24.5 68.8 

(6,7] 13.9 0.0 0.2 3.4 19.4 60.6 

(7,8] 13.9 0.0 0.2 3.4 19.2 61.0 

(8,9] 13.4 0.0 0.2 3.1 18.0 59.3 

       

 SPADE 2-part model for never-consumers 5.3

Never-consumers (or never-users) are persons who indicated that they never 

consume a specific food or dietary supplement. Therefore, their zero intakes in 

the data are real zeroes. This is a different situation than in the 2-part model 

previously explained in sections 5.1 and 0, where every person was considered as 

potential user. Therefore, extra information is needed indicating which zero 

intakes are from never-consumers and which from potential consumers. When 

this information is available in the data (e.g. from additional questionnaire or 

other study), SPADE uses this information in the SPADE function 

f.spade.with.nonconsumers. This function has two more arguments than 

f.spade and backtrans.nr = 2 is now a fixed option (see Table 10). 
 

5.3.1 Arguments in SPADE for never-consumers 

With args(f.spade.with.nonconsumers) all arguments of the function 

f.spade.with.nonconsumers will be shown. 
 

To run SPADE the user should define some of these arguments. For explanation 

purposes, four different colors are used in the description of the arguments (only 

in the manual, not within SPADE) args(f.spade.with.nonconsumers). The 

arguments in green have to be defined by the user, those in orange can be 

defined by the user to have extra options in SPADE, those in blue have a default 

> args(f.spade.with.nonconsumers) 
 
function (frml.ia, frml.if = NULL, data, min.age = NULL,  
max.age = NULL, sex.lab = NULL, weights.name = NULL,  
lambda.orig = NULL, prb = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95),  
n.ppa = 5000, ia.method = "one.pos", backtrans.nr = 2,  
outlier.ok = F, R.ok = F, verbose = T,  
EAR.names = NULL, EAR.distr = NULL, EAR.vc = NULL,  
AI.names = NULL, UL.names = NULL, age.classes = NULL, 
dt.pop = NULL,  
automatic.ok = T, plot.dev = 4, output.name = NULL,  
dgts = 3, dgts.distr = 0, dgts.dri = 1, 
spade.output.path = SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH,  
csv.output.path = CSV.OUTPUT.PATH,bootstrap.ok = F, 
nonuser.name = NULL, nonuser.index = NULL,colors.ok = T,)  
NULL 
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value that can be changed by the user, and the user should not change the 

arguments in red font. 

The back-transformation in this model, implemented in 

f.spade.with.nonconsumers is different from those in f.spade. Only option 

backtrans.nr=2 can be used in this model, since pseudo-person sampling is 

required (section A.4.1). 

 

Table 10 Explanation of some arguments of SPADE for never-consumers. 

argument type explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER 

nonuser.name string The name of the column in data which contains the 

information on never-consumers 

 

nonuser.index numerical The number for indicating the never-consumers in 

column nonuser.name is free. E.g. if 1 means never-

consumer and 0 means consumer, one should fill in 

nonuser.index=1. But the user may also code 0 as a 

never-user and 1 as a user. Or any other numerical 

code. 

DO NOT CHANGE THESE VALUES, ONLY FOR EXPERTS 

backtrans.nr numerical Default backtrans.nr = 2, since pseudo-person 

sampling is needed. Note that backtrans.nr=1 is not 

allowed (i.e. exact in daily intake or Monte Carlo in 

episodical models). 

See Table 4 for all other options of backtrans.nr. 

 

5.3.2 Example of SPADE for never-consumers 

In the DNFCS (see Appendix C) alcohol intake is available with known never-

consumers from a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ). The variable user_alcohol 

indicates the non-alcohol users by a zero (0) and the alcohol users with a one (1). 

The next example is about the habitual alcohol intake for women 18-69 yr.  

 

set.seed(20140424) 

f.spade.with.nonconsumers( 
  frml.ia = alcohol~fp(age), 

  frml.if = alcohol~cs(age), 

  data = DNFCS, 

  min.age=18,  

  max.age=69, 

  sex.lab="female",  

  prb=c(seq(0.25,by=0.05,to=0.50),.90,.95,.99),  

  dgts.distr=1,  

  age.classes=c(17,19,30,50,69),  

  dt.pop=population2008,  

  nonuser.name="user_alcohol", 

  nonuser.index=0) 
 

Only the summary of the output in the Console is given. 
f.spade.with.nonconsumers: 
   Date      = Tue Dec 01 12:20:17 2015 
   Version   = spade.rivm_3.1 
   Engine    = R and Fortran 
   Dataset   = DNFCS 
   Compound  = alcohol 
   Selection = women age 18-69 
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This is the general information on SPADE, the data and the compound. 
 
Number of individuals with resp 0, 1, or 2 positive intakes 
for all individuals, also the non-consumers 
  0   1   2  
667 245 204  

Only 204 persons have two positive intakes on both survey days, 245 have one 

positive and one zero and 667 persons (users and non-users) have two zero 

intakes. 

 
Number of individuals with resp 0, 1, or 2 positive intakes 
for consumers only 
  0   1   2  
267 201 198  

Interesting, 198 persons of the users have two positive intakes, which means that 

6 non-users have two positive intakes on both survey days. This may be caused 

by consumption of a sauce or a bonbon with alcohol. Obviously, this is beyond the 

scope of this example. 
 
 Number of users          = 666 
 nrow hi.pseudo for users = 66910 
 Number of non-users      = 450 
 nrow hi.pseudo total     = 112072  
Intake amounts are modelled with all individuals 
with at least one positive intake 

This choice, the default of SPADE, makes that instead of using only the 

observations of 198 persons, now the positive observations of 201+198=399 can 

be used. 

 
Model for intake amount   : alcohol~fp(age) 
Model for intake frequency: alcohol ~ cs(age) , sigma.formula = ~ 1 
 
*** Box Cox transformation with lambda =  0.354  ( 0.3 - 0.41 ) 
 
*** Statistics of observed intakes over all ages *** 
unweighted sample mean intake = 8.163 
  weighted sample mean intake = 8.163 
 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
mean habitual intake        = 7.29 
difference from weighted sample mean = -10.692 % 
 
within-individual variance  = 5.23 
between-individual variance = 2.74 
ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 1.91 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.alcohol.f.18.69.table  
 
spade output table 
          AM p.0.3 p.0.35 p.0.4 p.0.45 p.0.5 p.0.9 p.0.95 p.0.99 
(17,69]  8.3      0     0      0   0.0    0.7   2.4  24.9   32.4   48.4 
(17,19]  4.2      0     0      0   0.1    0.3   0.7  13.3   19.0   31.3 
(19,30]  4.5      0     0      0   0.0    0.1   0.6  14.3   20.5   33.9 
(30,50]  7.1      0     0      0   0.0    0.3   1.7  21.6   28.5   43.3 
(50,69] 12.4      0     0      0   2.7    6.1   8.7  32.2   39.7   55.9 
 

 Exercises 5.4

To get used to the 2-part model, one can try to reproduce the examples in the 

previous paragraphs. In addition, several exercises are listed below. For these 

exercises, the data from the examples, i.e. dataset DNFCS can be used. Script files 

and solutions are available in chapter 11. 
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For these exercises, use always a model with age as covariable. In order to get 

the same results, add this at the first line of your script: set.seed(10) 

 
a) What is the weighted habitual syn_fol intake for women 55 yr (median, 

25th and 75th percentile)? 
b) What is the proportion of women (30-40 yr) with a weighted habitual 

syn_fol intake above the UL (i.e. 1000 µg/d)? 

c) What is the weighted habitual syn_fol intake for boys 10-18 yr (median, 
5th, 10th, 75th, 90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison 
with the UL (i.e. 400-1000 µg/d)? 

d) Compare the output table of Example 5.3.2 with the results of alcohol for 
the same percentiles and age classes without taking into account the non-
users. So assume everyone is a potential consumer.  
However, answer first the next two questions and give an explanation. 

Do you expect differences in the lower percentiles? 
Do you expect differences in the three highest percentiles? 

e) Example 5.3.2 showed that 6 non-users had two positive intakes. 
Therefore, they are users instead of non-users. With the next script, you 
can  

a. make a table of the number of non-users (0) and users (1), 

b. recode all non-users with at least one positive intake as users. 
c. Redo the analysis. 

# 

# R script to do the analysis of exercise d) 

# Select first all women in age 18-69 yr. 

# 

dt.fem <- f.select(DNFCS, min.age=18,max.age=69,sex="female") 

# 

# Make a table of the number of non-users and users of alcohol  

# for women 18-69 yr. 

# 

table(dt.fem$alcohol) 

# 

# Make a list of the ids of all women which are non-users but have 

# at least one positive intake  

# 

ids <- unique(dt.fem$id[dt.fem$user_alcohol==0 & dt.fem$alcohol > 0]) 

for (idid in ids) dt.fem$user_alcohol[dt.fem$id == idid] <- 1 

# 

# Now redo the analysis for dt.fem, women 18-69 yr. 

# 
f) After you finished exercise c. of d), compare the new table with the final 

table in section 5.3.2. 
g) Look at the pdf file of each analysis, specially the QQ-plot of the residuals 

of the amount part. 

Can you explain this phenomenon? 
How could one try to improve the habitual intake distribution estimation? 
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6 SPADE for supplements 

In the previous two chapters, the densities of the intake showed a smooth curve 

and after an appropriate Box-Cox transformation the intake were approximately 

normal distributed (Error! Reference source not found., Figure 45, Figure 46). 

In this chapter, we present intake from dietary supplements together with a 

model to assess the corresponding habitual intake distribution of compounds from 

dietary supplements. The densities of this kind of intake are characterized by 

spikes, due to intake of dietary supplements as drops or pills and with a limited 

number of different dosages available. Figure 56 shows a histogram of the original 

positive synthetic folic acid intake from dietary supplements in the range of 0-500 

g for women 7-69 yr with clear spikes at e.g. 50, 100, 150, 200, 300 400 and 

500 g. 

 
Figure 56 Histogram of synthetic folic acid intake from dietary supplements in the 

range 0-500 g for women in age 7-69 yr. 

 

From Figure 56, it is clear that no Box-Cox transformation can transform these 

data into normally distributed data.  
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Fortunately, in DNFCS extra information is available about the frequency and type 

of synthetic folic acid intake taken from dietary supplements, such as the intake 

frequency in winter or in the rest of the year or a variable indicating if a person is 

a user of dietary supplements etc. In DNFCS, this information is collected with a 

food propensity questionnaire. An additional complication is that 77% of the 

supplement users with two positive intakes have the same intake on both survey 

days in this example of folic acid from dietary supplements. This means that there 

is limited within person variance in the intake amount. Similar observations are 

done for other micronutrients from dietary supplements. Therefore SPADE takes 

as usual intake amount for dietary supplements: for persons with two positive 

intakes: the mean of these two intakes, for persons with one zero intake and one 

positive intake the value of the positive intake. Next, regression tree modelling is 

used for all supplement users with not two zero intakes to model the habitual 

intake as function of age and/or the extra information of the frequencies of 

intakes. With a regression tree model the habitual intake amounts are divided in 

several groups in such a way that the overall deviance over the groups is 

minimized. Next, each potential supplement user (the supplement users with two 

zero intakes in the survey) is assigned to a group of the regression tree model, 

according to the values of his covariables. Finally, a random selected habitual 

intake amount of the group is assigned as the habitual intake. The non-

supplement users are handled as in f.spade.with.nonconsumers (5.3), which 

results in a habitual intake of 0 for those participants. Note that any correlation 

between intake frequency and intake amount of dietary supplements is not taken 

into account yet. 

 

 Arguments of SPADE for supplements 6.1

The R command args(f.spade.supplement) shows all arguments of the SPADE  

function f.spade.supplement. 

 

 
 

The font colors have the same meaning as in 4.1 and 5.3.1. The arguments in 

green have to be defined by the user, those in orange can be defined by the 

user to have extra options in SPADE, those in blue have a default value that can 

be changed by the user, and the user should not change the arguments in red 

font. 

Most arguments correspond to those described in chapter 4 and 5. In Table 11 the 

changes are given. 

 

 

 

>args(f.spade.supplement) 
 
function (frml.ia.supp, frml.if.supp, nsusu.var = "user", 
data, min.age = NULL, max.age = NULL, sex.lab = NULL, 
weights.name = NULL, prb = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95), 
n.ppa = 100, R.ok = F, dt.pop = NULL, EAR.names = NULL, 
EAR.distr = NULL, EAR.vc = NULL,  
AI.names = NULL, UL.names = NULL, age.classes = NULL,     
automatic.ok = T, plot.dev = 4, output.name = NULL,  
dgts = 3, dgts.distr = 0, dgts.dri = 1, colors.ok = T, 
verbose = T, bootstrap.ok = F, boot3.ok = F,  
backtrans.nr = 2, only.supp.users.ok = F,  
spade.output.path = SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH,  
csv.output.path = CSV.OUTPUT.PATH) 
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Table 11 Explanation of the arguments of f.spade.supplement. 

Argument type explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER 

frml.ia.supp string Define the supplement to model the intake 

amounts (ia).  

Examples 

frml.ia.supp = response ~ age + 

mult_freq_win + mult_freq_rest 

response (s_syn_fol in the next 

example) is the variable in your R-dataset 

to be analysed, age is the age and 

mult_freq_win and mult_freq_rest are 

the frequency of use of dietary supplement 

'multivitamins without minerals' in winter 

and in rest of the year, respectively. 

Remark: fp(age) (modelling as a function 

of age) cannot be used, since regression 

tree modelling is used for the intake 

amounts 

 

frml.if.supp string Define the supplement to model the intake 

frequencies (if). As in 5.1 cubic splines can 

be used and also the variables about the 

intake frequencies, e.g. 

response ~ cs(age) or  

response ~ cs1 (for a constant intake 

frequency, not modelled as a function of 
age) or 

response ~ cs(age) + mult_freq_win + 
mult_freq_rest 

 

nsusu.var name The name of the column to identify never-

supplement users, indicated by a zero (0) 

and supplement users, indicated with a one 

(1).  

Remark: the use of nsusu.var is different 

from the use of nonuser.name and 

nonuser.index in section 5.3. In case of 

the supplement model, the numeric value is 

no optional value. 

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

only.supp.users.ok logical Default only.supp.users.ok=F, means 

that there are supplement users and non-

supplement users present in the data. If all 

persons use a supplement, one has to set 

the option only.supp.users.ok=T. 

Remark: only.supp.users.ok=T cannot be 

used if there are non-supplement users 

(nsusu.var) present in the data 

DO NOT CHANGE THESE VALUES, ONLY FOR EXPERTS 

backtrans.nr numerical Default backtrans.nr=2, since pseudo 

sampling is needed. Option 
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Argument type explanation 

backtrans.nr=1 is not allowed. 

 

See Table 4, for the explanation of the other arguments. 

 

 Example of SPADE for supplements 6.2

At default, SPADE for supplements assumes that there are both non-supplement 

users and supplement users present in the data. With the argument nsusu.var, 

you have to provide the name of the variable that indicates with a one (1) the 

supplement users and with a zero (0) the non-supplement users. The next 

example shows this situation and the use of the SPADE function 

f.spade.supplement. 

 

6.2.1 R statement to start SPADE for supplements 

The arguments of SPADE function f.spade.supplement are almost the same as of 

f.spade. The main differences are the first three arguments frml.ia.supp, 

frml.if.supp and nsusu.var and the argument only.supp.user.ok. The first 

two arguments have the extension .supp to indicate that the argument is about 

dietary supplements. The variable nsusu.var is needed to indicate who is a 

(potential) supplement user and who is a never-supplement user. This variable is 

needed to indicate which zeroes are real zeroes belonging to a never-supplement 

user (habitual intake from dietary supplements is zero) and which are zeroes of a 

potential supplement user (habitual intakes from dietary supplements is positive). 

The information in nsusu.var is often from external information from e.g. a Food 

Frequency Questionnaire, instead of the 24-hr recall information. 

The next R statement illustrates the use of f.spade.supplement in the simplest 

form, without survey weights but with a report in age classes. 
 

set.seed(20140325) 

f.spade.supplement ( 
  frml.ia.supp = s_syn_fol~age,  

  frml.if.supp = s_syn_fol~cs(age),  

  nsusu.var = "user",  

  data = DNFCS,  

  min.age = 7,  

  max.age = 69,  

  sex.lab = "female",  

  dt.pop = population2008,  

  age.classes = c(6,9,13,19,30,50,69)) 
 

First, the random seed is set to obtain the same results when repeating the 

statement. Notice that for the amounts (frml.ia.supp) not fp(age) but only age 

is needed. The intake amount is not modelled as a function of age, but age is 

used in the regression tree.. 

 

6.2.2 Output in the Console 

The output follows the same line as in the 2-part model for episodical intakes 

(section 5.2.2), but the amount part is about the regression tree and not about 

modelling with the fractional polynomials. 
====================================================== 
f.spade.supplement analysis for s_syn_fol from DNFCS women 7 - 69 
General information on supplement users and non-users 
====================================================== 
       type number percentage 
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1 non-users   1147         60 
2     users    761         40 
3     total   1908        100 

f.spade.supplement starts with printing the number of never-users and the 

number of users of a dietary supplement based on the information in nsusu.var. 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade.supplement : PART 1 - frequency of supplement intakes 
============================================================ 
 
Next table describes the number of the 761 supplement users with 
their number of positive intake 
 
Making a model for  s_syn_fol  from  DNFCS.su women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0        412  
2                   1        157 
3                   2        192 

This table shows that 412 of the 761 supplement users have on both survey days 

two zeroes, that 157 individuals have one zero intake and 1 positive intake and 

that 192 individuals have two positive intakes. 
 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 349 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                     data Spearmans.rho   p.val 
1 s_syn_fol_amount // s_syn_fol_frequency         0.245 3.8e-06 

The correlation between the intake amounts and the intake frequencies is 0.245, 

which is significant from zero at the 5% level for the 349 (= 157+192) persons 

with at least one positive intake.  
 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial model 
s_syn_fol ~ cs(age) 

The mean intake frequency is modelled as a cubic spline of age with default 2 

degrees of freedom. The variance of the intake frequency is constant. 
 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 1494.951  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 1494.948  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 1494.948  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   = -0.004222658  
                       variance   =  0.9753883  
               coef. of skewness  =  0.02633001  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  2.854106  
Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9994925  
******************************************************************* 

This summary of the residuals is made by the first four moments of the residuals, 

to check if they are normally distributed. The theoretical values are respectively 

mean=0, variance=1, skewness=0, kurtosis=3 and Fill.corr.coef.=1. 

 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for s_syn_fol in  DNFCS.su women age 7 - 69  
s_syn_fol ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  

Again, the model definition for the mean and the variance of the Beta-Binomial 

distribution, with the mean modelled as cubic splines of age and the variance is 

constant, indicated by ~1. 
 
 
Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
      1       1       1       1       1       1  
******************************************************************* 
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Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  

This summary shows that no survey weights are used, so all weights are set to 1. 
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,      
weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.26847     0.13576   -9.343  1.026e-19 
cs(age)       0.02182     0.00373    5.851  7.279e-09 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0.1313      0.1306    1.006    0.3148 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  761  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999421 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  755.0006  
                      at cycle:  3  
  
Global Deviance:     1494.948  
            AIC:     1506.947  
            SBC:     1534.752  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.2685    0.13576   -9.34 1.03e-19 
cs(age)       0.0218    0.00373    5.85 7.28e-09 
(Intercept)   0.1313    0.13059    1.01 3.15e-01 
======================================================== 

The complete model results for mu and sigma for the frequency modelling. 
 
 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 

The number of pseudo persons is generated by f.spade.times and is weighted in 

such a way that the complete pseudo sample represents the population 
 
=============================================================== 
f.spade.supplement : PART 2 - amounts of supplement intakes 
    modelled with a regression tree based on covariables 
    e.g. age, intake frequencies of vitamins (in summer/winter) 
         intake frequencies of multiminerals (in summer/winter) 
=============================================================== 

Start of the regression tree modelling, needed to categorize the positive amounts 

depending on age only, in this example 
n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
      * denotes terminal node 
 
1) root 349 22271.6600 211.30280   
  2) age< 18.5 98  2339.7030 130.21430   
    4) age< 12.5 52   755.0198  99.03846 * 
    5) age>=12.5 46  1276.1650 165.45650 * 
  3) age>=18.5 251 17364.7000 242.96280   
    6) age>=24.5 230 12904.4600 234.75500 * 
    7) age< 24.5 21  3929.5950 332.85710 * 
n = 349 is the number of cases with at least one positive intake. For the persons 

with two positive intakes, the mean is taken as their habitual supplement amount 
and for the persons with only one positive intake the positive one is taken as their 
habitual supplement amount, given that they have a positive intake. In this 
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example, these 349 habitual amounts are used to make a regression tree model 
as function of age.  
Node 1) is the root node, which contains all 349 habitual amounts with a deviance 
of 22271.66 and a mean equal to 211.30. In the first step, the root is split into 

nodes 2) (age < 18.5) and 3) (age >= 18.5), with respectively 98 and 251 
observations and mean 130.21 and 242.96. The total deviance decreases from 
22271.7 to 2339.70+17364.7 = 19704.4. 
Next node 2) is split into 4) (age < 12.5) and 5) (age >= 12.5) with respectively 
52 and 46 observations and mean 99.04 and 165.46. The asterisk * means that 
this are end-nodes which are not split anymore, and called “leaves” in the 

regression tree terminology. 

Finally node 3) is split into node 6) (age >= 24.5) and 7) (age < 24.5) with 
respectively 230 and 21 observations and mean 234.76 and 332.85, indicating 
that women 18.5-24.5 y have the highest synthetic folic acid  amounts from 
dietary supplements. The total deviance of the four leaves is 
775+1276+12904+3930 = 18885, which is not so much. 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  234.755 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 234.755 (230 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 236.8275 (199 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  332.8571 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 332.8571 (21 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 335.8333 (36 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  99.03846 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 99.03846 (52 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 91.12745 (102 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  165.4565 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 165.4565 (46 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 154.96 (75 obs) 

For each leave the mean is given, and the number of positive habitual amounts in 

the group. Next, for each person with as zero observation, a habitual amount is 

assigned from the positive amounts in the leave that is randomly selected. 

So, for leave with mean 234.7551 199 amounts are randomly selected and 

assigned to the persons with two zero intakes. The mean of these 199 “habitual 

amounts” is 236.83 a little bit higher than the mean of the leave. In the last 

leave, 75 habitual amounts are randomly selected and the resulting mean is 155 

instead of the 165 of the leave. 
 
Number of supplement users with at least one positive intake  = 349 
Number of supplement users with no positive supplement intake = 412  

These two lines indicate that the next lines regard the supplement users 
 
     weighted mean all observed supplements = 96.90494 
This line regards all supplement intakes of the supplement users 
 
weighted mean observed positive supplements = 211.3028 
    weighted mean predicted pos supplements = 211.3028 (0%) 
These two lines regard the observed positive supplements and the habitual 
amounts and weighted means weighting to the population numbers 
 
   weighted mean predicted zero supplements = 197.1123 
   weighted mean simulated zero supplements = 194.504  (-1.323%) 
These two lines regard the predicted zero supplements and the simulated zero 
supplements for the 412 supplement users with two zero intakes. “Predicted zero 

supplements” stands for the predictions of the fitted regression tree for the 

supplement users with two zero intakes in the survey. The prediction is the mean 
of the leave to which they belong. Next, a random value of the habitual amounts 
in the leave is assigned to each person, to express the between person variance in 
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each leave. The 412 habitual amounts are weighted according to the population 
numbers and their mean is 194.5 near to the predicted mean of 197.1 
 
Next summary gives the final overview of the results. 
======================================== 
=====   Information about SPADE    ===== 
======================================== 
f.spade.supplement: 
   Date        = Tue Dec 01 12:26:40 2015 
   Version     = spade.rivm_3.1 
   Engine      = R and Fortran 
   Dataset     = DNFCS 
   Supplement  = s_syn_fol 
   Selection   = women ; age 7-69   
   Weights     = no weights used 
   Populaton dataset = population2008 
   Back-transformation by pseudo-sampling, with per person 100  
   pseudo persons (before use of weights and/or population data) 
 
======================================== 
=====  Information about the data  ===== 
======================================== 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0       1559 
2                   1        157 
3                   2        192 
 
       type number percentage 
1 non-users   1147         60 
2     users    761         40 
3     total   1908        100 
Supplement amounts are modelled with all individuals 
with at least one positive intake 
Supplement users with no positive intakes, obtain their 
habitual amount by following regression tree prediction 
 
Supplement users with at least one positive intake  = 349  
Supplement users with no positive supplement intake = 412  
 
 
======================================== 
=====        Model results         ===== 
=====  for supplement users only   ===== 
======================================== 
Beta-Binomial Model for intake frequency : 
 s_syn_fol ~ cs(age) , sigma.formula =    ~ 1  
************************************************************** 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.26847     0.13576   -9.343  1.026e-19 
cs(age)       0.02182     0.00373    5.851  7.279e-09 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0.1313      0.1306    1.006    0.3148   
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  761  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999421 
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      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  755.0006  
                      at cycle:  3  
  
Global Deviance:     1494.948  
            AIC:     1506.947  
            SBC:     1534.752  
************************************************************* 
               Estimate  Std. Error   t value     Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -1.26846951 0.135764590 -9.343154 1.026294e-19 
cs(age)      0.02182216 0.003729694  5.850924 7.278952e-09 
(Intercept)  0.13133946 0.130585033  1.005777 3.148428e-01 
The results for the frequency modeling as function of cs(age) 

 
       Regression tree model for amounts : 
 s_syn_fol~age 
      Logistic model for intake frequency: 
 s_syn_fol ~ cs(age) , sigma.formula =    ~ 1 
No Box Cox transformation for amounts 
 
Regression tree used for predicting habitual supplement amount  
for supplement users with only zero supplement intakes 
 
Fitted regression tree model 
n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
      * denotes terminal node 
 
1) root 349 22271.6600 211.30280   
  2) age< 18.5 98  2339.7030 130.21430   
    4) age< 12.5 52   755.0198  99.03846 * 
    5) age>=12.5 46  1276.1650 165.45650 * 
  3) age>=18.5 251 17364.7000 242.96280   
    6) age>=24.5 230 12904.4600 234.75500 * 
    7) age< 24.5 21  3929.5950 332.85710 * 
The results for the amounts modeling as function of cs(age) 
 
 
======================================== 
=====        Final results         ===== 
=====   for non-users and users    ===== 
======================================== 
 
*** Statistics of observed intakes over all ages *** 
           sample mean intake = 30.927 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
          mean habitual intake = 36.393 
          difference from sample mean = 17.672 % 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69.table  
 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  36      0      0     0     23    196 
(6,9]   10      0      0     0      2     60 
(9,13]  11      0      0     0      2     73 
(13,19] 20      0      0     0      6    129 
(19,30] 36      0      0     0     15    197 
(30,50] 39      0      0     0     31    199 
(50,69] 48      0      0     0     56    206 

The table with the habitual intakes from dietary supplements per age class. 
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6.2.3 Output saved outside R 

The output saved outside SPADE is organized in the same way as described in 

4.2.3 for daily intakes and in 5.2.3 for episodical intakes. 

 

Binary files 

The binary files consist in two files; one contains the model results and the other 

the final table (Figure 57). 

 
Figure 57 Screen shot of the folder bin_results with the two types of bin-files: the 

table and the model. 

 

PDF-files 

Figure 58 shows the new files in 0_SPADEresults, with two txt files and three pdf 

files.  

 

 

 
Figure 58 The Files tab shows the actual saved output of f.spade.supplement 

 

The first pdf file, called spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69_supp.freq*.pdf 

contains two plots of the intake frequencies: a histogram (Figure 59) and the 

diagnostic plot of gamlss modelling (Figure 60). 
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Figure 59 Histogram of all s_syn_fol intakes DNFCS women 7-69 yr. 

 

 
Figure 60 Diagnostic plots for frequency modelling for intakes from dietary 

supplements for supplements users only. 

 

The second pdf file (ordered in time) is 

spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69_supp.amount*.pdf which contains one plot, the 
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visualization of the fitted regression tree for all habitual intake amounts of the 

supplement users (indicated in the header by the name dt.users) with at least 

one positive intake (Figure 61). The first node (on top) shows the mean habitual 

supplement amount: 211 µg/d for the 349 women 7-69 yr in the survey with at 

least one positive intake. The data of the first node is split into two groups 

(nodes) for age < 18.5 (7-18 yr) on the left-hand side and age > 18.5 (19-69 yr) 

on the right-hand side, with mean 130 and 243 and number of women 98 and 

251 respectively. Therefore, the girls under 19 year use less synthetic folic acid 

from supplements than the elder ones. This repeats in the second split at the left- 

hand site: 52 children under 12 year have a mean supplement intake of 99 µg/d, 

whereas for the 46 teenagers from 12-18 yr the mean intake is 165 µg/d. The 

node on the right-hand site is split in two groups: 21 women 19-24 yr with mean 

intake 333 µg/d and 230 women 25-69 yr with mean intake 235 µg/d. The last 

four nodes are called leaves, the endpoints of the regression tree. 

The splits based on the ages are used for all supplement users with zero intake on 

both survey days to decide to which leave everyone belongs. Next, the habitual 

supplement intake amount per person is obtained by selecting randomly (with 

replacement) an habitual supplement amount from the 52, 46, 230 and 21 

persons in the leaves. 

 

 
Figure 61 Fitted regression tree for the habitual supplement amounts for the 

supplement users with at least one positive intake on both survey days. The first 

number in a node is the (weighted) group mean and the other one is the number 

of persons. 

 
The last pdf file, called spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69*.txt contains the final 

plots of the distributions over age. The first three regard the supplement users 
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only, with respectively the habitual intake amount distribution, the habitual intake 
frequency distribution and the habitual intake distribution. The last one shows the 
habitual intake from dietary supplements for all women 7-69 yr, including the 
never-supplement users. The enormous differences between ages are due to the 

huge variation in the habitual supplement amount distributions over age. This is 
caused by the random selection of a supplement intake amount from a person's 
leave. 

 
Figure 62 Habitual intake amounts distributions of synthetic folic acid µg/d from 

dietary supplements as function of age yr, for supplement users only. This is 

indicated in the header by the extension ".su" of the data name. 
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Figure 63 Intake frequency distributions as function of age yr for only supplement 

users. This is indicated in the header by the extension ".su" of the data name. 
 

 
Figure 64 Habitual intake distributions of synthetic folic acid from dietary 

supplements µg/d as function of age yr, for supplement users only. This is 

indicated in the header by the extension ".su" of the data name. 
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Figure 65 Habitual intake distributions of synthetic folic acid from dietary 

supplements µg/d as function of age yr. 
 

The text file 

Each run of SPADE creates two text files, i.e. a *000.txt file and a *999.txt file, 

where "*" stands for the first part of the file name. The *000.txt file contains all 

input facts for the analysis. In the *999.txt file, the model results and again all 

information about the input can be found. This allows the user to run many 

analyses in batch, since all information from the Console is available in the 

*999.txt files.  

The names of the text files are unique, since each name contains a time stamp. 

 

The csv files 

At the moment, f.spade.supplement produces only one csv file in contrast with 

f.spade, which produces also the intermediate results for the amounts and the 

intake frequencies. In the actual example of paragraph 6.2.1, the csv output file 

(spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69_HI.csv) contains the final table with 

characteristics of the habitual intake distribution of synthetic folic acid from 

dietary supplements. 

 

 Example of SPADE supplements with information on intake 6.3

frequencies  

In the example of 6.2, only age was used as a covariable to model the intake 

frequency. However, SPADE for dietary supplements can also use external 

information about e.g. the frequency of intakes of dietary supplements. These 

covariables can be used in both the amount part and the frequency part, on the 

condition that cs(age) or cs1 is used in the formula for the frequency part. 
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In this example, we will use this information, which is available in the DNFCS from 

an additional questionnaire. Appendix C gives the specification of each variable in 

DNFCS. 

 

The R statement for this example is almost the same as that of section 6.2. Only 

the model definition for the intake amounts (frml.ia.supp) is changed 

 

set.seed(20140325) 

f.spade.supplement ( 
  frml.ia.supp=s_syn_fol ~ vitb_freq_win + fol_freq_win +  
    mult_freq_win + multmin_freq_win + vitb_freq_rest +  
    fol_freq_rest + mult_freq_rest + multmin_freq_rest,  

  frml.if.supp= s_syn_fol ~ cs(age),  

  nsusu.var = "user",  

  data=DNFCS,  

  min.age = 7,  

  max.age = 69,  

  sex.lab = "female",  

  dt.pop = population2008,  

  age.classes = c(6,9,13,19,30,50,69),  

  weights.name = "w_demoseas_comb_nas") 
 

Instead of looking at the output in the Console, the first part of the final output 

text file, called spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69.output_140414_142313.999.txt 

will be discussed. 

 
======================================== 
=====   Information about SPADE    ===== 
======================================== 
f.spade.supplement: 
   Date        = Tue Dec 01 12:38:30 2015 
   Version     = spade.rivm_3.1  
   Engine      = R and Fortran 
   Dataset     = DNFCS 
   Supplement  = s_syn_fol 
   Selection   = women ; age 7-69   
   Weights     = w_demoseas_comb_nas 
   Populaton dataset = population2008 
   Back-transformation by pseudo-sampling, with per person 100  
   pseudo persons (before use of weights and/or population data) 

This first part gives all information of the data and the variables used 

 
======================================== 
=====  Information about the data  ===== 
======================================== 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0       1559 
2                   1        157 
3                   2        192 
 
       type number percentage 
1 non-users   1147         60 
2     users    761         40 
3     total   1908        100 
Supplement amounts are modelled with all individuals 
with at least one positive intake 
Supplement users with no positive intakes, obtain their 
habitual amount by following regression tree prediction 
 
Supplement users with at least one positive intake  = 349  
Supplement users with no positive supplement intake = 412  
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This means that SPADE can make a regression tree model based on 349 habitual 

intakes and that 412 habitual intakes are predicted with the model. 
 
 
 
======================================== 
=====        Model results         ===== 
=====  for supplement users only   ===== 
======================================== 
Beta-Binomial Model for intake frequency : 
 s_syn_fol ~ cs(age) , sigma.formula =    ~ 1  

SPADE starts with modelling the intake frequency as function of age. 
 
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.26905      0.1352   -9.387  7.103e-20 
cs(age)       0.02335      0.0037    6.311  4.728e-10 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0.1326        0.13     1.02    0.3081   
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  761  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999422 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  755.0006  
                      at cycle:  3  
  
Global Deviance:     1503.115  
            AIC:     1515.114  
            SBC:     1542.919  
******************************************************************* 
               Estimate  Std. Error   t value     Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -1.26905117 0.135199310 -9.386521 7.103471e-20 
cs(age)      0.02334832 0.003699767  6.310755 4.727813e-10 
(Intercept)  0.13261730 0.130033066  1.019874 3.081129e-01 

This output should be the same as in the previous example. 
 
 * * * Regression tree model for amounts : 
 
s_syn_fol~vitb_freq_win + fol_freq_win + mult_freq_win + 
multmin_freq_win + vitb_freq_rest + fol_freq_rest + mult_freq_rest + 
multmin_freq_rest 
The last line shows the complete model formula of the regression tree analysis for 
the habitual intake amounts as function of intake frequencies from an FFQ. 
 
No Box Cox transformation for amounts 
 
Regression tree used for predicting habitual supplement amount  
for supplement users with only zero supplement intakes 
 
Fitted regression tree model 
 
n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
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      * denotes terminal node 
 
1) root 349 21331.69000 208.6567   
   2) vitb_freq_rest< 0.0385 298 14838.56000 194.8536   
     4) fol_freq_rest< 0.4975 285 12916.38000 187.4287 * 
     5) fol_freq_rest>=0.4975 13   851.10540 363.8875 * 
   3) vitb_freq_rest>=0.0385 51  5384.00500 289.0104   
     6) mult_freq_rest>=0.3215 12    78.50001 195.3357 * 
     7) mult_freq_rest< 0.3215 39  4911.19400 317.7243   
      14) fol_freq_win< 0.033 31  2608.61900 294.5273 * 
      15) fol_freq_win>=0.033 8  2082.24700 402.3753 * 
It is left to the reader to interpret this result. 
 
======================================== 
=====        Final results         ===== 
=====   for non-users and users    ===== 
======================================== 
 
*** Statistics of observed intakes over all ages *** 
unweighted sample mean intake = 30.927 
   weighted sample mean intake = 31.928 
 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
          mean habitual intake = 35.855 
 difference from weighted sample mean = 12.301 % 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69.table  
 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  36      0      0     0     24    195 
(6,9]   15      0      0     0      2     99 
(9,13]  20      0      0     0      5    117 
(13,19] 21      0      0     0      7    138 
(19,30] 26      0      0     0      9    167 
(30,50] 42      0      0     0     34    200 
(50,69] 45      0      0     0     51    200 

 

 Exercises 6.4

Make a model with age and the available FFQs for both the amount part and the 

frequency part. Compare also the results, i.e. the finale habitual intake 

distributions. 

Are there significant frequencies in the intake frequency part? 
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7 SPADE for total intake from food and dietary supplements 

This chapter explains the use of the so-called 3-part model in SPADE, for the 

estimation of the total habitual intake distribution for intake from food and from 

dietary supplements. SPADE uses the first-shrink-then-add approach, which 

consists of estimating the habitual intake from food for non-supplement users, 

estimating the habitual intake from food for supplement users and estimating the 

habitual intake from dietary supplements. Thereafter  the two habitual intake 

distributions for the supplement users (from food and from supplements) are 

combined to get the habitual total intake for supplement users. Finally, the 

habitual intake distributions of supplement users and non-users are joined to get 

the population habitual total intake distribution.  

The first-shrink-then-add approach is an alternative to the first-add-then-shrink 

approach, in which first, the intakes from food and from dietary supplements are 

added for each observation day of each participant and next the habitual intake 

distribution is estimated with a 1- or 2-part model. This first-add-then-shrink 

approach can give evidently wrong results4. E.g. adding the supplement intakes to 

the food intakes causes a lower 5th-percentile of the total habitual intake 

distribution than the 5th-percentile of the distribution of the habitual intake from 

food sources only. 

As described above, the  SPADE first-shrink-then-add approach for intake from 

food and dietary supplements consists of the following three parts 
1. model the habitual intake from food for the non-supplement users as 

described in chapters 4 and 5 (f.spade) 

2. model the habitual intake from for the supplement users as described in 
chapters 4 and 5 (f.spade) 

3. model the intake from dietary supplements as described in chapter 6 with 
(f.spade.supplement). 

These three elements are integrated in the SPADE function f.spade3. 

 

 Arguments of SPADE for total intake from food and dietary 7.1

supplements 

The R command args(f.spade3) shows all arguments of the SPADE function 

f.spade3 (without the colors, next page). 

The arguments in green have to be defined by the user, those in orange can be 

defined by the user to have extra options in SPADE, those in blue have a default 

value that can be changed by the user, and the user should not change the 

arguments in red. The arguments are explained in Table 11. Some of the 

arguments are similar to those described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

 

 
4
 Verkaik-Kloosterman J, Dodd KW, Dekkers AL, van 't Veer P, Ocke MC: A three-part, mixed-effects model to 

estimate the habitual total vitamin d intake distribution from food and dietary supplements in Dutch young 

children. J Nutr 2011, 141:2055-2063. 
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Table 12 Explanation of the arguments of SPADE function f.spade3. 

argument type explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER 

frml.ia.nonsu formula Define the (micro) nutrient, food 

component to model the intake amounts 

(ia) from foods for never-supplement users.  

E.g. frml.ia.nonsu=response ~ fp(age) 

response is the name of (micro)nutrient, 

food, food component in your R-dataset to 

be analyzed. 

~fp(age) makes SPADE model the intake 

as a fractional polynomial (fp) of age 

Alternatively ~1 makes SPADE model 

the intake NOT as a function of age (e.g. 

frml.ia.nonsu=response~1) 

 

frml.if.nonsu formula Define the (micro) nutrient, food 

component to model the intake frequencies 

(if) from foods for never-supplement users. 

For daily intakes put 

frml.if.nonsu="no.if", for episodical 

intakes, put frml.if.nonsu=response ~ 

cs(age) or frml.if.nonsu=response~cs1.  

Remark, the formulas may be different for 

never-users and users of dietary 

supplements.  

frml.ia.su formula Define the (micro) nutrient, food 

component to model the intake amounts 

(ia) from foods for supplement users.  

E.g. frml.ia.su=response ~ fp(age) 

response5 is the name of (micro)nutrient, , 

food component to analyse in your R-

dataset. 

~fp(age) makes SPADE model the intake 

as a fractional polynomial (fp) of age 

 
5
 In this example response  is  syn_fol and response.supp is  s_vitD. 

>args(f.spade3) 
 
function (frml.ia.nonsu, frml.if.nonsu = "no.if",  
frml.ia.su, frml.if.su = "no.if", frml.ia.supp, 
frml.if.supp, nsusu.var = "user", data, min.age = NULL,  
max.age = NULL, sex.lab = NULL, weights.name = NULL, 
lambda = NULL, prb = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95),  
n.ppa = 100, ia.method = "one.pos", outlier.ok = F,  
R.ok = F, verbose = T, EAR.names = NULL, EAR.distr = NULL, 
EAR.vc = NULL, AI.names = NULL, UL.names = NULL, 
age.classes = NULL, dt.pop = NULL, automatic.ok = T, 
plot.dev = 4, output.name = NULL, dgts = 3, dgts.distr = 0, 
dgts.dri = 1, spade.output.path = SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH, 
csv.output.path = CSV.OUTPUT.PATH, bootstrap.ok = F, 
boot3.ok = F, backtrans.nr = 2, only.users.ok=F , 
colors.ok = T)  
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argument type explanation 

~1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as 

a function of age (e.g. 

frml.ia.su=response~1) 

 

frml.if.su formula Define the (micro)nutrient, food component 

to model the intake frequencies (if) from 

foods for supplement users. For daily 

intakes put frml.if.su="no.if", for 

episodical intakes, put 

frml.if.su=response~cs(age) or 

frml.if.su=response~cs1.  

 

frml.ia.supp formula Define the nutrient or component from 

supplement to model the intake amounts 

for the supplement users with a regression 

tree model and use age or intake 

frequencies of supplements or (multi) 

minerals as independent variables. 

frml.ia.supp=response.supp ~ age + 

freq_vitD.win 

 

frml.if.supp formula Define the nutrient or component from 

supplement to model the intake frequencies 

for the supplement users, e.g. 

frml.if.supp= response.supp ~ cs(age) 

+ freq_vitD.win 

 

nsusu.var string Define the variable in data which indicates 

if a person is a supplement user (indicated 

by a one = 1) or never-user (indicated by a 

zero = 0) 

e.g. nsusu.var="supp.user" 

 

data data 

frame 

Define the name of your dataset in R (for 

requirements see Chapter 3) e.g. 

data=dataset 

 

min.age number Define the minimum age in the analyses to 

estimate the habitual intake distribution. 

This is not necessarily the minimum age in 

your dataset (data). 

 

max.age number Define the maximum age in the analyses to 

estimate the habitual intake distribution. 

This is not necessarily the maximum age in 

your dataset (data). 

 

sex.lab string Define the gender of the (sub)population 

analysing the habitual intake distribution. 

There are 3 options: 

sex.lab="male" (or sex.lab="men") 
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argument type explanation 

sex.lab="female" (or sex.lab="women") 
sex.lab="both" 

In the dataset sex=1 is men/male and 

sex=2 is women/female (see Chapter 3) 

NOT REQUIRED, BUT NEEDED FOR SPECIAL OPTIONS 

weights.name string Define the name of the variable (column) in 

the dataset (data) containing the 

normalized survey weights. If not defined 

by user, SPADE will model without survey 

weights. 

E.g. weights.name="weights"  

 

EAR.names character 

vector 

Define name of dataset containing cut-point 

values, usually Estimated Average 

Requirements, per age unit (see Chapter 

3). The proportion of the population below 

or equal to this cut-point is estimated (EAR 

cut-point method). 

E.g. EAR.names="EAR.men" 

A maximum of two cut-points can be 

analysed at once: 

e.g. EAR.names=c("NL_men", "EFSA_men") 

 

EAR.distr string Define the shape of the distribution of 

requirements to be able to use a probability 

approach to estimate the proportion with 

inadequate intake. At default this option is 

not used (EAR.distr=NULL). 

Options are: EAR.distr="normal" or 

EAR.distr="lognormal" 

Required to fill in EAR.vc 

 

EAR.vc number Define the variation coefficient (vc) of the 

EAR.distr distribution of requirements. 

At default this option is not used 

(EAR.vc=NULL) 

 

AI.names string Define name of dataset containing the 

values of the Adequate Intake (AI) per age 

unit (e.g. AI.names="AI.men"). 

Comparison with these values is 

qualitatively. SPADE will report 0, 1 or 2, 

this means: 

0 = median habitual intake is below 

threshold (AI) 

1 = median habitual intake is above 

threshold (AI)  

2 = inconclusive within an age group 

selected to report, dataset with the results 

per age-unit for this age group is provided 

in csv.output.path  
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argument type explanation 

UL.names character 

vector 

Define name of dataset containing cut-point 

values, usually safe upper intake levels, per 

age unit (see Chapter 3). The proportion of 

the population above this cut-point is 

estimated. 

E.g. UL.names="UL.men" 

A maximum of two cut-points can be 

analysed at once: 

e.g. UL.names=c("NL_men", "EFSA_men") 

 

age.classes number 

vector 

Define age-classes to report the habitual 

intake distribution. 

At default results are provided per age unit 

(age.classes=NULL). 

E.g. to report data in 3 age-classes (7-8, 9-

13, and 14-17 yr):  

age.classes = c(6,8,13,17).  

Results will be provided for (6,8], (8,13], 

and (13,17] (in the output (6,8] means 6 

not included, 8 included, so age group 7-8 

yr). 

It is possible to model over more age-units 

than those reported in age groups. E.g., 

model over 7-69 yr and only report 19-30, 

31-50 yr. 

If age-classes are defined, the results of 

the overall age group are also presented. 

 

dt.pop data  

frame 

Name of dataset in R containing the 

population numbers for males and females 

by age unit (see section 3.1.4 for the 

requirements). 

e.g. dt.pop=population2008 

spade.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the 

output of the analyses and plots. 

Default: 

spade.output.path=SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH 

can be defined; e.g. (see Chapter 3) 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/Data/SPADE-

Course/SPADEoutput"  

If SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH is not (correctly) 

defined SPADE creates SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH 

<- "0_SPADEresults/" in folder WDPATH. 

It is highly recommended to define the 

location. 

For conditions on the length of the path 

names, see the remark and the tip at the 

end of section 3.2.2. 

 

csv.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the 
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argument type explanation 

output (percentiles of habitual intake 

distribution and comparison with cut-

points) in csv format. 

Default: 

csv.output.path=CSV.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, CSV.OUTPUT.PATH can 

be defined; e.g. (see Chapter 3) 
CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/Data/SPADE-
Course/CSVoutput"  

If CSV.OUTPUT.PATH is not (correctly) 

defined SPADE creates CSV.OUTPUT.PATH 

<- "1_CSVresults/" in folder WDPATH  

It is highly recommended to define the 

location. 

For conditions on the length of the path 

names, see the remark and the tip at the 

end of section 3.2.2. 

 

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

lambda number At default lambda=NULL, which means that 

lambda is estimated by maximum likelihood 

(ML). Lambda is part of the transformation 

of the data to a normal distribution and its 

value should be between zero and one, 

included zero (log-transformation) and one 

(no transformation). 

If needed, a value for lambda can be 

specified by the user. 

E.g. lambda=0 for a log-transformation 

E.g. lambda=0.5 for a square root 

transformation 

 

ia.method string Only needed in 2-part models or other 

models where 2-part models are used.  

Default ia.method="one.pos", which 

means that for modelling the intake 

amounts (ia) one positive value is used of 

each person which at least one positive 

value. So for persons with exactly one 

positive value and one zero the positive 

value is chosen. For persons with two 

positive intakes, one intake is randomly 

selected. This method uses information of 

as much persons as possible. The 

alternative ia.method = "two.pos" uses 

only the persons with two positive intakes 

for modelling the intake amounts. 

 

outlier.ok logical Possibility to check for potential outliers in 

the intake amounts.  

At default outlier.ok=F, no outlier 

detection. 
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argument type explanation 

For outlier detection outlier.ok=T, 

complete records of potential outliers are 

presented. However, the results are 

presented with the outliers included. 

 

automatic.ok logical At default automatic.ok=T, which runs 

f.spade at once. 

Choose automatic.ok=F, to run f.spade 

step-by-step; press <enter> to continue 

after each step. 

 

n.ppa number Default value n.ppa=5000. 

Number of pseudo persons per individual in 

dataset. For daily intakes, only relevant for 

backtrans.nr=2 (see above). 

 

prb number 

vector 

Default:  

prb=c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95) 

defines the percentiles of the habitual 

intake distribution to be reported. At 

default the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th, 

and 95th percentile are reported.  

Other percentiles can be included. 

Example: all percentiles can be reported by 

setting  prb=seq(0.01,by=0.01,to=0.99) 

 

only.users.ok logical As default only.users.ok=F, so  

f.spade.supplement assumes that the 

sample contains supplement users and non-

supplement users. However, it is possible 

that all persons in the survey use 

supplements. To handle this situation 

correctly, one should set only.users.ok=T. 
   

plot.dev number Define the way SPADE reports the 

graphical/plot-output: 

Default plot.dev=4 graphical output in one 

PDF-file in spade.output.path 

plot.dev=0 no graphical output 

plot.dev=1 graphical output to distinct 

graphical windows in R 

plot.dev=2 graphical output in distinct 

JPG-files  

(in spade.output.path) 

plot.dev=3 graphical output in distinct 

WMF-files        

(in spade.output.path) 

 

 

colors.ok logical Define to use colors (colors.ok=T, default) 

or greyscale in the SPADE plots for e.g. 
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argument type explanation 

publications (colors.ok=F) 

 

R.ok logical Default R.ok=F, a Fortran algorithm is used 

during the back-transformation step for fast 

calculation. 

R.ok=T, only R is used during back-

transformation step (time consuming) 

 

output.name string Define specific output name for analysis. 

Default output.name=NULL, a standard 

output name is generated by SPADE which 

is constructed as follows: 

spade.c1.c2.c3.c4 

c1= response (name of (micro)nutrient, 

food, food component to be analysed 

(frml.ia) 

c2=m for male, f for female, or b for both 

(sex.lab) 

c3=min.age 

c4=max.age 

 

dgts number Default dgts=3, define number of digits in 

the output of the analysis steps, e.g. 

estimation of lambda with confidence 

interval and summary of the regression 

models.  

The next two arguments are specifically for 

defining the number of digits in the final 

output table.  

 

dgts.distr number Define number of digits in the reported 

percentiles of the habitual intake 

distribution. 

Default dgts.distr=0 

 

dgts.dri number Define number of digits in the reported 

proportion with intakes below/above cut-

points.  Default dgts.dri=1 

DO NOT CHANGE THESE VALUES, ONLY FOR EXPERTS 

verbose logical Default verbose=T, results are printed to 

the screen. 

verbose=F, the results are not printed to 

the screen. 

 

backtrans.nr number The number indicates which type of back-

transformation is used for daily intakes (for 

episodical intakes see Chapter 5). Default: 

backtrans.nr=2, pseudo-person sampling, 

simulation n.ppa pseudo persons per 

individual (id) in dataset (data). Do not 

change this option in f.spade3.  
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argument type explanation 

Only in f.spade, two ways of back-

transformation are allowed. 

 

bootstrap.ok logical Needed for programming purposes and 

transparency 

Default: bootstrap.ok=F 

 

boot3.ok logical Needed for programming purposes and 

transparency 

Default: boot3.ok=F 

 

 Example of SPADE for total intake from food and dietary 7.2

supplements 

In this example, the habitual intake distribution of synthetic folic acid intakes from 

foods (variable syn_fol in DNFCS) and from dietary supplements (variable 

s_syn_fol in DNFCS) is estimated and used to explain the use of SPADE function 

f.spade3. The habitual intake is estimated for women aged 7-69 years old and 

the results are weighted (weights.name = “w.demoseas_comb_nas” and 

dt.pop=population2008) to make the results representative for the original 

population. In addition, an additional variable (nsusu.var=“user”) was made to 

define potential uses of dietary supplements, this was based on information from 

the 24-hr recall as well as an additional questionnaire about the frequency of use 

of specific types of supplements. Age and some variables with information on the 

frequency of using specific dietary supplements were used as cofactor in the 

estimation of the habitual intake amount from dietary supplements. 

 

7.2.1 R statement to start SPADE function f.spade3 

The R statement contains now 6 formulas: two for the food intakes of the non-

supplement users (frml.ia.nonsu and frml.if.nonsu), two for the food intakes 

of the supplement users (frml.ia.su and frml.if.su) and two for the intakes 

from dietary supplements (frml.ia.supp and frml.if.supp) and an argument 

(nsusu.var) for the name to indicate the non-supplement/supplement users. The 

random seed is set to obtain reproducible results. 

set.seed(20140325) 

f.spade3 ( 

  frml.ia.nonsu = syn_fol ~ fp(age),  

  frml.if.nonsu = syn_fol ~ cs(age), 

  frml.ia.su = syn_fol ~ fp(age),  

  frml.if.su = syn_fol ~ cs(age),  

  frml.ia.supp = s_syn_fol ~ age + vitb_freq_win + fol_freq_win + 
    mult_freq_win + multmin_freq_win + vitb_freq_rest +  

    fol_freq_rest + mult_freq_rest, 

  frml.if.supp = s_syn_fol ~ cs(age),  

  nsusu.var = "user",  

  data = DNFCS,  

  min.age = 7,  

  max.age = 69,  

  sex.lab = "female",  

  age.classes = c(6,13,30,69),  

  weights.name = "w_demoseas_comb_nas",  

  dt.pop = population2008) 
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7.2.2 Output in the Console 

Below the output created in the R console by running the example. The text in 

italics explains some parts of the output. 

 
================================================== 
f.spade3 starts analysis for DNFCS 
   number of non-users = 1147 
       number of users = 761 
================================================== 

So, of the 1908 women 7-69 yr 1147 (60%) never use dietary supplements with 

synthetic folic acid. 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade3 : PART 1 intakes from food for non-supplement users 
============================================================ 
 
Making a model for  syn_fol  from  DNFCS.nonsu women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0        805 
2                   1        205 
3                   2        137 
 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 342 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                 data Spearmans.rho    p.val 
1 syn_fol_amount // syn_fol_frequency         0.301 1.39e-08 
 
 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial  model 
syn_fol ~ cs(age) 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 1863.395  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 1863.154  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 1863.181  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 4: Global Deviance = 1863.182  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   =  -0.00719723  
                       variance   =  0.9797786  
               coef. of skewness  =  0.100277  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  3.013021  
Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9992257  
******************************************************************* 

Section 5.2.2 explains the meaning of the names and numbers in this summary. 
 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for syn_fol in  DNFCS.nonsu women age 7 - 69  
syn_fol ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  
Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
 0.3220  0.7703  0.9366  1.0000  1.1770  2.7440  
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
              Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.497730     0.10813   -13.85  1.916e-40 
cs(age)       0.006477     0.00316     2.05  4.061e-02 
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------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)   -0.2527      0.1297   -1.949   0.05157 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  1147  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999429 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  1141.001  
                      at cycle:  4  
  
Global Deviance:     1863.182  
            AIC:     1875.181  
            SBC:     1905.447  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -1.49773    0.10813  -13.85 1.92e-40 
cs(age)      0.00648    0.00316    2.05 4.06e-02 
(Intercept) -0.25274    0.12969   -1.95 5.16e-02 
 
======================================================= 
 Attention, weights are used in this gamlss model. 
 Therefore, only the Estimates values are valid and used. 
 Confidence intervals for the percentiles of the 
 habitual intake distributions and population proportions 
 can be obtained f.spade.bootstrap / f.spade3.bootstrap 

For this reason, the bootstrap is needed. At this moment, SPADE provides only 

confidence intervals for the percentiles and proportions of the habitual intake 

distributions. 

Next starts the amounts modelling with the output as described in 4.2.2. 
 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
    log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -912.3325 0.24608 0.15 0.35 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^1), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-5.9933  -1.6695   0.0529   1.2472   6.4203   
 
Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)    6.95960    0.20304  34.277   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^1)  0.02252    0.05798   0.388    0.698     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 4.375884) 
 
    Null deviance: 1488.4  on 341  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 1487.8  on 340  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 1479.4 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
[1] "mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1|id)" 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0.246  
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia.2pos 
Weights: spade.dt.ia.2pos[, weights.name] 
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REML criterion at convergence: 1176.4 
 
Scaled residuals:  
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-3.2619 -0.5433  0.0275  0.5325  2.7517  
 
Random effects: 
Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 1.739    1.319    
 Residual             2.693    1.641    
Number of obs: 274, groups:  id, 137 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)   0.2699     0.1521   1.774 
f.spade: Attention weights present: the standard errors above are 
not valid, use e.g. f.spade.bootstrap 
 
f.spade: ia.method = one.pos: 
Individuals with at least one positive intake  used in mfp  model = 
342  
Individuals with at least two positive intakes used in lmer model = 
137  
   var.inner.2pos   = 2.692641  
   var.between.2pos = 1.738784  
   totalvar.one.pos = 4.383777  
var.inner.ia   =  2.663689  
var.between.ia =  1.720088  
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
f.spade: Model saved in spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.part1.model  

SPADE chooses randomly one of the two positive intakes. In case of one positive 

intake and a zero intake, SPADE chooses the positive intake. This results in a 

cubic splines model based on 342 observations instead of 137 observations in 

case of ia.method=”two.pos”. 6 
 
f.spade: outlier detection disabled 
f.spade: Model saved in spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.part1.model  
 
f.spade: start f.spade.pseudosampling 
   model.name = spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.part1.model  
f.spade.pseudosampling gestart 
f.spade.pseudosampling: 
   pseudo sample spade.ps has 115325 rows 
f.spade.pseudosampling: 
                      sample mean = 15.478  
             weighted sample mean = 15.611  
             mean of mean per age = 16.706  
           mean of w.mean per age = 17.157  
               pseudo sample mean = 16.111  
    mean of habitual mean per age = 16.226  
 
Statistics for only the positive intakes and habitual amounts 
                 sample mean = 74.125  
        weighted sample mean = 74.126  
        mean of mean per age = 70.218  
      mean of w.mean per age = 70.278  
          pseudo sample mean = 72.821  
 mean of amount mean per age = 72.83  
 
Statistics for intake frequencies 
            sample mean probability = 0.209  
   weighted sample mean probability = 0.211  
   mean of mean probability per age = 0.223  
 mean of w.mean per age probability = 0.228  

 
6 Another option is to take the mean intake of persons with two (or in future more) positive 

intakes. 
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     pseudo sample mean probability = 0.221  
   mean of mean probability per age = 0.223  
f.spade: exporting HI.pseudo for DNFCS.nonsu  
In part 1, the habitual intake distribution of synthetic folic acid intake from foods 
for the non-supplement users is estimated. The subset of the data in DNFCS is 
named DNFCS.nonsu, where "nonsu" stands for non-supplement user. The output 
is the typical output of f.spade for the 2-part model. The last lines indicate that 

the mean of the pseudo sample is close to weighted mean of the weighted means 
per age. For the weighted mean per age, the normalized survey weights, indicated 
by the argument "weights.name", are used and the ages are weighted by the 

population number of variable dt.pop. The last line tells the user that the habitual 
intakes for the pseudo-persons are ready. In the final step, these habitual intakes 
are put together with the habitual intakes for the supplement users and then the 
percentiles of the habitual intake distribution and the proportions above or below 

a threshold are estimated. 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade3 : PART 2 amounts from food for supplement users 
============================================================ 
 
Making a model for  syn_fol  from  DNFCS.su women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0        489 
2                   1        150 
3                   2        122 
 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 272 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                 data Spearmans.rho    p.val 
1 syn_fol_amount // syn_fol_frequency         0.251 2.85e-05 
 
 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial  model 
syn_fol ~ cs(age) 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 1334.731  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 1334.725  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 1334.725  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   =  0.04564834  
                       variance   =  0.965592  
               coef. of skewness  =  0.04597811  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  3.072223  
Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9988778  
******************************************************************* 
 
 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for syn_fol in  DNFCS.su women age 7 - 69  
syn_fol ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  
Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
 0.3154  0.7677  0.9489  1.0000  1.1800  2.9630  
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
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(Intercept)  -1.46184    0.142602  -10.251  3.537e-23 
cs(age)       0.01208    0.003916    3.085  2.110e-03 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -0.04919      0.1453  -0.3386     0.735 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  761  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999426 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  755.0006  
                      at cycle:  3  
  
Global Deviance:     1334.725  
            AIC:     1346.724  
            SBC:     1374.529  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.4618    0.14260 -10.251 3.54e-23 
cs(age)       0.0121    0.00392   3.085 2.11e-03 
(Intercept)  -0.0492    0.14529  -0.339 7.35e-01 
 
======================================================= 
 Attention, weights are used in this gamlss model. 
 Therefore, only the Estimates values are valid and used. 
 Confidence intervals for the percentiles of the 
 habitual intake distributions and population proportions 
 can be obtained f.spade.bootstrap / f.spade3.bootstrap 
======================================================== 
 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
   log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -711.2176 0.24192 0.13 0.35 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/100)^1), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-6.0719  -1.4214   0.0999   1.5259   6.6746   
 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      6.2944     0.2666  23.611  < 2e-16 *** 
I((age/100)^1)   2.3828     0.7098   3.357 0.000901 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 4.682664) 
 
    Null deviance: 1317.1  on 271  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 1264.3  on 270  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 1195.8 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
[1] "mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1|id)" 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0.242  
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia.2pos 
Weights: spade.dt.ia.2pos[, weights.name] 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 1027.8 
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
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-2.62137 -0.48744  0.03644  0.49102  2.25627  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 2.081    1.443    
 Residual             2.258    1.503    
Number of obs: 244, groups: id, 122 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)  0.09359    0.16382   0.571 
f.spade: Attention weights present: the standard errors above are 
not valid, use e.g. f.spade.bootstrap 
 
f.spade: ia.method = one.pos: 
Individuals with at least one positive intake  used in mfp  model = 
272  
Individuals with at least two positive intakes used in lmer model = 
122  
   var.inner.2pos   = 2.25827  
   var.between.2pos = 2.081135  
   totalvar.one.pos = 4.639814  
var.inner.ia   =  2.414606  
var.between.ia =  2.225208 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.46184    0.142602  -10.251  3.537e-23 
cs(age)       0.01208    0.003916    3.085  2.110e-03 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -0.04919      0.1453  -0.3386     0.735 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  761  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999426 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  755.0006  
                      at cycle:  3  
  
Global Deviance:     1334.725  
            AIC:     1346.724  
            SBC:     1374.529  
******************************************************************* 
f.spade.pseudosampling gestart 
f.spade.pseudosampling: 
   pseudo sample spade.ps has 76829 rows 
f.spade.pseudosampling: 
                      sample mean = 20.387  
             weighted sample mean = 19.414  
             mean of mean per age = 23.394  
           mean of w.mean per age = 22.168  
               pseudo sample mean = 22.4  
    mean of habitual mean per age = 22.408  
 
Statistics for only the positive intakes and habitual amounts 
                 sample mean = 78.755  
        weighted sample mean = 77.239  
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        mean of mean per age = 81.369  
      mean of w.mean per age = 80.399  
          pseudo sample mean = 80.804  
 mean of amount mean per age = 80.815  
 
Statistics for intake frequencies 
            sample mean probability = 0.259  
   weighted sample mean probability = 0.251  
   mean of mean probability per age = 0.282  
 mean of w.mean per age probability = 0.27  
     pseudo sample mean probability = 0.272  
   mean of mean probability per age = 0.271 

This part is analogue to the first part, but now for the (potential) supplement 

users (DNFCS.su). Here also, the last lines show that the pseudo sample mean is 

close to the weighted mean of the weighted mean per age.  

Attention: in this case, the last line about the HI.pseudo does not exist, since the 

habitual intake for each pseudo person from dietary supplements will be added to 

the habitual intakes from the food. 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade3 : PART 3a - frequency of supplement intakes 
============================================================ 
 
Making a model for  s_syn_fol  from  DNFCS.su women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0        412 
2                   1        157 
3                   2        192 

Now starts the modelling of s_syn_fol with 412 women with 2 zero intakes, 157 

women with one zero intake and one positive intake and 192 women with 2 

positive intakes. For further explanation of this output, see section 6.2.2. 
 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 349 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                     data Spearmans.rho   p.val 
1 s_syn_fol_amount // s_syn_fol_frequency         0.245 3.8e-06 
 
 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial  model 
s_syn_fol ~ cs(age) 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 1503.114  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 1503.115  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 1503.115  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   =  -0.06602782  
                       variance   =  1.032802  
               coef. of skewness  =  -0.09133148  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  2.807819  
Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9984986  
******************************************************************* 

For the explanation of this "Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals", see 

section 5.2.2. 

 
 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for s_syn_fol in  DNFCS.su women age 7 - 69  
s_syn_fol ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  
Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
 0.3154  0.7677  0.9489  1.0000  1.1800  2.9630  
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
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    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.26905      0.1352   -9.387  7.103e-20 
cs(age)       0.02335      0.0037    6.311  4.728e-10 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0.1326        0.13     1.02    0.3081 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  761  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999422 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  755.0006  
                      at cycle:  3  
  
Global Deviance:     1503.115  
            AIC:     1515.114  
            SBC:     1542.919  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.2691     0.1352   -9.39 7.10e-20 
cs(age)       0.0233     0.0037    6.31 4.73e-10 
(Intercept)   0.1326     0.1300    1.02 3.08e-01 
 
======================================================= 
 Attention, weights are used in this gamlss model. 
 Therefore, only the Estimates values are valid and used. 
 Confidence intervals for the percentiles of the 
 habitual intake distributions and population proportions 
 can be obtained f.spade.bootstrap / f.spade3.bootstrap 
======================================================== 
 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade3 : PART 3b - amounts of supplement intakes 

Here, the second part of f.spade.supplement starts with the regression tree 

modeling on the habitual amounts of the 349 women with at least one positive 

intake of a dietary supplement. For a detailed explanation of the output, see 

section 6.2.2. 
 
Start f.spade.tree 
n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
      * denotes terminal node 
 
  1) root 349 21331.69000 208.65670   
    2) age< 18.5 98  2124.23200 128.15710   
      4) age< 12.5 52   603.54740  94.88278 * 
      5) age>=12.5 46  1185.39700 164.20340 * 
    3) age>=18.5 251 16693.12000 239.89100   
      6) fol_freq_rest< 0.786 228 13893.04000 229.49290   
       12) vitb_freq_rest< 0.0385 193  9362.37300 217.08060   
         24) age>=54.5 50   798.81830 175.52730 * 
         25) age< 54.5 143  8205.54100 232.57460   
           50) age< 31.5 62  2198.25100 200.59380   
            100) age>=26.5 31   431.36760 160.71930 * 
            101) age< 26.5 31  1500.40500 241.59550   
              202) age< 20.5 7    54.05085 151.78590 * 
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              203) age>=20.5 24  1207.36600 274.70970   
                406) multmin_freq_win>=0.3215 14   101.90380 
209.27310 * 
                407) multmin_freq_win< 0.3215 10   795.75250 
355.32320 * 
           51) age>=31.5 81  5728.33300 254.10960 * 
       13) vitb_freq_rest>=0.0385 35  3966.39000 298.83440   
         26) age>=28.5 28  1435.30100 251.55680 * 
         27) age< 28.5 7  1725.49900 470.01970 * 
      7) fol_freq_rest>=0.786 23  2012.53300 345.01730   
       14) age< 33.5 14   798.18800 284.76480 * 
       15) age>=33.5 9   867.12190 433.88540 * 

This output is the core of the regression tree analysis Variable age shows the 

reason for the use of the regression tree modelling. The first split (with resulting 

split 2) and 3) shows that for girls younger than 19 y the mean intake from 

dietary supplements is 128 g/dag whereas the mean intake of women older than 

18 y is 240 g/dag. The group of the girls is split once again in the leaves girls 

younger than 13 y with a mean intake from dietary supplements of 95g/dag and 

for the other group 13-18 y the mean intake is 164 g/dag. 
 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  254.1096 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 254.1096 (81 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 230.9455 (88 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  251.5568 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 251.5568 (28 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 278.8677 (17 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  284.7648 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 284.7648 (14 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 188.8917 (7 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  175.5273 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 175.5273 (50 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 178.7853 (37 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  433.8854 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 433.8854 (9 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 448.0244 (4 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  160.7193 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 160.7193 (31 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 156.5743 (32 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  209.2731 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 209.2731 (14 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 222.6276 (20 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  470.0197 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 470.0197 (7 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 392.1969 (4 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  94.88278 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 94.88278 (52 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 97.90267 (102 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  164.2034 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 164.2034 (46 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 159.2151 (75 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  355.3232 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 355.3232 (10 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 393.135 (21 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  151.7859 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 151.7859 (7 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 146.7358 (5 obs) 
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* * *  Some statistics for supplement users only  * * *  
Number of supplement users with at least one positive intake  = 349 
Number of supplement users with no positive supplement intake = 412  
 
     weighted mean all observed supplements = 98.42115 
weighted mean observed positive supplements = 208.6567 
    weighted mean predicted pos supplements = 208.6567 (0%) 
   weighted mean predicted zero supplements = 189.9015 
   weighted mean simulated zero supplements = 185.6484 (-2.24%)  
These statistics are given to get some insight in the effects of the 
model predictions of the 412 dietary supplement users with two zero 
intakes on both survey days. 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade3 : calculation of percentiles and percentages 
============================================================ 
f.spade3 pseudo sampling part 2+3: 
   pseudo sample has 76829 rows 
 
=========================================================== 
                  f.spade3: summary results 
=========================================================== 
   Date        = Tue Dec 01 12:58:02 2015 
   Version     = spade.rivm_3.1 
   Engine      = R and Fortran 
   Dataset     = DNFCS 
   Compound    = syn_fol 
   Supplement  = s_syn_fol 
   Selection   = female in age of [7,69] 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 Part1: intakes from food by non-supplement users 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
   Model for intake amount   : syn_fol~fp(age) 
   Model for intake frequency: syn_fol~cs(age) 
 
   *** Box Cox transformation with lambda = 0.246 
 
   within-individual variance  = 2.66 
   between-individual variance = 1.72 
   ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 1.55 
 
f.spade3: habitual intakes from only food (non supp. users) 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  16      0      0     5     23     65 
(6,13]  14      0      0     4     20     60 
(13,30] 15      0      0     4     21     61 
(30,69] 17      0      1     6     25     67 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 Part2: intakes from food by supplement users 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
   Model for intake amount   : syn_fol~fp(age) 
   Model for intake frequency: syn_fol~cs(age) 
 
   *** Box Cox transformation with lambda = 0.242 
 
   within-individual variance  = 2.41 
   between-individual variance = 2.23 
   ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 1.09 
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Part3: supplement intake frequencies from supplement users 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   Model for intake amount : predictions based on fitted regression 
tree: 
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n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
      * denotes terminal node 
 
  1) root 349 21331.69000 208.65670   
    2) age< 18.5 98  2124.23200 128.15710   
      4) age< 12.5 52   603.54740  94.88278 * 
      5) age>=12.5 46  1185.39700 164.20340 * 
    3) age>=18.5 251 16693.12000 239.89100   
      6) fol_freq_rest< 0.786 228 13893.04000 229.49290   
       12) vitb_freq_rest< 0.0385 193  9362.37300 217.08060   
         24) age>=54.5 50   798.81830 175.52730 * 
         25) age< 54.5 143  8205.54100 232.57460   
           50) age< 31.5 62  2198.25100 200.59380   
            100) age>=26.5 31   431.36760 160.71930 * 
            101) age< 26.5 31  1500.40500 241.59550   
              202) age< 20.5 7    54.05085 151.78590 * 
              203) age>=20.5 24  1207.36600 274.70970   
                406) multmin_freq_win>=0.3215 14 101.90380 209.27310 
* 
                407) multmin_freq_win< 0.3215 10 795.75250 355.32320 
* 
           51) age>=31.5 81  5728.33300 254.10960 * 
       13) vitb_freq_rest>=0.0385 35  3966.39000 298.83440   
         26) age>=28.5 28  1435.30100 251.55680 * 
         27) age< 28.5 7  1725.49900 470.01970 * 
      7) fol_freq_rest>=0.786 23  2012.53300 345.01730   
       14) age< 33.5 14   798.18800 284.76480 * 
       15) age>=33.5 9   867.12190 433.88540 * 
   Individuals with positive (habitual) intake  = 349 
   Individuals with zero supplement intakes     = 412  
 
 
  weighted mean observed supplements = 208.6567 
 weighted mean predicted supplements = 189.9015 
 weighted mean simulated supplements = 185.6484  
 
   Model for intake frequency: 
   mu.formula= s_syn_fol ~ cs(age)  
    sigma.formula =    ~ 1 
 
f.spade3: habitual intakes from food+supplements (supp. users) 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  113      2     26    81    168    344 
(6,13]   41      0      6    25     57    131 
(13,30]  84      1     13    49    117    267 
(30,69] 136      5     45   107    194    379 

This is an intermediate table for the total synthetic folic acid intake from foods 

and dietary supplements for women who use dietary supplements with synthetic 

folic acid. 
 
===================================================== 
 f.spade3: comparison of sample versus modelled mean 
===================================================== 
  ======================================== 
  non supplement users syn_fol 
  ======================================== 
   total intake from food and no supplement use 
    number of individuals = 1147 
   unweighted mean sample = 15.478 
     weighted mean sample = 15.611 
         spade model mean = 16.111 
  ==================================== 
  supplement users syn_fol 
  ==================================== 
    number of individuals = 761 
   intake from only food 
   unweighted mean sample = 20.387 
     weighted mean sample = 19.414 
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         spade model mean = 22.294 
 
   intake from only supplements 
   unweighted mean sample = 77.542 
     weighted mean sample = 79.697 
         spade model mean = 91.063 
    model - w.sample mean = 14 % 
 
   total intake from food+supplements 
   unweighted mean sample = 97.93 
     weighted mean sample = 99.112 
         spade model mean = 113.357 
    model - w.sample mean = 14 % 
  ==================================== 
  all users with total intake of syn_fol 
  ==================================== 
   unweighted mean sample = 48.363 
     weighted mean sample = 49.062 
         spade model mean = 54.993 
    model - w.sample mean = 12 % 
spade output table 
 
 
f.spade3: habitual intakes from food+supplements (all users) 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  55      0      2    18     66    226 
(6,13]  25      0      1    10     35     96 
(13,30] 42      0      1    13     49    185 
(30,69] 65      0      3    23     86    254 

This is the final table with the habitual intake distribution of synthetic folic acid 

from foods and dietary supplements for all participants (never-supplement users 

and supplement users) in the survey. Compare this table with the previous one, 

to get some insight in the differences in the habitual intake distributions for the 

supplement users and the never-supplement users. 

 
=========================================================== 
  spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model.bin 
  spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.table is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.table.bin 
 
   and can later on (in a next R session) be used e.g. with 
   f.spade.summary("spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model") 
============================================================ 
   Log files can be found in 
   0_SPADEresults/ 
   Output tables can be found in 
   1_CSVresults/ 
============================================================ 
Warning messages: 
1: In residuals.gamlss(x) : 
  weights which are not frequencies are used: residuals remain 
unweightedare not frequencies are used: residuals remain unweighted 
2: In sample.int(length(x), size, replace, prob) : 
  Walker's alias method used: results are different from R < 2.2.0 

The first warning is from the diagnostic plot of gamlss, an R package used to 

estimate the Beta-Binomial model. This warning tells the user that for the residual 

plot (e.g. Figure 51) no weights are used in the diagnostic plot, since the weights 

in this example are not integers. For the estimation of the parameters, this is no 

problem. The developers of GAMLSS made a choice for the integer approach and 

did not develop a plot for non-integers weights. 

The second warning pops up once, at the beginning of each R session and can be 

ignored. 
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7.2.3 Output saved outside R 

The output saved outside R is organised in binary files (in folder bin_results), pdf- 

and txt-files (in folder with name given by variable SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH) and 

csv-files (in folder with name given by variable CSV.OUTPUT.PATH). This is similar 

to the SPADE function f.spade (Chapter 4 and 5). 

  

binary files 

The binary file spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model.bin can be loaded with the R 

statement load("bin_results/spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model.bin") and 

contains a lot of information. With the next statement all information about the 

fitted models and the final output table are reproduced 

f.spade.summary("spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model") 
 

Remark 

The object spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model is very big like all .model objects. We 

recommend to remove these objects -check with ls()- to avoid a slow shutting 

down of R and a slow starting of RStudio and R. The user can remove easily the 

object with the R command rm(spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.model) and restore the 

object by the previous load statement.  

 

pdf files 

Figure 66 shows a screenshot of the pdf and txt files saved by f.spade3. 

The first three pdf files (part1 and part2) contain the diagnostic plots of f.spade 

for the two 2-part models for syn_fol for non-supplement users and supplement 

users. The part1 pdf contains the11 plots of the complete 2-part model for the 

syn_fol intake of the non-supplement users. The two part2 pdfs contain: the first 

8 plots of the 2-part model (the eldest one) and the last three plot with the intake 

distributions per age, the habitual amount distribution per age and the habitual 

intake distribution for the supplement users (the most recent one). 

The fourth pdf file (part3a) contains 3 plots of the frequency modelling of the 

supplements and the fifth pdf (part 3b) contains the regression tree plot for the 

amounts modelling of the supplements. The last pdf file 

spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69*.pdf contains two plots: the resulting frequency 

distributions for the supplement part and the final habitual intake distribution for 

all users. 
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Figure 66 Screenshot of the f.spade3 output files in SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH. 

 

 

 

text files 

The text files contain the output of the 3 model parts: 

*.part1.model.*.000.txt and *.part2.model.*.000.txt contain (at the end) the 

model results for the food intake for the non-supplement users and the 

supplement users, respectively. *.part3a.model*.000 shows at the end the results 

of the model for the intake probabilities and spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69.*.999.txt gives 

a nice overview of the used models and their final tables and the fitted regression 

tree in the third part. The second part of this file is a log of all input.  

 

csv files 

There is only one csv file, called spade3.syn_fol.f.7.69_HI.csv, which contains 

the final table with characteristics of the total habitual synthetic folic acid intake 

distribution. The additional output presented in the console regarding the habitual 

intake for users and non-users of dietary supplements separately, and the 

outcome of the first add-then-shrink approach are not yet available in the csv 

output file. 
 

 Exercises 7.3

In f.spade3, the intake of synthetic folic acid from foods is modelled for non-

supplement users and for supplement users separately.  

Why?  

Which parameters are important to look at? 

What are the estimations (estimated values) of these parameters for the non-

supplement users and for the supplement users?  

Do the differences have much influence on the habitual intake distribution? How 

can you check this? Tip for the last question 

# Select all women 7-69 from DNFCS  
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# and construct DNFCS.nonsu and DNFCS.su by the following statements 

DNFCS.fem <- f.select(DNFCS,min.age=7,max.age=69,sex.lab="female") 

DNFCS.nonsu <- subset(DNFCS.fem,user==0) 

DNFCS.su <- subset(DNFCS.fem,user==1) 

# Now use SPADE to estimate the habitual intake distributions 

How do you obtain now the habitual intake distributions for DNFCS.nonsu and for 

DNFCS.su? 

Do you think that the habitual intake distributions for an age class are different?  

How can you quantify this? 
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8 SPADE for total intake from multiple food sources 

This chapter presents f.spade4, a SPADE function which is an adaption of the 

three-part model of chapter 7 and is called the multi-part model. This function 

enables first modelling habitual intake separately for various intake sources and 

then combining them. This is the first-shrink-then-add approach, which consists 

here in 

1. intakes from multiple food sources, 
2. intakes from one food source with known never-users, 
3. intakes from dietary supplements. 

All combinations of 1), 2) and 3) are possible with f.spade4, e.g. all three types 

are present or only one of the types. Possible correlations between intakes of 

various food sources are not considered. For practical reasons, the intake from 

foods is not estimated separately for users and non-users of dietary supplements 

in f.spade4. This is a difference with f.spade3. Similar to the function f.spade3, 

the function f.spade4 estimates the habitual intake also with the first-add-then-

shrink approach to give the opportunity to compare the results of both 

approaches. 

The actual version of SPADE does not take into account the various correlations 

between foods or for one food the correlation between the intake frequencies and 

the intake amounts. This allowed the development of f.spade4, with the use of 

the already developed functions. Otherwise, one has to use a Bayesian approach 

to take all correlations into account, which asked too much time to implement. 

However, it is more important to use the first-shrink-then-add method without 

any correlations in complex models than to use the first-add-then-shrink method.  

 

 Arguments of SPADE function f.spade4 for total intake  8.1

The R command args(f.spade4) shows all arguments of the SPADE function 

f.spade4. 

 

 
 

The arguments in green have to be defined by the user, those in orange can be 

defined by the user to have extra options in SPADE, those in blue have a default 

value that can be changed by the user, and the user should not change the 

arguments in red font. 

 

>args(f.spade4) 
function (frml.ia.multi = NULL, frml.if.multi = NULL, 
frml.ia.non = NULL, frml.if.non = NULL,  
frml.ia.supp = NULL, frml.if.supp = NULL,  
supp.user.name = "user", data, min.age, max.age, sex.lab, 
weights.name = NULL, lambda = NULL,  
prb = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95), n.ppa = 100, 
ia.method = "one.pos", outlier.ok = F, R.ok = F,  
verbose = T, EAR.names = NULL, EAR.distr = NULL,  
EAR.vc = NULL, AI.names = NULL, UL.names = NULL, 
age.classes = NULL, dt.pop = NULL, automatic.ok = T, 
plot.dev = 4, output.name = NULL, dgts = 3, dgts.distr = 0, 
dgts.dri = 1, spade.output.path = SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH,  
csv.output.path = CSV.OUTPUT.PATH, bootstrap.ok = F, 
compound.name, nonuser.name = NULL, nonuser.index = NULL, 
AS.ok = T, colors.ok = T)  
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Table 13 contains all arguments of f.spade4, with their type and explanation. The 

first nine arguments regard the three types of formula's: for the 1- and or 2- part 

models (arguments ending with "multi"), the part with the never-consumers, 

(arguments ending with "non") and the supplement part (arguments ending with 

"supp") and their corresponding column names to indicate the non-supplement 

users (supp.user.name) and indicating the never-consumers (nonuser.name and 

nonuser.index). Almost all other arguments are the same as in f.spade.  

 

Table 13 Explanation of the arguments in SPADE function f.spade4. 

argument type Explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER 

frml.ia.multi formula Define the models for the intake amounts (ia) of the 

various (micro)nutrients, foods, food components. 

E.g. frml.ia.multi = c(resp1 ~ fp(age), 

resp2~1, resp3~fp(age)), where resp1…resp3 are 

three names of compounds to be analysed in your 

dataset. 

~fp(age) makes SPADE model the intake as a 

fractional polynomial (fp) of age 

~1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as a function 

of age 

Attention frml.if.multi should contain the same 

response variables in the same order as in 

frml.ia.multi. 

 

frml.if.multi string Define the models for the intake frequencies (if) of the 

various (micro) nutrients, foods, food components. 

E.g., frml.if.multi=c(resp1~"no.if", 

resp2~cs(age), resp3~cs1), where resp1…resp3 

are three names of compounds to be analysed in your 

dataset corresponding to frml.ia.multi. 

"no.if" indicates that the corresponding response 

variable in frml.ia.multi is a daily intake. 

~cs(age) makes SPADE model the intake as a cubic 

spline (cs) of age 

~cs1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as a 

function of age 

 

frml.ia.non formula Define the (micro)nutrient, food, or food component 

for modelling the intake amounts (ia).  

E.g. frml.ia.non= response ~ fp(age) 

response is the name of (micro)nutrient, food or food 

component to analyse in your R-dataset. 

~fp(age) makes SPADE model the intake as a 

fractional polynomial (fp) of age 

~1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as a function 

of age (e.g. frml.ia=response~1) 

 

frml.if.non formula Define the (micro)nutrient, food, food component to 

model the intake frequency (if).  

E.g. frml.if.non = response ~ cs(age) 

response is the name of (micro)nutrient, food, food 

component to analyse in your R-dataset. 
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~cs(age) makes SPADE model the intake frequencies 

as a cubic spline (cs) of age 

~cs1 makes SPADE model the intake NOT as a 

function of age (e.g. frml.if.non=response~cs1) 

 

nonuser.name string The name of the column in data which contains the 

information on never-consumers 
 

nonuser.index numerical The number for indicating the never-consumers in 

column nonuser.name, e.g. if 1 means never-

consumer and 0 means a consumer, one should fill in 

nonuser.index=1 

 

frml.ia.supp string Define the nutrient or component from supplement to 

model the intake amounts for the supplement users 

with a regression tree model and use age or intake 

frequencies of supplements or (multi) minerals 

as independent variables. 

frml.ia.supp=s_vitD~age+freq_vitD.win 

 

frml.if.supp string Define the supplement to model the intake 

frequencies (if). As in 5.1 cubic splines can be used 

and also the variables about the intake frequencies, 

e.g., 
frml.if.supp=s_vitD ~ cs(age) + freq_vitD.win 

 

supp.user.name name The name of the column (non-supplement users and 

supplement users) which contains the information of 

the non-supplement users, indicated by a zero (0) and 

the supplement users, indicated with a one (1) 

 

compound.name string f.spade4 uses this name in the output name and in 

the datasets for the EAR, AI and UL. Since f.spade4 

uses several compound names in the multiple-, the 

never-user and the supplement part, this name is 

needed for defining an overall output name but also to 

be able to define the thresholds used in the datasets 

with the norms (EAR, AI and UL). See example in 

section 8.2. 

 

data data 

frame 

Define the name of your dataset in R (for 

requirements see Chapter 3) e.g. data=dataset 

 

min.age number Define the minimum age in the analyses to estimate 

the habitual intake distribution. This is not necessarily 

the minimum age in your dataset (data). 

 

max.age number Define the maximum age in the analyses to estimate 

the habitual intake distribution. This is not necessarily 

the maximum age in your dataset (data). 
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sex.lab string Define the gender of the (sub)population analysing 

the habitual intake distribution. There are 3 options: 

sex.lab="male" (or sex.lab="men") 

sex.lab="female" (or sex.lab="women") 
sex.lab="both" 

In the dataset sex=1 is men/male and sex=2 is 

women/female (see Chapter 3) 

NOT REQUIRED, BUT NEEDED FOR SPECIAL OPTIONS 

weights.name string Define the name of the variable (column) in the 

dataset (data) containing the normalized survey 

weights. If not defined by user, SPADE will model 

without survey weights. 

E.g. weights.name="weights"  

 

EAR.names character 

vector 

Define name of dataset containing cut-point values, 

usually Estimated Average Requirements, per age unit 

(see Chapter 3). The proportion of the population 

below or equal to this cut-point is estimated (EAR cut-

point method). 

E.g. EAR.names="EAR.men" 

A maximum of two cut-points can be analysed at 

once: 

e.g. EAR.names=c("NL_men", "EFSA_men") 

 

EAR.distr string Define the shape of the distribution of requirements to 

be able to use a probability approach to estimate the 

proportion with inadequate intake. At default this 

option is not used (EAR.distr=NULL). 

Options are: EAR.distr="normal" or 

EAR.distr="lognormal" 

Required to fill in EAR.vc 

 

EAR.vc number Define the variation coefficient (vc) of the EAR.distr 

distribution of requirements. 

At default this option is not used (EAR.vc=NULL) 

 

AI.names string Define name of dataset containing the values of the 

Adequate Intake (AI) per age unit (e.g. 

AI.names="AI.men"). Comparison with these values is 

qualitatively. SPADE will report 0, 1 or 2, this means: 

0 = median habitual intake is below threshold (AI) 

1 = median habitual intake is above threshold (AI)  

2 = inconclusive within an age group selected to 

report, dataset with the results per age-unit for this 

age group is provided in csv.output.path  

 

UL.names character 

vector 

Define name of dataset containing cut-point values, 

usually safe upper intake levels, per age unit (see 

Chapter 3). The proportion of the population above 

this cut-point is estimated. 

E.g. UL.names="UL.men" 

A maximum of two cut-points can be analysed at 
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once: 

e.g. UL.names=c("NL_men", "EFSA_men") 

 

age.classes number 

vector 

Define age-classes to report the habitual intake 

distribution. 

At default results are provided per age unit 

(age.classes=NULL). 

E.g. to report data in 3 age-classes (7-8, 9-13, and 

14-17 yr): age.classes=c(6,8,13,17).  

Results will be provided for classes (6,8], (8,13], and 

(13,17] (in the output (6,8] means 6 not included, 8 

included, so age group 7-8 yr). 

It is possible to model over more age-units than those 

reported in age groups. E.g., model over 7-69 yr and 

only report 19-30, 31-50 yr. 

If age-classes are defined, the results for the overall 

age group are also presented. 

 

dt.pop data 

frame 

Name of dataset in R containing the population 

numbers for male and female by age (see section 

3.1.4 for the requirements). 

e.g. dt.pop=population2008 

spade.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the output of 

the analyses and plots. 

Default: spade.output.path=SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH can be 

defined; e.g. (see Chapter 3) 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/Data/SPADE-

Course/SPADE" (if SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH is not 

(correctly) defined SPADE creates  

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "0_SPADEresults/" in folder 

WDPATH. 

It is highly recommended to define the location. 

For conditions on the length of the path names, see 

the remark and the tip at the end of section 3.2.2. 

 

csv.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the output 

(percentiles of habitual intake distribution and 

comparison with cut-points). 

Default: csv.output.path=CSV.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, CSV.OUTPUT.PATH can be defined; 

e.g. (see Chapter 3) 
CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "N:/Data/SPADE-Course/CSV"  

If CSV.OUTPUT.PATH is not (correctly) defined SPADE 

creates CSV.OUTPUT.PATH <- "1_CSVresults/" in 

folder WDPATH  

It is highly recommended to define the location. 

For conditions on the length of the path names, see 

the remark and the tip at the end of section 3.2.2. 

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

AS.ok logical Default AS.ok=T, which means that before the first-
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shrink-then-add method is applied, the first-add-then-

shrink method is applied. This allows the user to 

compare the habitual intake distributions of both 

methods. AS.ok=F turns this option off. 

 

lambda number At default lambda=NULL, which means that lambda is 

estimated by maximum likelihood (ML). Lambda is 

part of the transformation of the data to a normal 

distribution and its value should be between zero and 

one, included zero (log-transformation) and one (no 

transformation). 

If needed a specific lambda can be filled in by the 

user. 

E.g. lambda=0 for a log-transformation 

E.g. lambda=0.5 for a square root transformation 

 

ia.method string Only needed in 2-part models or other models where 

2-part models are used.  Default 

ia.method="one.pos", which means that for 

modelling the intake amounts (ia) one positive value 

is used of each person which at least one positive 

value. So for persons with exactly one positive value 

and one zero the positive value is chosen. For persons 

with two positive intakes, one intake is randomly 

selected. This method uses information of as much 

persons as possible. The alternative ia.method = 

"two.pos" uses for modelling the intake amounts only 

the persons with two positive intakes. 

 

outlier.ok logical Possibility to check for potential outliers in the intake 

amounts.  

At default outlier.ok=F, no outlier detection. 

For outlier detection outlier.ok=T, complete records 

of potential outliers are presented. However, the 

results are presented with the outliers included. 

 

automatic.ok logical At default automatic.ok=T, which runs f.spade at 

once. 

Choose automatic.ok=F, to run f.spade step-by-

step; press <enter> to continue after each step. 

 

backtrans.nr number The number indicates which type of back-

transformation is used for daily intakes (for episodical 

intakes see Chapter 5). Default: backtrans.nr=1. 

backtrans.nr=0, no back-transformation, only model 

fitting 

backtrans.nr=1, exact back-transformation for daily 

intakes 

backtrans.nr=2, pseudo-person sampling, simulation 

n.ppa pseudo persons per individual (id) in dataset 

(data). 
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n.ppa number Default value n.ppa=5000. 

Number of pseudo persons per individual in dataset. 

For daily intakes, only relevant for backtrans.nr=2 

(see above). 

 

prb number 

vector 

Default: prb=c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95) 

defines the percentiles of the habitual intake 

distribution to be reported. At default the 5th, 25th, 

50th (median), 75th, and 95th percentile are reported.  

Other percentiles can be included. Example: all 

percentiles can be reported by setting  

prb=seq(0.01,by=0.01,to=0.99) 

 

plot.dev number Define the way SPADE reports the graphical/plot-

output: 

Default plot.dev=4 graphical output in one PDF-file in 

spade.output.path 

plot.dev=0 no graphical output 

plot.dev=1 graphical output to distinct graphical 

windows in R 

plot.dev=2 graphical output in distinct JPG-files  

(in spade.output.path) 

plot.dev=3 graphical output in distinct WMF-files        

(in spade.output.path) 

 

colors.ok logical Define to use colors (colors.ok=T, default) or 

greyscale for e.g. publications (colors.ok=F) 

 

R.ok logical Default R.ok=F, a Fortran algorithm is used during the 

back-transformation step for fast calculation. 

R.ok=T, only R is used during back-transformation 

step (time consuming) 

 

output.name string Define specific output name for analysis. 

Default output.name = NULL, a standard output 

name is generated by SPADE: spade.c1.c2.c3.c4 

c1 = response (name of (micro)nutrient, food, food 

component to be analysed (frml.ia) 

c2 = m for male, f for female, or b for both (sex.lab) 

c3 = min.age 

c4 = max.age 

 

dgts number Define number of digits in the output of the analysis 

steps in SPADE (does not apply to reported percentiles 

(see dgts.distr) or proportions below/above cut-

points (see dgts.dri)). Default dgts=3 

 

dgts.distr number Define number of digits in the reported percentiles of 

the habitual intake distribution. 

Default dgts.distr=0 
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dgts.dri number Define number of digits in the reported proportion 

with intakes below/above cut-points. Default 

dgts.dri=1 

DO NOT CHANGE THESE VALUES, ONLY FOR EXPERTS 

verbose logical Default verbose=T, results are printed to the screen. 

verbose=F, the results are not printed to the screen. 

 

bootstrap.ok logical Needed for programming purposes and transparency 

Default: bootstrap.ok=F 

 

boot3.ok logical Needed for programming purposes and transparency 

Default: boot3.ok=F 

 

boot.dt.name string Needed for programming purposes and transparency 

 

Remark 1 

f.spade4 allows the user to use for each food or supplement compound an 

appropriate model, which may be different from other food compounds. 

Furthermore, f.spade4 estimates each model separately, which allows different 

Box-Cox transformations and different within- and between-persons variances. 

Despite the fact that only covariable age is allowed at the moment, the user is 

advised to first analyse manually the various parts separately and then apply 

f.spade4. 

 

Remark 2 

The arguments eps.prob and eps.norm of f.spade, are not present in f.spade4, 

since only backtrans.nr=2, i.e. back-transformation by pseudo-person sampling 

is allowed. One should therefore not change the default value of 

backtrans.nr=2. 

 

Remark 3 

All formula arguments (frml.x.y) of f.spade4 have default value NULL. This 

means that also only the first two formulas can be used without the never-users 

part and the supplement part. If the user uses only frml.ia.non and 

frml.if.non in f.spade4, f.spade4 behaves as f.spade.with.nonconsumers.  

 

 Example of SPADE function f.spade4 8.2

To estimate the total folate intake, the folate and folic acid intakes from all 

sources have to be combined and expressed as folate equivalents. The sources 

are  
a. folate from foods, with 1 µg = 1 µg folate equivalent 

b. folic acid from fortified foods, with 1 µg = 1.7 µg folate equivalent 
c. folic acid from dietary supplements, with 1 µg = 2 µg folate equivalent. 

 

This means that the multi-part and the supplement part of f.spade4 should be 

used. First, all parts have to be expressed in folate equivalents. These calculations 

are added in the next example, since they may be useful for who is not a 

frequently R user. These calculations can be done also in other programs like SAS, 

but then the dataset has to be imported again with these new variables. 
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8.2.1 R statement to start SPADE function f.spade4 

In the next example, first two new variables (DNFCS$syn_fol_eq and 

DNFCS$s_syn_fol_eq) are added to the DNFCS dataset. Then, the f.spade4 

statement is given to estimate the total habitual intake from folate, folic acid from 

fortified foods expressed in folate equivalents and folic acid from dietary 

supplements, also expressed in folate equivalents. There are 6 formulas given in 

the statement: two in frml.ia.multi and two in frml.if.multi (where multi 

indicates that more than one formula is allowed) to estimate the habitual intake of 

folate and synthetic folic acid (in equivalents) from food and two in respectively 

frml.ia.supp and frml.if.supp to estimate the synthetic folic acid intake from 

supplements. The variable name of the index for supplement users is given by 

argument supp.user.name. 

 

Adding new variables to the data, DNFCS in this example, within R is very easy 

DNFCS$syn_fol_eq <- 1.7 * DNFCS$syn_fol 

DNFCS$s_syn_fol_eq <- 2 * DNFCS$s_syn_fol 

As in previous examples, the random seed is set in R just before the f.spade4 

command to obtain later on with the same statements the same results. 

set.seed (20140416) 

f.spade4( 

  frml.ia.multi=c(folate~fp(age),syn_fol_eq~fp(age)), 

  frml.if.multi=c("no.if",syn_fol_eq~cs(age)), 

  frml.ia.supp=s_foleq ~ vitb_freq_win + fol_freq_win + 

    mult_freq_win + multmin_freq_win + vitb_freq_rest +  

    fol_freq_rest +  mult_freq_rest, 

  frml.if.supp = s_foleq ~ cs(age),  

  supp.user.name = "user",  

  data=DNFCS,  

  min.age=7,  

  max.age=69,  

  sex="female", 

  age.classes=c(6,9,13,19,30,50,69), 

  dt.pop=population2008, 

  compound.name="foleq.total") 
 

8.2.2 Output in the console 

Below the output created in the R console by running the example. This output is 

the output of 3 models and occupies 8 pages, comments included. The text in 

italics explains some parts of the output. 

 
Making a model for foleq_total from DNFCS: female in [7,69]... 
 
f.spade4: Spearman's rho for mean intakes per individual 
                   data Spearmans.rho    p.val 
1  folate // syn_fol_eq       0.12400 5.59e-08 
2     folate // s_foleq       0.10900 2.01e-06 
3 syn_fol_eq // s_foleq      -0.00557 8.08e-01 

First, the correlations between the mean positive intakes per person between the 

several food sources are estimated. They are all statistically significant, but close 

to zero. 
 
     ========================================= 
             Start ADD-SHRINK analysis 
     ========================================= 
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f.spade4 starts with the add-then-shrink approach, which allows the user at the 

end to compare the two different approaches. 

 
f.spade4 first ADD then SHRINK 
total.sum ~ fp(age) 
<environment: 0x000000003b4f9a48> 
 
f.spade: 
   Only intake amount modelling 
 
Making a model for  total.sum  from  spade.dt women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   2       1908 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
    log.lik lambda    LB    UB 
1 -14111.06 -0.056 -0.08 -0.03 

Attention, the Box-Cox parameter () is negative and will be set to zero. Later on, 

the Box-Cox parameters per food source are given;  = 0 means that the 

distribution of the intakes is much skewed. This happens often if one first adds all 

intakes from food and dietary supplements. 
 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-2) + I((age/10)^-1),  
    data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-4.2867  -0.3916  -0.0250   0.3693   2.4284   
 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)     5.92337    0.03096 191.318  < 2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^-2)  0.52835    0.07357   7.182 8.25e-13 *** 
I((age/10)^-1) -1.31649    0.10743 -12.254  < 2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 0.3809125) 
 
    Null deviance: 1634.1  on 3815  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 1452.4  on 3813  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 7151.2 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0  
[1] "intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-2) + I((age/10)^-1) + (1|id)" 
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-2) + I((age/10)^-1) + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia 
Weights: spade.dt.ia[, weights.name] 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 6710.3 
 
Scaled residuals:  
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-6.0417 -0.4916  0.0067  0.5154  3.1671 
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 0.1745   0.4178   
 Residual             0.2065   0.4545  
Number of obs: 3816, groups: id, 1908 
 
Fixed effects: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)     5.92337    0.03739  158.42 
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I((age/10)^-2)  0.52835    0.08885    5.95 
I((age/10)^-1) -1.31649    0.12974  -10.15 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) I((/10)^-2 
I((/10)^-2)  0.812            
I((/10)^-1) -0.910 -0.966 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
f.spade: Model saved in spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.model  
 
f.spade: outlier detection disabled 
f.spade: Model saved in spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.model  
 
f.spade: start f.spade.pseudosampling 
   model.name = spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.model  
f.spade.pseudosampling gestart 
f.spade.pseudosampling: 
   pseudo sample spade.ps has 191588 rows 
f.spade.pseudosampling: 
                      sample mean = 287.346  
             weighted sample mean = 287.346  
             mean of mean per age = 325.721  
           mean of w.mean per age = 325.721  
               pseudo sample mean = 316.138  
    mean of habitual mean per age = 314.584  
f.spade: exporting HI.pseudo for spade.dt  

The final table with the percentiles (and proportions) is given at the end. 
 
     ========================================= 
             Start SHRINK-ADD  analysis 
     ========================================= 

Now, f.spade starts with the first-shrink-then-add approach. 
 
======================================== 
 start multiple part 
======================================== 
 
Start of f.spade.multiple for total habitual intake of 
 foleq_total in DNFCS  
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 

f.spade starts f.spade.multiple for foleq_total, where foleq_total is the 

compound name given by the user in the f.spade4 statement. 
 
*************************************** 
*** start modelling folate 
*************************************** 

Now, starts f.spade with the 1-part model for folate with the usual output. 
 
f.spade: 
   Only intake amount modelling 
 
Making a model for  folate  from  DNFCS women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   2       1908 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
    log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -12866.45 0.26816 0.23 0.31 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-10.2750   -1.1276   -0.0003    1.1343   10.5224   
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      13.01258    0.09036  144.01   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^-0.5) -2.43827    0.12244  -19.91   <2e-16 *** 
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--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 3.224781) 
 
    Null deviance: 13578  on 3815  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 12299  on 3814  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 15300 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0.268  
[1] "intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5) + (1|id)" 
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^-0.5) + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia 
Weights: spade.dt.ia[, weights.name] 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 15147.1 
 
Scaled residuals:  
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-5.1451 -0.5385  0.0066  0.5612  5.5810 
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 0.9035   0.9505   
 Residual             2.3218   1.5237   
Number of obs: 3816, groups: id, 1908 
 
Fixed effects: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)       13.0126     0.1022   127.3 
I((age/10)^-0.5)  -2.4383     0.1385   -17.6 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) 
I((/10)^-0. -0.947 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
 
*************************************** 
*** start modelling syn_fol_eq 
*************************************** 

Now, starts f.spade with the 2-part model for syn_fol_eq with the usual output. 
 
Making a model for  syn_fol_eq  from  DNFCS women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0       1294 
2                   1        355 
3                   2        259 
 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 614 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                       data Spearmans.rho    p.val 
1 syn_fol_eq_amount // syn_fol_eq_frequency         0.276 3.13e-12 
 
 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial  model 
syn_fol_eq ~ cs(age) 
<environment: 0x000000003f31de58> 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 3212.797  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 3212.717  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 3212.722  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 4: Global Deviance = 3212.723  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   =  -0.03427584  
                       variance   =  1.037623  
               coef. of skewness  =  -0.1139721  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  2.901946  
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Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9992798  
******************************************************************* 
 
 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for syn_fol_eq in  DNFCS women age 7 - 69  
syn_fol_eq ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  
Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
      1       1       1       1       1       1  
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.52123    0.086323  -17.622  1.661e-64 
cs(age)       0.01052    0.002434    4.323  1.616e-05 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    -0.132      0.0957   -1.379     0.168 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  1908  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999428 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  1902.001  
                      at cycle:  4  
  
Global Deviance:     3212.723  
            AIC:     3224.721  
            SBC:     3258.041  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.5212    0.08632  -17.62 1.66e-64 
cs(age)       0.0105    0.00243    4.32 1.62e-05 
(Intercept)  -0.1320    0.09570   -1.38 1.68e-01 
======================================================== 
 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
f.spade: start modelling intake amounts 
    log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -1828.282 0.28384 0.21 0.36 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ I((age/10)^1), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-7.7413  -2.0486   0.0677   1.9146  10.1553   
 
Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)    9.10648    0.21825  41.725  < 2e-16 *** 
I((age/10)^1)  0.15794    0.06035   2.617  0.00908 **  
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 8.196999) 
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    Null deviance: 5072.7  on 613  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 5016.6  on 612  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 3038.4 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 
 
[1] "mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1|id)" 
 
Box-Cox parameter lambda = 0.284  
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: mfp.resid ~ 1 + (1 | id) 
   Data: spade.dt.ia.2pos 
Weights: spade.dt.ia.2pos[, weights.name]/mean(spade.dt.ia.2pos[, 
weights.name]) 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 2522.8 
 
Scaled residuals:  
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-2.90595 -0.53011  0.01932  0.52266  2.95417 
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 id       (Intercept) 3.37     1.836    
 Residual             4.96     2.227   
Number of obs: 518, groups: id, 259 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)   0.3099     0.1503   2.062 
f.spade: ia.method = one.pos: 
Individuals with at least one positive intake  used in  mfp model = 614  
Individuals with at least two positive intakes used in lmer model = 259  
   var.inner.2pos   = 4.9598  
   var.between.2pos = 3.3698  
   totalvar.one.pos = 8.1836  
var.inner.ia   =  4.8729  
var.between.ia =  3.3107  
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
 
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.52123    0.086323  -17.622  1.661e-64 
cs(age)       0.01052    0.002434    4.323  1.616e-05 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    -0.132      0.0957   -1.379     0.168 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  1908  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999428 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  1902.001  
                      at cycle:  4  
  
Global Deviance:     3212.723  
            AIC:     3224.721  
            SBC:     3258.041  
******************************************************************* 
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======================================== 
 start supplement part 
======================================== 

Now, f.spade.supplement starts with the 2-part model for s_foleq with the 

usual output. 
 
 
====================================================== 
f.spade.supplement starts analysis for s_foleq from DNFCS women 7-69 
General information only supplement users in data 
====================================================== 
 
============================================================ 
f.spade.supplement : PART 1 - frequency of supplement intakes 
============================================================ 
 
Making a model for  s_foleq  from  DNFCS women 7 - 69 ... 
  nr_positive_intakes nr_persons 
1                   0       1559 
2                   1        157 
3                   2        192 
 
Correlation (Spearman's rho) between intake amounts and frequencies 
based on 349 persons with at least one positive intake 
                                 data Spearmans.rho   p.val 
1 s_foleq_amount // s_foleq_frequency         0.245 3.8e-06 
 
 
f.spade: start modelling intake frequency with Beta-Binomial  model 
s_foleq ~ cs(age) 
GAMLSS-RS iteration 1: Global Deviance = 2242.008  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 2: Global Deviance = 2240.578  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 3: Global Deviance = 2240.579  
GAMLSS-RS iteration 4: Global Deviance = 2240.58  
******************************************************************* 
  Summary of the Randomised Quantile Residuals 
                           mean   =  -0.001804734  
                       variance   =  0.9786604  
               coef. of skewness  =  0.01713814  
               coef. of kurtosis  =  2.753388  
Filliben correlation coefficient  =  0.9994955  
******************************************************************* 
 
 
======== Results modelling intake frequency ======== 
 
>>> BEST GAMLSS MODEL from GAIC 
>>> for s_foleq in  DNFCS women age 7 - 69  
s_foleq ~ cs(age)    ~ 1  
Summary of weights used in gamlss 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
      1       1       1       1       1       1  
******************************************************************* 
Family:  c("BB", "Beta-Binomial")  
 
Call:  gamlss(formula = frml.if.use, family = BB, data = spade.dt.if,   
    weights = gamlss.wghts, method = RS())  
 
Fitting method: RS()  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -2.4843    0.12029  -20.65  1.17e-85 
cs(age)       0.0226    0.00318    7.12  1.49e-12 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0.6368      0.1099    5.795  7.96e-09 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. of observations in the fit:  1908  
Degrees of Freedom for the fit:  5.999425 
      Residual Deg. of Freedom:  1902.001  
                      at cycle:  4  
  
Global Deviance:     2240.58  
            AIC:     2252.579  
            SBC:     2285.898  
******************************************************************* 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -2.4843    0.12029  -20.65 1.17e-85 
cs(age)       0.0226    0.00318    7.12 1.49e-12 
(Intercept)   0.6368    0.10989    5.80 7.96e-09 
======================================================== 
 
f.spade.times: population data are provided and used 
 
=============================================================== 
f.spade.supplement : PART 2 - amounts of supplement intakes 
    modelled with a regression tree based on covariables 
    e.g. age, intake frequencies of vitamins (in summer/winter) 
         intake frequencies of multiminerals (in summer/winter) 
=============================================================== 
n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
      * denotes terminal node 
 
1) root 349 89086.660 422.6055   
   2) fol_freq_rest< 0.786 323 74153.410 402.6502   
     4) vitb_freq_rest< 0.0385 285 50794.280 376.1146 * 
     5) vitb_freq_rest>=0.0385 38 18471.550 601.6667   
      10) vitb_freq_win>=0.5 31 10244.940 558.0645 * 
      11) vitb_freq_win< 0.5 7  7309.892 794.7619 * 
   3) fol_freq_rest>=0.786 26  9986.163 670.5128   
     6) mult_freq_rest>=0.4645 8   413.483 379.1667 * 
     7) mult_freq_rest< 0.4645 18  6762.178 800.0000 * 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  376.1146 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 376.1146 (285 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 375.4421 (1514 
obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  558.0645 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 558.0645 (31 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 494.1176 (17 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  800 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 800 (18 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 687.5 (8 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  379.1667 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 379.1667 (8 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 333.3333 (3 obs) 
 
* * *  leave with mean =  794.7619 * * * 
       weighted mean all obs of yyy.pos in leave = 794.7619 (7 obs) 
  weighted mean predictions in yyy.null in leave = 511.7647 (17 obs) 
 
* * *  Some statistics for supplement users only  * * *  
Number of supplement users with at least one positive intake  = 349 
Number of supplement users with no positive supplement intake = 1559  
 
     weighted mean all observed supplements = 77.30049 
weighted mean observed positive supplements = 422.6055 
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    weighted mean predicted pos supplements = 422.6055 (0%) 
   weighted mean predicted zero supplements = 384.8448 
   weighted mean simulated zero supplements = 379.743 (-1.326%) 
 
=============================================================== 
f.spade.supplement : start pseudo sampling, please wait ... 
=============================================================== 
 
********************************************************** 
 Parameter estimates for Shrink-Add and Add-Shrink 
********************************************************** 
              folate syn_fol_eq ADD_SHRINK 
lambda      0.268200    0.28380   0.000000 
var.between 0.903456    3.31071   0.174524 
var.inner   2.321784    4.87291   0.206526 
********************************************************** 

This table shows the differences in the parameter estimates for on one hand folate 

and syn_fol and on the other hand ADD_SHRINK, which stands for first adding the 

intakes from the several sources and then do the analysis (shrink-part). The folate 

and syn_fol_eq are less skewed than the sum of the intakes per person. 

Furthermore, the between-person variance (var.between) and the within-person 

variance (var.inner, also called day to day variance) are different for folate and 

syn_fol_eq. For age 30 the mean intake on the transformed scale are 11.60 and 

9.58 respectively. The cumulative distribution functions of both distributions are 

plotted in Figure 67. This figure is not a part of the output. Figure 67 shows the 

cumulative distribution functions corresponding to the Parameter estimates output 

table, above. 

 

 
Figure 67 Cumulative distribution functions of folate, folic acid (in folate 

equivalents) on consumption days and first-add-then-shrink habitual intakes. 
 
********************************* 
Back-transformation of  folate  
********************************* 
********************************* 
Back-transformation of  syn_fol_eq  
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********************************* 

The lines show what happens. First, the folate model is used to do a back-

transformation to obtain for each pseudo person a habitual intake. Then the 

syn_fol_eq amounts are back transformed for each pseudo person and multiplied 

by the pseudo person's intake probability.  

At the end, the habitual intakes from the dietary supplements are added to the 

sum of folate and syn_fol_eq. 

Now the two final tables are given 
 
f.spade4: output table for first ADD then SHRINK 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  316    133    210   287    389    598 
(6,9]   200     93    139   183    243    365 
(9,13]  215     98    149   198    261    395 
(13,19] 246    112    169   225    300    456 
(19,30] 289    133    199   264    351    528 
(30,50] 337    155    233   308    409    613 
(50,69] 366    169    253   336    444    668 
 
============================================================== 
   spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.model is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.model.bin 
============================================================== 
   Log files can be found in 
   0_SPADEresults/ 
   Output tables can be found in 
   1_CSVresults/ 
============================================================== 
 

f.spade4: output table for first SHRINK then ADD 

         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 

(6,69]  328    162    220   276    370    669 

(6,9]   205    108    145   178    225    389 

(9,13]  223    122    161   197    247    425 

(13,19] 253    136    179   218    275    511 

(19,30] 284    149    197   242    312    576 

(30,50] 340    170    225   282    382    711 

(50,69] 346    182    240   298    393    672 

The comparison of the two tables is left to the reader as exercise 2 in section 8.3. 

 

8.2.3 Output save outside R 

The output save outside R is not completely consistent, yet. A short description is 

given. 

 

Binary files 

The two binary files of f.spade4 are the same as always (see Figure 68). 

 
Figure 68 Screenshot of the list of binary files of f.spade4. 
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The "model.bin" file does not contain any model results at this moment, since no 

habitual intake amount tables are made for separate components. Therefore, the 

user has to obtain and save these results from the Console. Note that the 

compound name "foleq_total" is used in the names of the output files. If the 

user wants to use the option to estimate proportions below or above a threshold, 

this name, "foleq_total", should appear in the appropriate data. 

 

pdf and text files in folder 0_SPADEresults 

Figure 69 shows from newest in time to oldest the pdf and txt output files of 

f.spade4. The first one in time 

spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.model_140416_110111.000.txt contains info of the 

model fit for the ADD-SHRINK approach and the pdf file just above this file is the 

corresponding pdf file with the diagnostics. 

 
Figure 69 Screenshot of the folder with text and pdf files from f.spade4. 

 

The next two *000.txt files and two pdf files regard the folate and syn_fol_eq 

modelling. The files with "supp" in the name regard the supplement modelling 

where the text file for the amounts is missing, yet.  

The file called spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.mdel_140416_110234.pdf shows the 

cumulative distributions functions of the first-add-then-shrink and the first-shrink-

then-add methods for age 7-69. It seems from these plots that the two habitual 

intake distributions are the same, but this is not the case. 

 

csv files 

There is one csv file in folder 1_CSVresults. This file, called 

spade4.foleq_total.f.7.69.table_HI.csv contains the final table of the first-shrink-

then-add method. 
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 Exercises 8.3

The first two exercises a) and b) consider the interpretation of the output of 

f.spade4. The last exercise concerns the difference between the first-shrink-

them-add approach and the first add-then-shrink approach. 

 
a) In the explanation of f.spade4's output, section 8.2.2, after the table 

"parameter estimates for Shrink-Add and Add-Shrink", is stated that the 
mean folate intake on the transformed scale for age=30 is equal to 11.60 
µg and the corresponding intake for acid folate in folate equivalents is 

equal to 9.58 µg.  
Make these calculations yourself with the help of the next example of a 
linear regression with a fractional polynomial. In this next example p=0.5 

and q=0 and the (artificial) output the regression part is 
 

b) Coefficients:           Estimate 
(Intercept) 10 
I((age/10)^0.5 3 
I(log(age/10)) 2 
 

which implies for the expected mean for age 20:  
10 + 3*(20/10)^0.5 + 2*log(20/10) = 15.63 
 

c) Compare the two output tables for ADD the SHRINK and for SHRINK then 
ADD. The next questions may be a help. 

Compare the means for both approaches and for the various age classes. 
Does this help you? Do you think that the means are significantly 

different? How would you quantify this? How can we obtain confidence 
intervals? 
 
Compare in the same way the medians (p.0.5) . Does this help you? Do 
you think these means are significantly different? 
 

Compare the 5th and the 95th percentiles. Compare also the range 
between these two percentiles for each age class.  
 
It seems that the range of ADD-SHRINK is much smaller than the range of 
SHRINK-ADD. Can you explain this? 
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9 Confidence intervals 

In the previous chapters, SPADE is presented for daily and episodical intakes. For 

episodical intakes with known never-consumers, for dietary supplements, for 

intakes from food and a dietary supplement (3-part model) and for various foods, 

one food with never-consumers and one dietary supplement intake (multiple-

part). Various examples and explanations showed the use of SPADE, but one 

important item did not come up: the assessment of the uncertainty around the 

estimated percentiles of the habitual distributions and around the estimated 

proportions. If no survey weights are used, the intermediate results of the Box-

Cox transformation and of the model fits only present the uncertainty for the 

parameter estimates. However, if survey weights are used, also these reported 

uncertainties are not valid anymore. 

In this chapter, the function for the bootstrap for daily and episodical intakes is 

presented and explained, followed by a section with an example with folate. In the 

last section is explained how to assess the bootstrap results afterwards, without 

repeating the time-consuming bootstrap. 

 

 SPADE bootstrap for daily or episodical intakes 9.1

An approved way to assess the uncertainties in the final report is the parametric 

bootstrap. A parametric bootstrap resamples many times from the original dataset 

a bootstrap sample of observations. Then, SPADE is used to analyse each 

bootstrap sample and the variation between al final reports gives insight in the 

uncertainty of the first analysis. 

The parametric bootstrap for f.spade is implemented in f.spade.bootstrap. The 

arguments of f.spade.bootstrap are almost the same as in f.spade, but there 

are three more arguments, which are explained in Table 14. 

 

9.1.1 The arguments of SPADE bootstrap f.spade.bootstrap 

The command args(f.spade.bootstrap) shows the arguments of 

f.spade.bootstrap. See section 4.1 for the meaning of the colors and the not 

explained arguments of Table 14. 

 

  
  

> args(f.spade.bootstrap) 
function (frml.ia, frml.if, data, min.age, max.age, sex.lab, 
  weights.name = NULL, stratum.name = "age", lambda.orig = NULL, 
  prb = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95), EAR.names = NULL,  
  EAR.distr = NULL, EAR.vc = NULL, AI.names = NULL, UL.names = 
NULL, 
  dt.pop = NULL, n.ppa = 5000, age.classes = NULL, plot.dev = 4,  
  output.name = NULL, outlier.ok = F, ia.method = "one.pos", 
  eps.prob = 1e-04, eps.norm = 1e-04, dgts = 2, dgts.distr = 0, 
  dgts.dri = 1, backtrans.nr = 1, spade.output.path = 
  SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH, csv.output.path = CSV.OUTPUT.PATH,  
  n.boot = 1000, boot.alpha = 0.05, R.ok = F, colors.ok = T)  
NULL 
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Table 14 Additional arguments of f.spade.bootstrap with respect to f.spade. 

argument type explanation 

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

stratum.name string The column name in data for which the bootstrap 

samples are stratified, default="age". This means that 

for every age as many bootstrap-persons are selected 

as in the original data. 

The user should change this name only in case of a 

stratified survey sample.  

n.boot integer The number of bootstrap samples to use, default, 

n.boot=1000. 

boot.alpha number The significance level of the confidence interval, default 

boot.alpha=0.05. 

 

 Example for daily and episodical intakes 9.2

This example with folate intakes of women 7-69 yr of the DNFCS, shows the use 

of f.spade.bootstrap, which can be used for daily and episodical intakes.  Only 

one example is given since the difference between the analysis of daily and 

episodical intakes is already explained in the chapters 4 and 5. The output will be 

discussed briefly, since it is organized as before. The emphasis will be on the 

various output tables and the final plots. 

 

9.2.1 R statement to start the bootstrap  

The shortest way to explain the use of f.spade.bootstrap is the following. Use 

your f.spade statement and change f.spade into f.spade.bootstrap, since the 

default values of the extra arguments are most times sufficient. Actually, the user 

should always use first f.spade and look as explained before at the results and 

the diagnostic plots. If the fitted model seems to be o.k., start with the bootstrap. 

In the next example, the second example of folate with report in age classes (see 

section 4.3.1) will be used. Only argument n.boot will be changed (n.boot=25) 

to have a short run time. 

So change  

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS,min.age=7, 

  max.age=69,sex.lab="female", age.classes=c(8,12,19,30), 

  dt.pop=population2008) 

into 

f.spade.bootstrap(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),frml.if="no.if",data=DNFCS, 

  min.age=7, max.age=69,sex.lab="female", age.classes=c(8,12,19,30), 

  dt.pop=population2008,n.boot=250) 

Remark:  in this example, argument n.boot=250 is used for a fast bootstrap. Use 

n=1000 in your research, to obtain precise results! 

 

9.2.2 Output in the Console 

The Console output of SPADE is well known. The function f.spade.bootstrap 

uses first two times f.spade: once for all ages separately to provide the output 

for the final plots and once for the age classes. This part of the output is omitted, 

only the final output table is given.  
 
Table with model estimates based on original data 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]  189    121    156   185    218    271 
(8,12]  164    106    136   161    189    235 
(12,19] 184    120    153   180    210    260 
(19,30] 202    133    169   198    230    283 
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This is the spade output table of f.spade, for which confidence bounds are 

needed. 
 
============================================================== 
   spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model.bin 
============================================================== 
   Log files can be found in 
   0_SPADEresults/ 
   Output tables can be found in 
   1_CSVresults/ 
============================================================== 
The name of the output file is changed from spade.folate.f.7.69.model into 
spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model to indicate that it contains the result of the 
bootstrap. 
 
The bootstrap starts just and the model information is showed once again. A 
counter shows the user the progress of f.spade.bootstrap. 
 
f.spade.bootstrap: start bootstrap for model: 
intake amount:      mixed effects model (fp=fractional polynomial) 
                    folate ~ fp(age) 
f.spade.bootstrap: cycle 1 of 250  
f.spade.bootstrap: cycle 2 of 250 
(…)  
f.spade.bootstrap: cycle 248 of 250 
f.spade.bootstrap: cycle 249 of 250 
f.spade.bootstrap: cycle 250 of 250 
 
 
f.spade.boot.summary: 0 missing values eliminated 
 
f.spade.boot.summary: result for spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model  
ratio var.inner/var.between for original data 2.57  
mean ratio var.inner/var.between for 250 bootstrap data 2.597  
The ratio of the within-person variance and the between-person variance is 2.57 
for the original dataset and the mean of the 250 bootstrap rations is 2.597, close 
to the original ratio.  
 
Table with model estimates based on original data 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]  189    121    156   185    218    271 
(8,12]  164    106    136   161    189    235 
(12,19] 184    120    153   180    210    260 
(19,30] 202    133    169   198    230    283 
This is the output table of the habitual intakes by the original model. 
 
MEAN INTAKE based on  250  bootstrap replicates 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]  189    120    156   185    217    271 
(8,12]  163    105    135   160    187    233 
(12,19] 182    119    152   179    209    258 
(19,30] 202    133    169   198    230    283 
This is the output table of the mean of the 250 bootstrap samples, which should 

be near to the table above. 
 
LOWER BOUNDS based on  250  bootstrap replicates 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]  185    115    152   181    211    260 
(8,12]  157     99    129   153    180    224 
(12,19] 178    114    148   175    204    249 
(19,30] 196    127    164   192    222    271 
This is the output table of the lower bounds (LB) of the habitual intakes with 

significance equal to boot.alpha. 
 
 
UPPER BOUNDS based on  250  bootstrap replicates 
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         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]  192    125    159   188    222    280 
(8,12]  167    111    140   164    193    244 
(12,19] 186    125    156   182    214    269 
(19,30] 207    139    174   203    237    294 
This is the output table of the upper bounds (UB) of the habitual intakes with 
significance level equal to boot.alpha. 
 
MEAN BIAS based on  250  bootstrap replicates 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]  -1     -1     -1    -1     -1     -1 
(8,12]  -1     -1     -1    -1     -2     -2 
(12,19] -1     -1     -1    -1     -2     -2 
(19,30]  0      0      0     0      0      0 
This is the output table of the bias of the bootstrap mean w.r.t. the habitual 
intakes from the original model. 
 
PERCENTAGE OF MEAN BIAS based on  250  bootstrap replicates 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]   0     -1     -1     0      0      0 
(8,12]  -1     -1     -1    -1     -1     -1 
(12,19] -1     -1     -1    -1     -1     -1 
(19,30]  0      0      0     0      0      0 
This is the output table with the percentage of bias of the bootstrap mean w.r.t. 
the habitual intakes from the original model. 
 
 

STANDARD DEVIATION based on  250  bootstrap replicates 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(8,30]   2      3      2     2      3      5 
(8,12]   3      3      3     3      3      5 
(12,19]  2      3      2     2      3      5 
(19,30]  3      3      3     3      4      6 
This is the output table with the standard deviation of the bootstrap for the 
habitual intakes. 
 
============================================================== 
   spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model is saved **outside R** in 
   bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model.bin 
============================================================== 
   Log files can be found in 
   0_SPADEresults/ 
   Output tables can be found in 
   1_CSVresults/ 
============================================================== 

  

9.2.3 Output saved outside R 

The output saved outside R is structured in almost the same way as before. 

However, for preparing papers, also one Excel file is saved in the CSV folder with 

three sheets. The first sheet contains the percentiles and possible with proportions 

of the habitual intake distribution. The two other sheets contain the respective 

lower and upper bounds. 

 

Binary files 

The model output and the final table are again saved in a "…boot.model.bin" and 

a "… boot.table.bin" file, which can be reloaded into R (see 4.2.3 or 7.2.3). Figure 

70 shows these files in the subfolder "bin_results". 
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Figure 70 Binary files of the SPADE bootstrap for daily and episodical intakes. 

 

PDF files 

Figure 71 shows the content of the subfolder "0_SPADEresults", which are 

ordered in descending time order.  

 

 

 
Figure 71 Text and PDF files of SPADE bootstrap for daily and episodical intakes. 

 

There are two PDF files: 
 spade.folate.f.7.69.boot_*.pdf, which is the pdf of the original model 

as discussed in section 4.3.6 
 spade.folate.f.7.69.boot_model_*.pdf, this file contains per 

percentile for every age class a QQ-plot of the 250 bootstrap results. This 
enables the user to check if there are no abnormalities in the bootstrap 
results.  

 

Remark 

If the lower percentiles are near to zero, there may be deviations at that part of 

the QQ-plots. 
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Figure 72 QQ-plots of 250 bootstrap results for the 5th-percentile for three age 

classes. 

 

 
Figure 73 Final bootstrap plot with 95% confidence intervals for three age classes 

for folate g/d in DNFCS, women 7-69 yr. 
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Figure 73 shows the final plot with the 95% confidence intervals per percentile for 

three age class  

 

The txt files 

Figure 71 shows the two text files from f.spade.bootstrap. Just as for the PDF 

files the one with only "boot" is the model output of the original data. The second 

one with "boot.model" is the one with also at the end the tables as shown in 

9.2.2. 

 

The CSV files 

 
Figure 74 CSV files and Excel files from the SPADE bootstrap for daily and 

episodical intakes. 

 

Figure 74 shows the four output files from f.spade.bootstrap. The Excel file is 

handy to produce nice WORD files for a publication. 

 

 The use of bootstrap results from the binary files 9.3

The bootstrap for a complicated model will cost a lot of time. Therefore, it is 

important to be able to use the results saved in binary files also afterwards. Three 

steps are needed 
 reload the appropriate binary file from the folder "bin_results" 
 use the SPADE function f.spade.boot.summary 

 remove the bootstrap results to avoid slowing down R 

First, the arguments of f.spade.boot.summary will be explained and the 

example is given. 

 

9.3.1 The arguments of the SPADE bootstrap summary function  

The arguments of f.spade.boot.summary are 

 
 

The explanation of the arguments is given in Table 15. 

 

 

 

 

> args(f.spade.boot.summary) 
function (spade.model, data.name = NULL, spade.output.path =  
  SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH, dgts = 2, dgts.distr = 0, dgts.dri = 1,  
  plot.dev = 1, to.plot = 1, print.txt.ok = T, smooth.ok = F, 
  colors.ok = T, boot.dt.name = NULL)  
NULL 
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Table 15 Explanation of the arguments of SPADE function f.spade.boot.summary 

argument type explanation 

REQUIRED TO BE DEFINED BY USER   

spade.model formula The (reloaded) R object with the bootstrap results, e.g. 

spade.model="spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model" 
   

data.name string Name of the original dataset, e.g. data.name="DNFCS" 
   

DEFAULT VALUE, WHICH CAN BE CHANGED BY USER 

spade.output.path string Define location where SPADE will report the output of 

the analyses and plots. 

Default: spade.output.path=SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH 

Prior the analyses, SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH can be 

defined; e.g. (see Chapter 3) 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <-  

"N:/Data/SPADE-Course/SPADE" (if 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH is not (correctly) defined SPADE 

creates SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH <- "0_SPADEresults/" in 

folder WDPATH. 

It is highly recommended to define the location. 
   

dgts number Define number of digits in the output of the analysis 

steps in SPADE (does not apply to reported percentiles 

(see dgts.distr) or proportions below/above cut-

points (see dgts.dri)). Default dgts=3. 
   

dgts.distr number Define number of digits in the reported percentiles of 

the habitual intake distribution.  Default dgts.distr=0 
   

dgts.dri number Define number of digits in the reported proportion with 

intakes below/above cut-points.  Default dgts.dri=1 
   

plot.dev number Define how SPADE reports the graphical/plot-output: 

Default plot.dev=4, graphical output in one PDF-file in 

spade.output.path; plot.dev=0 no graphical output 

plot.dev=1 graphical output to distinct graphical 

windows on screen; plot.dev=2 graphical output in 

distinct JPG-files in spade.output.path; plot.dev=3 

graphical output in distinct WMF-files  in 

spade.output.path 

to.plot number Default  to.plot=1, plot all QQ-plots; to.plot=0, plot 

nothing; to.plot=2 model curves (AM, quantiles) with 

confidence intervals;  to.plot=3 model curves (AM + 

quantiles) + all bootstrap AM + quantiles; to.plot=4, 

model AM + all bootstrap AM's 

print.txt.ok logical Default print.txt.ok=T, print also the output tables; 

print.txt.ok=F, output is only plots  

smooth.ok logical Default smooth.ok=F, no smoothing of the quantiles 

colors.ok logical Define to use colors (colors.ok=T, default) or 

greyscale for e.g. publications (colors.ok=F) 

boot.dt.name string Name in header of the plots. Default 

boot.dt.name=NULL, equal to  
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argument type explanation 

boot.dt.name=data.name 

 

 

9.3.2 Example of the use of bootstrap results by SPADE 
We continue with the example of 9.2 and plot the final results on the screen. 
Therefore, we have to load first the model results and then make the plot. 
 

load("bin_results/spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model.bin") 

f.spade.boot.summary(spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model, data="DNFCS", 

  to.plot=2, plot.dev=2, print.txt=F, colors.ok=F) 

 
Figure 75 Bootstrap results without age classes in grey-scaled colors. 

 

Figure 75 shows a results from another example, where f.spade.bootstrap is 

run with option prb=c(0.01,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.50,0.75,0.90,0.95,0.99). 

 

At the end, do not forget to remove the loaded bootstrap object, which is very 

large and may slows down R, with command 

rm(spade.folate.f.7.69.boot.model) 
 
 

 Other bootstrap functions in SPADE 9.4

SPADE contains various bootstrap functions for assessing the uncertainty in the 

habitual intake distributions of the presented models. The available bootstrap 

functions are 
1. f.spade.bootstrap for f.spade 
2. f.spade3.bootstrap for f.spade3 

3. f.spade4.bootstrap for f.spade4 

4. f.spade.wnc.boostrap for f.spade.with.nonconsumers 
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5. f.spade4.bootstrap for f.spade.supplements where the foods part 
and the foods part with never-consumers are not used (set to NULL) 

The extra arguments for the bootstrap functions with respect to the basic SPADE 

functions are described in Table 14. Remember. the R function args(…), shows all 

arguments of a function, e.g. args(f.spade4.bootstrap). 

 

 Exercises 9.5

Some exercises to practise the bootstrap. Both exercises are familiar from chapter 

4 and 5. However now, you also have to present the 95%-confidence intervals. 

Use to save time only 25 bootstrap iterations, instead of 1.000. 

 
a) What is the weighted habitual folate intake for girls aged 10-15 yr (10th 

and 90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison with the AI 
(i.e. 225-300 µg/d). Tip: use age dependent modeling. 

 
b) What is the weighted habitual syn_fol intake for boys 10-18 yr (median, 

5th, 10th, 75th, 90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison 
with the UL (i.e. 400-1000 µg/d)? 
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10 Special subjects, tips and tricks 

In this chapter, some tips and tricks are given to analyze many different 

micronutrients (daily intakes) and foods (episodical intakes) with short scripts, 

instead of making a list of all scripts and run these at once. This latter option is 

however needed, if you want to vary several arguments in your analyses, e.g. 

different age classes to report for different nutrients.  

Furthermore, the elimination of outliers (see section 4.3.8) from the original 

dataset is described by using a script in RStudio. 

In addition, the function f.spade.by is presented, which provides the habitual 

intake estimation for the whole dataset and for subsets of the dataset in one 

statement. The subsets are defined by factor variables. 

 

 Scripts to analyze many daily or episodical intakes at once 10.1

In this section, several scripts will help the SPADE user to analyze with little 

effort, many micronutrients and many foods. Obviously, there are many different 

ways to do this, but, for users not familiar with R, these scripts may be of use. Be 

aware that these scripts can only be used if your analyses are completely the 

same, except for the name of the variable or gender. 

 

Suppose that your dataset My.data contains 10 micronutrients, named 

“mn1”,”mn2”,…,”mn10”. Every micronutrient is analyzed with the same f.spade 

command; the only difference is the variable to be analyzed. The next R 

command does the job. 

 

nms <-    
  c("mn1","mn2","mn3","mn4","mn5","mn6","mn7","mn8","mn9","mn10") 

for (ii in 1:length(nms)){ 

  f.spade( 

    frml.ia = as.formula(paste(nms[ii]," ~ fp(age)")), 

    frml.if = "no.if", 

    data=My.data,  

    min.age = 7, 

    max.age=90, 

    sex="male"  

  ) 

} 

 

In object nms (which stands for names), you define the names of the 

micronutrients in My.data. In the for-loop from 1:length(nms), f.spade is used 

for the ii-th micronutrient for men age 7-90. Note that ii in 1:length(nms), 

makes the script more general, than writing ii in 1:10 in the condition of the 

for-loop. 

 

If you have to do the same analysis for the women, you can copy the above lines 

and change "male" into "female". However, you can use also the next script with 

two for-loops, one for gender. for(jj in 1:2), and one for the micronutrient 

names, for (ii in 1:length(nms)).  
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gender <- c("male","female") 

nms <- ("mn1","mn2","mn3","mn4","mn5","mn6","mn7","mn8","mn9","mn10") 

for(jj in 1:2){ 

  for (ii in 1:length(nms)){ 

    f.spade( 

      frml.ia = as.formula(paste(nms[ii]," ~ fp(age)")), 

      frml.if = "no.if", 

      data=My.data,  

      min.age = 7, 

      max.age=90 

      sex=gender[jj] 

    ) 

  } 

} 

 

In the next script, the use of argument output.name of f.spade is illustrated, as 

well as the analysis of three foods (episodical intakes). This example is an 

illustration of the case that you like to organize the output not alphabetically but 

in another order, which you fix by numbering the names, using option 

output.name. This option overrules the automatic naming of the output.  

Suppose you have the following episodical foods in your dataset, Energy_kcal, 

Protein_total_g and Fat_total_g and you like to analyze and save the results in 

this order. With the argument output.name, you tell SPADE to rename your 

output by giving the output a number (ii) followed by "__" and then the name of 

the food followed by sex, min.age and max.age, which are respectively m (male), 

7 and 90. 

 

 

nms <- c("Energy_kcal","Protein_total_g","Fat_total_g") 

for (ii in 1:length(nms)){ 

  f.spade( 

    frml.ia= as.formula(paste(nms[ii]," ~ fp(age)")), 

    frml.ia= as.formula(paste(nms[ii]," ~ cs(age)")), 

    data=My.data,  

    min.age = 7, 

    max.age=90 

    sex="male"  

    output.name=paste(ii,"__",nms[ii],"_m.7.90",sep="") 

  ) 

} 
  

which give the output names  
1__Energy_kcal_m.7.90… 
2__Protein_total_g_m.7.90… 
3__Fat_total_g_m.7.90… 

where the … stands for text which f.spade adds automatically to the name. 

Note that the argument sep="" in the R function paste causes that the parts of 

the string are merged without any blanks between the parts. 

 

 Elimination of outliers from the original dataset 10.2

The option outlier.ok=T in f.spade, enables the user to detect outliers in the 

dataset, based on the fitted model. SPADE eliminates these outliers and starts 

again fitting the model. This cycle is repeated until all outliers are eliminated. The 
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outliers are reported in .Last.spade$dt.outliers (see 4.3.8), but the final 

SPADE output is still based on the data of the original dataset. 

The next script allows the user, to make a new dataset in Rstudio and to remove 

the outliers. Next, the analysis can be carried out and the results compared with 

the original results. In the example, the original dataset is called DNFCS and the 

new dataset is called DNFCS.eo, where ‘eo’ means excluded outliers. 

DNFCS.eo <- DNFCS 

outlier.ids <- unique(.Last.spade$dt.outliers$id) 

dim(DNFCS.eo) 

for (xx in outlier.ids) 

  DNFCS.eo <- DNFCS.eo [DNFCS.eo$id != xx,]  

dim(DNFCS.eo) 

 

The first line copies the original dataset into DNFCS.eo. The second line 

determines all id's in .Last.spade$dt.outliers$id and the function unique 

takes only unique id's. The first statement, dim(DNFCS.eo), shows the 

dimensions of DNFCS.eo before the elimination of the outliers. 

These unique id's are saved in outlier.ids. In the for-loop, each id in 

outlier.ids is represented by xx and eliminated from DNFCS.eo, since all other 

id's are saved in DNFCS.eo. The last dim(DNFCS.eo) shows the dimensions of 

DNFCS.eo after elimination of the outliers. 

Now, DNFCS.eo can be used by f.spade. We recommend using also the option 

output.name, to indicate that the analysis is carried out without the outliers. 

 

 SPADE for daily/episodical intakes and various subgroups 10.3

In this section, the SPADE function f.spade.by is presented. This function was 

developed for the situation that the habitual intake distribution is estimated for 

several subgroups in the survey, like social economical status (SES), region or 

composition of a family (e.g. two parents, one parent, only adults). The extension 

"by" refers to the "by" option generally used in SAS for such analyses. 

 

The function f.spade.by is a wrapper around f.spade, which divides the original 

data into the user-defined subgroups, checks the minimum and maximum age of 

the subgroup and adapts, if needed, the user-defined age.classes to the range 

of ages present in the subgroup. 

Next, f.spade.by eliminates persons in a subgroup with only one observation, 

since f.spade needs (at the moment) at least two observations per person. To be 

able to check which data was eliminated, the id of these persons is saved in the 

text file spade.by.overview.xxx.yyy.txt, which is one of the output files of 

f.spade.by (section 10.2.3). 

 

10.3.1 Arguments of f.spade.by 

The arguments of f.spade.by are almost the same as the ones of f.spade. The 

new option by.formula indicates which variables in the data should be used to 

split the dataset for the analyses with SPADE. E.g. by.formula = ~ region + 

SES + sex means that the variables region, SES and sex contains various levels 

and that for each level f.spade needs to estimate the habitual intake distribution 

as function of age. If e.g. region has two levels and SES three levels, then in total 

f.spade.by will run 1+2+3+2 = 8 analyses at once, since first, the complete 

dataset is analyzed. The next two analyses are for the variable sex. If variable sex 

is used, this variable will be put first, automatically. 
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Furthermore, the arguments EAR.names, EAR.distr, EAR.vc, AI.names, and 

UL.names of f.spade are replaced in f.spade.by by EAR.names.male, 

EAR.distr.male, EAR.vc.male, AI.names.male, UL.names.male, 

EAR.names.female, EAR.distr.female, EAR.vc.female,  AI.names.female, 

UL.names.female, since these norms can be different for men and women. At the 

moment, if sex="both" the norm for men is used in the call to f.spade.  

 

10.3.2 Output of f.spade.by 

The output of f.spade.by for each subgroup is the same as f.spade, since 

f.spade.by prepares for each subgroup the call to f.spade. There are also some 

new output files, with some over all information of the analysis. These new files 

are discussed now. Dataset vcp3 of this example is not available in SPADE.RIVM. 

1. spade.by.overview.xxx.yyy.txt in the folder indicated by 

SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH, where  

xxx stands for the name of the data file and yyy of the compound, e.g.  R 

command 

f.spade.by(frml.ia = potato~fp(age),  

  frml.if = potato~cs(age),  

  data = vcp3, 

  min.age = 7, 

  max.age=50, 

  sex="both",  

  age.classes = c(6,9,13,19,30,50),  

  dt.pop=population,  

  by.formula=~gewest+sex+SES) 

gives output name spade.by.overview.vcp3.potato.txt. 

2. spadeby.xxx.yyy.minage.maxage.xlsx in CSV.OUTPUT.PATH. This file 

contains a "General info" sheet (Figure 76) and then for each analysis a 

sheet with the group name and level name and the minimum age and the 

maximum age in the subgroup with in the second sheet the table for the 

males aged 7-50 yr. 

 

 
Figure 76 The first sheet (General Info) of the f.spade.by ouput file 

spadeby.vcp3.potato.7.50.xlsx. 
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Figure 77 The second sheet (sex male.7.50) of the f.spade.by ouput file 

spadeby.vcp3.potato.7.50.xlsx. 

 

3. all the usual output of f.spade for each analysis with appropriate names in 

the three folders indicated in R by SPADE.OUTPUT.PATH, 

CSV.OUTPUT.PATH and /bin_results. 

 
Figure 78 Screenshot of folder 0_SPADEresults with the pdf and txt files. 
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Figure 79 Screenshot of folder 1_CSVresults with for each analysis the csv 

output files. 

 

 
Figure 80 Screenshot of folder bin_results with for each analysis the binary 

output files. 
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11 Solutions of the exercises 

This chapter contains the solutions to the exercises in the chapters 4-9.  

 

 Exercise 4.4 on daily intakes 11.1

a) What is the weighted habitual folate intake for men 30 yr (median, 25th 

and 75th percentile) – compare the results of age-dependent and not age-
dependent modeling? 

 

SCRIPT – function of age 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),  

        frml.if="no.if",  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="male", 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas") 

 

OUTCOME – function of age 
spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  230    128    181   225    273    348 
… 
(25,26] 254    167    213   249    290    358 
(26,27] 257    169    215   252    293    361 
(27,28] 259    171    217   254    296    364 
(28,29] 261    172    219   257    298    367 
(29,30] 263    174    221   259    301    369 
(30,31] 265    175    223   260    303    372 
(31,32] 267    177    224   262    304    374 
(32,33] 268    178    225   263    306    376 
(33,34] 270    179    227   265    308    377 
(34,35] 271    180    228   266    309    379 
…. 

Median (P50) = 259 µg/d 

25th percentile (P25) = 221 µg/d 

75th percentile (P75) = 301 µg/d 

 

SCRIPT – NO function of age 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~1,  

        frml.if="no.if",  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="male", 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas") 
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OUTCOME – NO function of age 
spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  230    132    181   223    271    352 
… 
(25,26] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(26,27] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(27,28] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(28,29] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(29,30] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(30,31] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(31,32] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(32,33] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(33,34] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
(34,35] 230    132    181   223    271    352 
… 

 

Median (P50) = 223 µg/d 

25th percentile (P25) = 181 µg/d 

75th percentile (P75) = 271 µg/d 

 
b) What proportion of men (30-40 yr) had a weighted habitual folate intake 

below the EAR (i.e. 200 µg/d) – use age-dependent modeling and use 
age-distribution of the Dutch population? 

 

SCRIPT 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),  

        frml.if="no.if",  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="male", 

        age.classes=c(29,40), 

        dt.pop=population2008, 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 

        EAR.names="EAR.men") 

 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 EAR1 EAR1.p  
(29,40] 270    179    227   266    308    379  200   11.5  
 
        AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(29,40] NA   NA  NA    NA 

Proportion below the EAR = 11.5% 

 
c) What is the weighted habitual folate intake for girls 10-15 yr (10th and 

90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison with the AI (i.e. 
225-300 µg/d). Use age dependent modeling and use age-distribution of 
the Dutch population? 
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SCRIPT 

f.spade(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),  

        frml.if="no.if",  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="female", 

        age.classes=c(9,15), 

        dt.pop=population2008, 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 

        AI.names="AI.men", 

        prb=c(0.10,0.90)) 

 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] 172   121   227   NA     NA 225    0  NA    NA 

 

Median intake (i.e. 168 µg/d for whole group) < AI  AI.p=0 

To see results of median, you must include "0.50" in the list of percentiles you 

would like to have as output (i.e. prb=c(0.10,0.50,0.90)) 

 

Be aware that the comparison of the median intake with the AI is per age-unit 

(year in this case) and not for the aggregated estimate of intake for the whole 

group. 

 

Be aware only the lowest AI is presented in this table, although the age-specific 

AI is applied in the comparison. 

 

 Exercise 5.4 on episodical intakes 11.2

For these exercises, use always age as a covariable in the model. In order to get 

the almost same results add this to your script: set.seed(10). Due to rounding 

of the numbers, some deviation of the results may exist. However, the numbers 

should be very close to the results presented below. Also, use the age-distribution 

of the Dutch population. 

 

a) What is the weighted habitual syn_fol intake for women 55 yr (median, 

25th and 75th percentile)? 
 
SCRIPT 

set.seed=(10) 

f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age),  

        frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="female", 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas") 
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OUTCOME 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  17      0      0     5     24     69 
… 
(49,50] 22      0      1    10     34     79 
(50,51] 21      0      1     8     32     79 
(51,52] 21      0      1     9     33     80 
(52,53] 22      0      1     9     33     80 
(53,54] 22      0      1    10     33     80 
(54,55] 23      0      1    10     34     83 
(55,56] 22      0      1     9     33     79 
(56,57] 23      0      1    11     35     84 
(57,58] 22      0      1    11     33     83 
(58,59] 24      0      1    11     37     86 
(59,60] 24      0      2    12     37     86… 

Median (P50) = 9 µg/d 

25th percentile (P25) = 1 µg/d 

75th percentile (P75) = 31 µg/d 

 
b) What is the proportion of women (30-40 yr) with a weighted habitual 

syn_fol intake above the UL (i.e. 1000 µg/d)? 

 
SCRIPT 

set.seed=(10) 

f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age),  

        frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="female", 

        age.classes=c(29,40), 

        dt.pop=population2008, 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 

        UL.names="UL.women") 

 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95  UL1 UL1.p 
(29,40] 18      0      1     7     27     72 1000     0 
UL1.p=0, so 0% of these women had an habitual syn_fol intake above 1000 µg/d 

 
c) What is the weighted habitual syn_fol intake for boys 10-18 yr (median, 

5th, 10th, 75th, 90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison 
with the UL (i.e. 400-1000 µg/d)? 
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SCRIPT 

set.seed=(10) 

f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age),  

        frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="male", 

        age.classes=c(9,18), 

        dt.pop=population2008, 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 

        UL.names="UL.men", 

        prb=c(0.05,0.10, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90)) 

 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 
(9,18] 17      0     0     2     21    57 400     0 
 

Median (P50 ) = 2 µg/d 

5th percentile (P5) = 0 µg/d 

10th percentile (P10) = 0 µg/d 

75th percentile (P75) = 21 µg/d 

90th percentile (P90) = 58 µg/d 

 

0% of these boys had a habitual syn_fol intake above their age-specific UL 

 

Be aware only the lowest UL is presented in this table, although the age-specific 

UL is applied in the calculation of the proportion. Proportion is estimated by age-

unit (i.e. year) and later aggregated to a proportion for the age group similar to 

the percentiles. 

 
d) Compare the output table of Example 5.3.2 with the results of alcohol for 

the same percentiles and age classes without taking into account the non-
users. So assume everyone is a potential consumer.  
However, answer first the next two questions and give an explanation. 
Do you expect differences in the lower percentiles? 
Do you expect differences in the three highest percentiles? 

 

Everyone is a potential consumer so use f.spade without using the information in 

variable "user_alcohol" 
 

SCRIPT 

f.spade(frml.ia = alcohol ~ fp(age),  
  frml.if=alcohol ~ cs(age), 

  data=DNFCS,  

  min.age=7,  

  max.age=69, 

  sex.lab="female",  

  age.classes=c(16,19,30,50,69), 
  dt.pop=population2008,  

  backtrans.nr=2, 

  dgts.distr=1, 
  prb=c(0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.9,0.95,0.99)) 
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Do you expect differences in the lower percentiles of the habitual intake 
distribution? 
Yes, since everybody is assumed to be a potential user, the never-consumers of 
alcohol will get a probability to have an intake. Therefore, we expect that the 

lower percentiles will be higher than the ones of example 5.3.2. 
 
Do you expect differences in the three highest percentiles? 
No, there will be only very small differences in the three highest percentiles of 
example 5.3.2 due to the Monte Carlo simulation, but they agree with the printed 
table. 

 

OUTCOME 
 
spade output table 
          AM p.0.3 p.0.35 p.0.4 p.0.45 p.0.5 p.0.9 p.0.95 p.0.99 
(16,69]  8.6   1.1    1.7   2.5    3.3   4.4  23.1   30.8   48.4 
(16,19]  2.2   0.0    0.0   0.0    0.1   0.2   6.8   11.4   24.2 
(19,30]  4.4   0.2    0.3   0.5    0.8   1.1  13.6   20.1   34.5 
(30,50]  8.0   1.2    1.7   2.4    3.2   4.1  21.6   28.9   45.5 
(50,69] 12.7   4.2    5.3   6.4    7.7   9.1  29.4   37.5   54.9 

 

Note that the 30th 35th and 40th percentiles are all positive for the age groups 

above 19 years and that the three highest percentiles agree with the table of 

example 5.3.2. 

Extra: note in the call of f.spade that we use for the first time explicitly 

backtrans.nr = 2. This means: use the pseudo person sampling for the back-

transformation. This is not necessary, but since this back-transformation is 

necessary for f.spade.with.nonconsumers, it is used also here. 

 
e) Example 5.3.2 showed that 6 non-users had two positive intakes. So, they 

are users instead of non-users. With the next script, you can  
a. make a table of the number of non-users (0) and users (1),       

see code below 
b. recode all non-users with at least one positive intake as users.   

see code below 
c. redo the analysis.    

 

SCRIPT 

# Now redo the analysis for dt.fem, women 18-69 yr. # R script to do 
the analysis of exercise d) 

# Select first all women in age 18-69 yr. 

#------------ 

dt.fem <- f.select (DNFCS, min.age=18,max.age=69,sex="female") 

#------------ 

# Make table of the number of non-users and users of alcohol  

# for women 18-69 yr. 

#------------ 

table(dt.fem$user_alcohol)    

#------------ 

# Make a list of the ids of all women which are non-users but have 

# at least one positive intake  

#------------ 

ids <- unique(dt.fem$id[dt.fem$user_alcohol==0 & dt.fem$alcohol > 0]) 

for (idid in ids) dt.fem$user_alcohol[dt.fem$id == idid] <- 1 

#------------ 

 

#------------ 
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# new code 
f.spade.with.nonconsumers(frml.ia = alcohol~fp(age),  

 frml.if=alcohol~cs(age), nonuser.name="user_alcohol", 

 nonuser.index=0, data=dt.fem, min.age=18, max.age=69, 

 sex.lab="female",age.classes=c(16,19,30,50,69), 

 dt.pop=population2008,prb=c(0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.9,0.95,0.99), 

 backtrans.nr=2, dgts.distr=1) # attention use data=dt.fem 
 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
          AM p.0.3 p.0.35 p.0.4 p.0.45 p.0.5 p.0.9 p.0.95 p.0.99 
(16,69]  8.4     0    0.0   1.2    2.7   4.2  23.4   30.6   46.4 
(16,19]  4.2     0    0.2   0.6    1.1   1.7  12.4   16.7   27.7 
(19,30]  4.6     0    0.0   0.1    0.7   1.4  13.7   19.0   31.8 
(30,50]  7.5     0    0.0   0.8    2.4   3.8  20.7   27.3   42.3 
(50,69] 12.2     0    3.0   5.5    7.5   9.4  30.2   37.6   54.1 
 

f) After you finished exercise c. of e), compare the new table with the final 
table in section 5.3.2. 

Again the differences are negligible, which is logical with this very small change of 

6 extra alcohol users. 

 
g) Look at the pdf file of each analysis, specially the QQ-plot of the residuals 

of the amount part. 

 
Figure 81 QQ-plot of the residuals of the amount part of alcohol for alcohol-users, 

DNFCS, women, aged 18-69 yr. 

 

Figure 81 shows a strange behaviour for the lower percentiles. This can also be 

seen in the histogram in Figure 82. 
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Figure 82 Histogram of the residuals of the amount part of alcohol for alcohol-

users, DNFCS, women, aged 18-69 yr. 

 
h) Can you explain this phenomenon? 

It is caused by alcohol intake from sauces and/or chocolates with alcohol in it with 

a low amount. So it seems that the density of intakes is a mixture of two different 

densities. 

 
i) How could one try to repair this behavior? 

One could go back to the raw data and make two groups of alcohol intake. One 

group with alcohol intake by drinks with relative high intake amounts and one 

group with relative low intake amounts of alcohol intake from sauces and 

chocolates. 

 
Figure 83 QQ-plot of the alcohol intakes on consumption days of the DNFCS, 

women, 18-69 yr. 
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With the next script, all persons with an observation between zero and one are 

eliminated (55 persons). Next, f.spade.with.nonconsumers is run.  

 

SCRIPT 

dt.fem <- f.select(data=DNFCS,min.age=13,max.age=69,sex="female") 

min(dt.fem$alcohol[dt.fem$alcohol>0]) 

lst.id <- dt.fem$id[dt.fem$alcohol > 0 & dt.fem$alcohol <= 1] 

dt.fem.pos1 <- dt.fem 

length(unique(lst.id)) 

for ( idid in lst.id){ 

  dt.fem.pos1 <- dt.fem.pos1[dt.fem.pos1$id != idid,] 

} 

f.spade.with.nonconsumers(frml.ia = alcohol~fp(age),  

 frml.if=alcohol~cs(age), nonuser.name="user_alcohol", 

 nonuser.index=0, data=dt.fem.pos1, min.age=18, max.age=69, 

 sex.lab="female",age.classes=c(16,19,30,50,69),dgts.distr=1, 

 dt.pop=population2008,prb=c(0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.9,0.95,0.99))  
 

OUTCOME 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
mean habitual intake        = 7.495 
difference from weighted sample mean = -10.248 % 
 
within-individual variance  = 0.345 
between-individual variance = 0.273 
ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 1.27 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.alcohol.f.18.69.table 
spade output table 
 
#         AM p.0.3 p.0.35 p.0.4 p.0.45 p.0.5 p.0.9 p.0.95 p.0.99 

(16,69]  8.4     0      0     0    0.7   2.3  24.7   32.9   52.0 

(16,19]  4.8     0      0     0    0.2   0.6  15.0   22.3   39.2 

(19,30]  4.8     0      0     0    0.1   0.4  15.1   22.4   40.7 

(30,50]  7.4     0      0     0    0.2   1.7  22.2   29.9   47.2 

(50,69] 12.1     0      0     3    6.2   8.6  31.0   39.5   60.1 
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The next diagnostic plot for the residuals shows a more normal behavior.

 
Figure 84 QQ-plot of the residuals of the amount part of alcohol for alcohol-users, 

DNFCS, women, aged 18-69 yr, after the elimination of the intakes below 1. 

 

 Exercise 6.4 on dietary supplements 11.3

a) Make a model with age and the available FFQ's for both the amount part 

and the frequency part. Compare also the results, i.e. the finale habitual 
intake distributions. 

 

SCRIPT 

set.seed(10) 

f.spade.supplement( 

  frml.ia.supp = s_syn_fol~age + vitb_freq_win  + vitb_freq_rest + 

     fol_freq_win + fol_freq_rest + mult_freq_win+ mult_freq_rest +  

     multmin_freq_win + multmin_freq_rest, 

  frml.if.supp = s_syn_fol~cs(age) +vitb_freq_win + vitb_freq_rest + 

     fol_freq_win + fol_freq_rest + mult_freq_win+ mult_freq_rest +  

     multmin_freq_win +  multmin_freq_rest, 

  nsusu.var="user",  

  data=DNFCS, 

  min.age = 7, 

  max.age = 69, 

  sex.lab = "female", 

  age.classes = c(6,9,14,19,30,50,69), 

  dt.pop=population2008, 

  weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas") 
 

OUTCOME 

We will report a part of the model results for the frequency and the amount parts 
Beta-Binomial Model for intake frequency : 
(…) 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
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                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)       -1.850786   0.168450 -10.987  < 2e-16 *** 
cs(age)            0.017362   0.003962   4.382 1.34e-05 *** 
vitb_freq_win     -0.012638   0.315205  -0.040   0.9680     
vitb_freq_rest     0.657011   0.377370   1.741   0.0821 .   
fol_freq_win       0.268956   0.448485   0.600   0.5489     
fol_freq_rest      0.209649   0.522558   0.401   0.6884     
mult_freq_win      0.524626   0.363307   1.444   0.1492     
mult_freq_rest    -0.074730   0.436506  -0.171   0.8641     
multmin_freq_win   0.257988   0.215470   1.197   0.2316     
multmin_freq_rest  1.325491   0.211709   6.261 6.45e-10 *** 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -0.0986     0.1425  -0.692    0.489---------------------
---------------------------------------------- 
 
* * * Regression tree model for amounts : 
 
 s_syn_fol~age + vitb_freq_win + vitb_freq_rest + fol_freq_win + 
fol_freq_rest + mult_freq_win + mult_freq_rest + multmin_freq_win + 
multmin_freq_rest 
 
No Box Cox transformation for amounts 
 
Regression tree used for predicting habitual supplement amount  
for supplement users with only zero supplement intakes 
 
Fitted regression tree model 
 
n= 349  
 
node), split, n, deviance, yval 
      * denotes terminal node 
 
  1) root 349 21331.69000 208.65670   
    2) age< 18.5 98  2124.23200 128.15710   
      4) age< 12.5 52   603.54740  94.88278 * 
      5) age>=12.5 46  1185.39700 164.20340 * 
    3) age>=18.5 251 16693.12000 239.89100   
      6) fol_freq_rest< 0.786 228 13893.04000 229.49290   
       12) vitb_freq_rest< 0.0385 193  9362.37300 217.08060   
         24) age>=54.5 50   798.81830 175.52730 * 
         25) age< 54.5 143  8205.54100 232.57460   
           50) age< 31.5 62  2198.25100 200.59380   
            100) age>=26.5 31   431.36760 160.71930 * 
            101) age< 26.5 31  1500.40500 241.59550   
              202) age< 20.5 7    54.05085 151.78590 * 
              203) age>=20.5 24  1207.36600 274.70970   
                406) multmin_freq_win>=0.3215 14   101.90380 
209.27310 * 
                407) multmin_freq_win< 0.3215 10   795.75250 
355.32320 * 
           51) age>=31.5 81  5728.33300 254.10960 * 
       13) vitb_freq_rest>=0.0385 35  3966.39000 298.83440   
         26) age>=28.5 28  1435.30100 251.55680 * 
         27) age< 28.5 7  1725.49900 470.01970 * 
      7) fol_freq_rest>=0.786 23  2012.53300 345.01730   
       14) age< 33.5 14   798.18800 284.76480 * 
       15) age>=33.5 9   867.12190 433.88540 * 
 
***  Final habitual intake distribution over all ages  *** 
          mean habitual intake = 37.305 
 difference from weighted sample mean = 16.843 % 
 
New spade objects: 
habitual intake statistics in -  spade.supp.s_syn_fol.f.7.69.table  
 
spade output table 
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        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  37      0      0     0     25    197 
(6,9]   10      0      0     0      3     65 
(9,14]  12      0      0     0      3     83 
(14,19] 20      0      0     0      8    125 
(19,30] 31      0      0     0     11    184 
(30,50] 48      0      0     0     39    248 
(50,69] 43      0      0     0     55    199 

Are there significant covariables in the intake frequency part? 

Yes, besides the Intercept and cs(age), also multmin_freq_rest is significant at 

the 5%-level. It means that persons who take dietary supplements with 

multivitamins and minerals in the rest of the year have a higher intake frequency 

than the people who don't. 

Note that multmin_freq_win is present in the amount part, where persons who 

the with a high frequency the dietary supplements with multivitamins and 

minerals have a low intake amount of folic acid (mean 209 g/d) and people with 

a low frequency a high intake amount (mean 355 g/d). 

Also age is playing an important role in the above regression tree. 

 

 Exercise 7.3 on total intake from food and dietary supplements 11.4

a) In f.spade3 the intake of synthetic folic acid from foods is modelled for 

non-supplement users and for supplement users separately. Why?  

It is possible that the behaviour of the never-supplement users is different from 

that of the supplement users. Maybe they have a higher intake from food, since 

they do not use supplement. 

With the next script you can select all women 7-69 yr from the DNFCS and make 

a boxplot to look at the differences for the two groups. 

dt.fem <- f.select(DNFCS, min.age=7,max.age=69,sex="female") 

summary(DNFCS$syn_fol[DNFCS$syn_fol>0 & DNFCS$user==0]) 
Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
0.60   45.00   75.00   92.12  120.00  660.00  
truehist(DNFCS$syn_fol[DNFCS$user==0]) 
 

summary(DNFCS$syn_fol [DNFCS$syn_fol > 0 & DNFCS$user == 1] ) 
Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  

2.31   36.00   72.00   85.87  120.00  660.00 

 
b) Which parameters are important to look at? 

The following parameters are important for  the models. 

For the frequency part: the intercept and cs(age), with this model the intake 

probability per person is described, but it is not possible to calculate from these 

parameters directly the intake probability. An R function is used. 

For the amounts part: the Box-Cox parameter, the intercept and the parameters 

of fp(age) and the within- and between-person variance. The influence of all these 

parameters on the habitual intake distribution is quite difficult to understand, but 

at least one can compare the parameters e.g. for the non-supplement users and 

the supplement users. 

 
c) What are the estimations (estimated values) of these parameters for the 

non-supplement users and for the supplement users?  

 

SCRIPT 

f.spade3(frml.ia.nonsu = syn_fol~fp(age), 

  frml.if.nonsu=syn_fol~cs(age), 
  frml.ia.su=syn_fol~fp(age), 

  frml.if.su=syn_fol~cs(age), 
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  frml.ia.supp=syn_fol~age,  

  frml.if.supp=syn_fol~cs(age), 

  nsusu.var="user", 

  data=DNFCS, 

  min.age=7, 

  max.age=69, 

  sex="female") 
 

OUTCOME 
Part 1 is the part from the food for the non-supplement users 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 P a r t  1                P a r t  1                P a r t  1       
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mu link function:  logit 
Mu Coefficients: 
              Estimate  Std. Error  t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.541196     0.10906  -14.132  6.583e-42 
cs(age)       0.007539     0.00316    2.386  1.719e-02 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Sigma link function:  log 
Sigma Coefficients: 
             Estimate  Std. Error  t value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)   -0.1825      0.1282   -1.423    0.1549 
   Box Cox transformation with lambda = 0.274  (0.22,0.33) 
----------------------------- 
Fit of fractional polynomials 
----------------------------- 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = intake.trans ~ log((age/10)), data = spade.dt.ia) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-10.4954   -1.1664   -0.0138    1.1659   10.8855   
 
Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   10.81566    0.05762   187.7   <2e-16 *** 
log((age/10))  0.79513    0.05521    14.4   <2e-16 *** 
   within-individual variance  = 2.51 
   between-individual variance = 0.741 
   ratio var.inner/var.between for intake amounts = 3.39 

 
Part 2 is the part from the food for the supplement users 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 P a r t  2                P a r t  2                P a r t  2       
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -1.4836    0.14142 -10.491 3.95e-24 
cs(age)       0.0140    0.00387   3.633 2.99e-04 
(Intercept)  -0.0914    0.14544  -0.628 5.30e-01 
    log.lik  lambda   LB   UB 
1 -709.1896 0.24192 0.13 0.35 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      6.3214     0.2651  23.847   <2e-16 *** 
I((age/100)^1)   2.3277     0.7058   3.298   0.0011 **  
var.inner.ia   =  2.487138  
var.between.ia =  2.125608 

d) Do the differences have much influence on the habitual intake 
distribution?  

This is very difficult to say. One should do the back-transformation and multiply it 

with the pseudo person probability for the intake to check the results on the 

population level for the habitual intake distribution per age or per age class. 
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e) How can you check this? 

Estimate the habitual intake distribution from food for the non-supplement users 

and the supplement users separately. 

 Tip for the last question 

 

 

 

SCRIPT 

# Select all women 7-69 from DNFCS  

# and construct DNFCS.nonsu and DNFCS.su by the following statements 

DNFCS.fem <- f.select (DNFCS,min.age=7,max.age=69,sex.lab="female") 

DNFCS.nonsu <- subset (DNFCS.fem,user==0) 

DNFCS.su <- subset(DNFCS.fem,user==1) 

# Now use SPADE to estimate the habitual intake distributions 

 
f) How do you obtain now the habitual intake distributions for DNFCS.nonsu 

and for DNFCS.su? 

 

SCRIPT 

f.spade(frml.ia = syn_fol~fp(age), frml.if = syn_fol~cs(age), 

  data=DNFCS.nonsu,min.age=7, max.age=69,sex="female",  

  age.class=c(6,9,13,19,30), dt.pop=population2008, 

  output.name="syn_fol_nonsupp") 

 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
(6,30]  15      0      0     4     21     62 
(6,9]   14      0      0     4     20     62 
(9,13]  14      0      0     3     19     61 
(13,19] 13      0      0     3     18     59 
(19,30] 15      0      0     4     22     64 
 

SCRIPT 

f.spade(frml.ia = syn_fol~fp(age),  

  frml.if = syn_fol~cs(age), 

  data=DNFCS.su, 

  min.age=7,  

  max.age=69, 

  sex="female",  

  age.class =  c(6,9,13,19,30), 

  dt.pop=population2008, 

  output.name="syn_fol_supp") 

 

OUTCOME 
spade output table 
        AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,30]  15      0      0     4     21     64 
(6,9]   13      0      0     3     17     56 
(9,13]  13      0      0     3     18     59 
(13,19] 14      0      0     4     20     60 
(19,30] 17      0      0     5     24     69 
 

g) Do you think that the habitual intake distributions for an age class are 
different?  

That is difficult to say, since we do not know the uncertainty in the estimations. 

So the difference in the two tables may be of no importance since the estimates of 
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one table is within the 95% confidence interval of the corresponding percentile of 

the other table. 

 
h) How can you quantify this? 

With f.spade.bootstrap (see chapter 9). 

 

 

 Exercise 8.3 on total intake from two or more food sources 11.5

The first exercise considers the interpretation of the output of f.spade4.  
a) In the explanation of f.spade4's output, section 8.2.2,  after the table 

"parameter estimates for Shrink-Add and Add-Shrink", is stated that the 
mean folate intake on the transformed scale for age=30 is equal to 11.60 
µg and the corresponding intake for acid folate in folate equivalents is 

equal to 9.58 µg.  
Make these calculations yourself with the help of the next example of a 
linear regression with a fractional polynomial. In this next example p=0.5 
and q=0 and the (artificial) output the regression part is 
 
Coefficients: 
           Estimate 

(Intercept) 10 
I((age/10)^0.5 3 
I(log(age/10)) 2 

 
which implies for the expected mean for age 20:  
10 + 3*(20/10)^0.5 + 2*log(20/10) = 15.63 

 

The parameter estimates for folate are: 𝜆 = 0.27, the between-person variance is 

𝜎𝑏
2 = 0.90 and the within-person variance is 𝜎𝑤

2 = 2.32. The mean intake for age 30 

yr is  = 13.01 − 2.44 ∗ (
30

10
)

−0.5
=11.60 . Tip if you are working with the electronic 

version of this document: copy and paste this formula in the Console of RStudio 

and execute the command. 

 

The parameter estimates for folic acid in folate equivalents for the amounts on a 

consumption days are: 𝜆 = 0.28, the between-person variance is 𝜎𝑏
2 = 3.31 and the 

within-person variance is 𝜎𝑤
2 = 4.87. The mean intake for age 30 yr is  = 9.11 +

0.16 ∗ (
30

10
)=9.59. 

 

Extra: To obtain the corresponding values on the original scale, one can use the 

SPADE function f.gauss.quad (mu, sigma, lambda, n.nodes = 9, R.ok = F), 

which carries out the back-transformation  

f.gauss.quad(11.60,sqrt(2.32),0.27) = 201 µg/d 

f.gauss.quad(9.59,sqrt(4.87),0.28) = 119 µg/d 

Remark gauss.quad means Gaussian Quadrature, a way of to integrate out the 

within-person variance numerically and mu stands for the expected mean intake 

on the transformed scale (indicated as  above), sigma stands for the square root 

of the within-person variance , lambda stands for , the Box-Cox transformation 

parameter, n.nodes stands for the number of integration points in the Gaussian 

Quadrature and R.ok=F indicates use the Fortran code for very fast calculations.  

 

b) Compare the two output tables for ADD the SHRINK and for SHRINK then 
ADD. The next questions may be a help. Both tables are printed on the 
next page. 
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Compare the means for both approaches and for the various age classes. 
Does this help you? 

The means of 7-69, 7-9, 10-13, 14-19 of first-add-then-shrink are higher of the 

ones of first-shrink-them-add. But for the higher age classes it is just the 

opposite. So it is not so clear. 
 
Do you think that the means are significantly different? How would you 

quantify this? How can we obtain confidence intervals? 

They are probably not significantly different, but one has to carry out a bootstrap 

analysis to quantify this. 

 
Compare in the same way the medians (p.0.5). Does this help you? Do 
you think these means are significantly different? 

The medians of all age classes of first-add-then-shrink are higher than the 

corresponding ones of first-shrink-than-age. Only the ones of age classes 31-50 

and 51-69 may be significant higher. 

 

f.spade4: output table for first ADD then SHRINK 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  316    133    210   287    389    598 
(6,9]   200     93    139   183    243    365 
(9,13]  215     98    149   198    261    395 
(13,19] 246    112    169   225    300    456 
(19,30] 289    133    199   264    351    528 
(30,50] 337    155    233   308    409    613 
(50,69] 366    169    253   336    444    668 

 

f.spade4: output table for first SHRINK then ADD 
         AM p.0.05 p.0.25 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.95 
(6,69]  328    162    220   276    370    669 
(6,9]   205    108    145   178    225    389 
(9,13]  223    122    161   197    247    425 
(13,19] 253    136    179   218    275    511 
(19,30] 284    149    197   242    312    576 
(30,50] 340    170    225   282    382    711 
(50,69] 346    182    240   298    393    672 
 

i) Compare the 5th and the 95th percentiles?  

The 5th percentiles of first-add-then-shrink are all lower than those of first-shrink-

then-add. 

The 95th percentiles of first-add-then-shrink are all lower than those of first-

shrink-then-add, expect the one of age 51-69. The 95th percentiles of age classes 

7-69 and 31-50 yr are probably significantly lower. 
 

j) Compare also the range between these two percentiles for each age class.  

The next table summarises some characteristics of the ranges and the difference 

between the ranges.  

Age class 
Range 

ADD then SHRINK 

Range 

SHRINK then ADD 
Difference 

(6,69] 465 507 42 

(6,9] 272 281 9 

(9,13] 297 303 6 

(13,19] 344 375 31 

(19,30] 395 427 32 

(30,50] 458 541 83 

(50,69] 490 499 9 
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k) It seems that the range of ADD-SHRINK is much smaller than the range of 
SHRINK-ADD. Can you explain this? 

This is quite a difficult question, since again the estimated parameters are 

involved, especially the Box-Cox transformation parameter. Note in the next table 

from the SPADE output that the transformation parameters for folate and 

syn_fol_eq are almost the same, but for the first-add-then-shrink approach, =0, 

which means a log-transformation, the strongest transformation. 

 
********************************************************** 
 Parameter estimates for Shrink-Add and Add-Shrink 
********************************************************** 
             folate syn_fol_eq ADD_SHRINK 
lambda      0.26816   0.283840    0.00000 
var.between 0.90309   3.311895    0.17452 
var.inner   2.32085   4.874705    0.20653 
********************************************************** 

 

This is caused by adding first the supplement intakes to the folate and folic acid 

intakes, all expressed in folate equivalents, which leads to much heavier tail than 

the ones for each food separately. Furthermore, the habitual intakes from dietary 

supplements are added also for the supplement users with two zero intakes, 

without any transformation.  

 

 Exercise 9.5 on confidence intervals 11.6

a) What is the weighted habitual folate intake for girls 10-15 yr (10th and 90th 
percentile) and what is the result of the comparison with the AI (i.e. 225-300 
µg/d) – use age dependent modeling? 

 

SCRIPT 

f.spade.bootstrap(frml.ia=folate~fp(age),  

        frml.if="no.if",  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="female", 

        age.classes=c(9,15), 

        dt.pop=population2008, 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 

        AI.names="AI.men", 

        prb=c(0.10,0.90), 

        n.boot=25)  

# For precision reasons one uses often n.boot = 1000  

# but this costs to much time for this course. 

 
 

OUTCOME 
Table with model estimates based on original data 
        AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] 172   121   227   NA     NA 225    0  NA    NA 
 
MEAN INTAKE based on  25  bootstrap replicates 
        AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] 170   121   225   NA     NA 225   NA  NA    NA 
 
LOWER BOUNDS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 
        AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] 165   116   217   NA     NA 225   NA  NA    NA 
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UPPER BOUNDS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 
        AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] 176   125   233   NA     NA 225   NA  NA    NA 
 
MEAN BIAS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 
       AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] -1    -1    -2   NA    NaN 225   NA  NA   NaN 
 
PERCENTAGE OF MEAN BIAS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 
       AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15] -1    -1    -1   NA    NaN 225   NA  NA   NaN 
 
STANDARD DEVIATION based on  25  bootstrap replicates 
       AM p.0.1 p.0.9 EAR1 EAR1.p  AI AI.p UL1 UL1.p 
(9,15]  3     3     4   NA     NA 225   NA  NA    NA 

 

There are several ways to present the outcomes: 

10th percentile (P10): 121 (95%CI: 116-125) or 120 (SD=3) 

90th percentile (P90): 227 (95%CI: 217-233) or 225 (SD=4)  

 

Comparison with AI, median < AI (AI.p=0) 

 

 
b) What is the weighted habitual syn_fol intake for boys 10-18 yr (median, 5th, 

10th, 75th, 90th percentile) and what is the result of the comparison with the UL 
(i.e. 400-1000 µg/d)? 

 
 

SCRIPT 

set.seed=(10) 

f.spade.bootstrap(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age),  

        frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),  

        data=DNFCS,  

        min.age=7,  

        max.age=69,  

        sex.lab="male", 

        age.classes=c(9,18), 

        dt.pop=population2008, 

        weights.name="w_demoseas_comb_nas", 

        UL.names="UL.men", 

        prb=c(0.05,0.10, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90), 

        n.boot=25) 

# For precision reasons one uses often n.boot = 1000  

# but this costs to much time for this course. 

 
OUTCOME 

Table with model estimates based on original data 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18] 17      0     0     2     21    57 400     0 

 

MEAN INTAKE based on  25  bootstrap replicates 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18] 17      0     0     2     21    58 400     0 
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LOWER BOUNDS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18] 15      0     0     1     16    51 400     0 

 

UPPER BOUNDS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18] 20      0     0     3     27    66 400     0 

 

MEAN BIAS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18]  0      0     0     0      1     0 400     0 

 

PERCENTAGE OF MEAN BIAS based on  25  bootstrap replicates 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18]  1    347   159    13      3     0 400   NaN 

 

STANDARD DEVIATION based on  25  bootstrap replicates 

       AM p.0.05 p.0.1 p.0.5 p.0.75 p.0.9 UL1 UL1.p 

(9,18]  1      0     0     1      3     4 400     0 

 

Median (P50)= 2 µg/d (95%CI: 1-3) 

5th percentile (P5) = 0 µg/d (95%CI: 0-0) 

10th percentile (P10) = 0 µg/d (95%CI: 0-0) 

75th percentile (P75) = 21 µg/d (95%CI: 16-27) 

90th percentile (P90) = 58 µg/d (95%CI: 51-66) 

 

0% (95%CI: 0-0) of these boys had a habitual syn_fol intake above their age-

specific UL 

 

 
Warning messages: 
1: In residuals.gamlss(x) : 
  weights which are not frequencies are used: residuals remain 

unweighted 
2: In predict.gamlss(object, newdata = newdata, what = "mu",  ... : 
  There is a discrepancy  between the original and the re-fit  
 used to achieve 'safe' predictions  
  

During the bootstrap, it is possible that one of the warnings above appear. The 

first one is about the use of survey weights in the frequency estimation of the 2-

part model used for syn_fol. The diagnostic plot may be slightly different, since 

we use frequencies for the survey weights, but integers are needed, which is not 

feasible for our population data. 

The second warning is quite new, and still under study. It seems to be caused by 

a transformation of the original data for computational reasons, which may not be 

present in the data to predict on.  
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Appendix A Mathematical background of SPADE 

 

In this appendix, the mathematical background of SPADE 3.0 is described, briefly. 

The models, described in  Dekkers et al. (2014) are presented in more detail here.  

 

Some notation 

Let ijx  be the observation (intake) of person i, i = 1,2, …, N on day j, j=1,2,…,M, 

with M=2 in our case. Usually, the distribution of observed intakes is skewed, and 

a transformation is needed to obtain more or less symmetric distributed intakes. 

The transformed intakes are represented by ijy  and let iz  denote the age of 

person i.   

 

A.1 1-Part model for daily consumed foods or food components 

The one-part model of SPADE is a further development of AGEMODE (Waijers et 

al., 2006) and consists in the following three basic steps (see Dekkers et al. 

(2014)) 
1. Box-Cox transformation 
2. Model for daily intakes as function of age 

3. Back-transformation 

 

A.1.1  Box-Cox transformation 

In order to obtain more or less symmetrically distributed intakes, the raw intakes 

ijx  are transformed into ijy  by a Box-Cox transformation f(x, ), defined as 
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The Box-Cox parameter  is estimated by maximum likelihood and all 

observations should be positive. In case of zero intakes, SPADE adds half of the 

minimum of all positive intakes to all intakes for the analysis. 

 

A.1.2 Model for daily intakes as function of age 

This step of the model exists in two parts as described in Waijers et al. (2006). 

The first part consists in the estimation of the best fractional polynomial of age to 

describe the behaviour of the transformed intakes ),x(fy ijij   as function of 

age zij. The definition of a fractional polynomial as function of age is 
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for i=1,2,…,N, j=1,2,…,M and p, q   {-2,-1,-0.5,0,0.5,1,2,3}. The variables p 

and q determine the shape of the function. The variables p and q are estimated as 

described by Royston and Sauerbrei (2008) and the estimated powers of p and q  

are represented by p̂  and q̂  respectively. The Royston and Sauerbrei approach 

has the flavour of a closed test procedure, as described on page 82 of Royston 

and Sauerbrei (2008). This closed test procedure, based on a backwards 

elimination procedure, provides in one run of SPADE the best fractional polynomial 

to use in the model. 

 

The second part consists in the estimation of a linear mixed effects model based 

on the resulting fractional polynomial in order to assess the within-person and 

between-person variance 

 

 ij
q
i

p
iiij czbzay  

ˆˆ
  (Eq. 3) 

 

where i ~ N(0, 
2
b

 ), with 
2
b

  the between-person variance and ij ~N(0, 
2
w )  

with 
2
w  the within-person variance, which is assumed to be constant over age. 

Note that for the powers p and q the estimated values from (Eq. 2) are used. The 

within-person variance reflects the day-to-day variation within persons and we 

assume that this variance is equal for all persons, independently of their age. The 

between-person variance should be reflected in the final habitual intake 

distribution, by generating randomly enough persons (e.g. per age unit) to reflect 

the population. 

The unknown parameters a, b, c, 
2
w  and 

2
b

  are estimated with restricted 

maximum likelihood to get less underestimated variances (page 75, Pinheiro and 

Bates (2001)). 

 

With the estimated model parameters of (Eq. 3), one can calculate also the 

corresponding residuals, defined as the difference between the observed values 

and the values predicted by the estimated model, in formula 

 

 𝑟𝑖𝑗 =  𝑦𝑖𝑗 − {�̂� + �̂� p
iz
ˆ

+ �̂� q
iz
ˆ

} (Eq. 4) 

 

In (Eq. 3), the residuals are represented by ij, and if the model is correct, the 

residuals are normally distributed . This can be checked visually by a QQ-plot, 

where the empirical quantiles of the residuals are plotted (y-axis) against the 

corresponding quantiles of the standard normal distribution (x-axis). This plot 

should show a straight line, like in Figure 45, one of the most important diagnostic 

plots to check the validity of the model. If survey weights are used, the right-hand 

side of (Eq. 4) should be multiplied by √𝑤𝑖, where 𝑤𝑖 is the normalized survey 

weight per person i. 
 

A.1.3 Back-transformation 

The model results of section A.2.2 describe the habitual intake distribution for 

every age unit in the range of age on the transformed scale. In order to assess 

the habitual intake distributions on the original scale a back-transformation based 

on the model estimates 2
wˆ,ĉ,b̂,â,q̂,p̂,ˆ   and 

2
b

̂  has to be carried out. By 

definition, the habitual intake of an arbitrary person in the population is the 

average of the daily intakes over a long term of a person. 
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Let i  the mean intake amount of a person on the transformed scale and i  the 

corresponding habitual intake on the original scale and further more 
1f  the 

inverse of the Box-Cox transformation, then holds (see Dekkers and Slob (2012)) 

 

 




   d)(),(f),,(g iwii
12

, (Eq. 5) 

 

where i  ~ ),zĉzb̂â(N
b

q̂
i

p̂
i

2 , and zi represents the age of person i. 

As an illustration, the back-transformation of the log-transformation (=0 ) where 

expf 1
is given: 

 i = exp(i + 0.5
2
w )  (Eq. 6) 

 

For the overall mean habitual intake (over all persons),  , holds 

 

  = exp( + 0.5{
2
w +

2
b

̂ })  (Eq. 7) 

 

where   stand for the mean on the transformed scale of all persons. Let r  , the 

-th quantile on the transformed scale and q   the corresponding quantile on the 

original scale. Since the exponential function is monotonous in , the -quantile 

of the habitual intake distribution is given by  

 

 q = exp(r + 0.5 
2
w )  (Eq. 8) 

 

In the 1-part model, SPADE uses an exact back-transformation, based on a 

combination of (Eq. 5) and (Eq. 8) for each age in the original sample. An adapted 

Gaussian Quadrature is used for the integral in (Eq. 5) as described in Dekkers 

and Slob (2012). This is SPADE option backtrans.nr = 1. 

If the results should be reported in age classes, a numerical procedure over all 

ages in the age class calculates the right percentiles, based on the population 

numbers for that age class. If no population numbers are provided, SPADE 

assumes that the data is representative for the population (see section 3.1.4). 

A.2 2-Part model for episodical intakes  

Episodical intakes are characterized by many zeroes and by many positive 

intakes, as shown in Figure 50. In practice, all persons are assumed potential 

consumers. The many zeroes make that the 1-part model is not appropriate, since 

there exists no Box-Cox transformation that can handle the many zeroes. So, a 

so-called 2-part model is used. This model consists in two basic parts 
1. model for the probability of consumption as function of age 
2. model for intakes of individuals with at least one positive intake. 

The habitual intakes are derived as the probability of consumption (part 1) 

multiplied by the habitual intake amounts on a consumption day (part 2) which 

are obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation (see Dekkers et al. (2014)). 

 

A.2.1 Model for the probability of consumption as function of age 

This part of SPADE is inspired by the approach of (Slob (2006)), who introduced 

the Beta-Binomial distribution for the description of the expected intake frequency 

distribution, since this approach is more flexible than the logistic model because of 
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a dispersion parameter. The method is improved by de Boer et al. (2009)  with a 

more stable parameterization.  

 

Let M be the number of survey days and 𝑦𝑖
+ the number of days with a positive 

intake of individual i. We assume that 𝑦𝑖
+ follows a binomial distribution with total 

M and individual probability pi. To account for the between individual variability, it 

makes sense to assume the pi random and following a Beta distribution. The 

resulting distribution for 𝑦𝑖
+ is the Beta-Binomial distribution with probability 

function denoted by BB(M,,),  with  the mean and  the standard deviation 
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  (Eq. 9)  

   

for k = 0, 1, …, M, where 0<<1 and  >0 (cf. Stasinopoulos et al. (2008), page 

195-196).  

Note that for the expected intake frequency of person i, Emi, holds Emi=M and 

furthermore holds var(𝑦𝑖
+)=M (1-)(1+





1
(M-1)). Note that the limiting 

distribution of BB(n, ,), for   0, is the binomial distribution BI(M,). So  is 

typically a dispersion parameter. 

 

We are interested in the expected intake frequency, i.e. in the distribution of the 

probabilities pi, i.e. the probability that individual i has a positive intake (on a 

single day). As assumed before, pi ~ Beta(,) with mean and variance, 

respectively: 

 

 





 (Eq. 10) 

and 
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 (Eq. 11) 

 

The expectation of 𝑦𝑖
+is M and the expectation over M independent days following 

the pi's is M /(+). To link the parameters of the Beta distribution to the ones of 

the Beta-Binomial distribution take  =   /(+)  and  = 1+1/(+). Let ̂  and 

̂  the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the Beta-Binomial 

distribution. Back transforming the two links gives the following estimates for the 

parameters of the standard Beta distribution 

 

  ˆ/ˆˆ    (Eq. 12) 

and  

  ˆ/)ˆ(ˆ  1 .  (Eq. 13) 

 

So the resulting model for the intake frequency of person i  is 

 

 logit(𝑦𝑖
+) = 0 + pi (Eq. 14) 

 

As in section A.1, the 1-part model, we like to model pi as a function of age, and 

use cubic splines of age zi  for more flexibility, which changes (Eq. 14) into 
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 logit(𝑦𝑖
+) = 0 + cs(zi;2), (Eq. 15) 

 

which means that parameter  of the Beta-Binomial model is a cubic spline of age 

and the cubic spline has a 2 degrees of freedom.  

Note that the covariables used in the frequency part do not have be not the same 

as the ones of the amount part, but at the moment one age is used as covariable 

in SPADE. 

 

Example of the estimation of the intake frequency by cubic splines. 

 

 
Figure 85 The dots represent the mean consumption frequency of potato for men, 

aged 1-69 yr from the DNFCS 1997-1998. The curve (a cubic spline) represents 

the mean probability of consumption per age. 

 

 

The fractional polynomials may be too rigid to describe the fluctuation over age 

and therefore we will use cubic splines with two degrees of freedom.  

We do not allow more flexibility in the degrees of freedom and do not estimate 

the best number of degrees of freedom to avoid a fit too close to the data 

with too much fluctuation in it. The dip in age 20-35 (y) can be explained 

well by the dieticians. 

 

 

A.2.2 Model for the habitual amount distribution as a function of age 

The estimation of the habitual amounts distribution for episodically consumed 

foods or food components is different from the 1-part model in section A.1, since 

the many zeroes should be left out. This second part of the 2-part model consists 

in four steps (Dekkers et al., 2014) 
1. Select the positive intakes of all subjects with one positive intake and 

select randomly one positive intake from the subjects with two positive 
intakes. All subjects with 2 zero intakes are left out and the sample does 
not contain any zeroes. Box-Cox transform the selected intakes (Eq. 1). 
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2. Model the transformed amounts as a function of age (Eq. 2) and estimate 

all model parameters, including the total residual variance 2. 

3. For all subjects with two positive intakes, calculate their residuals of the 

fitted model (Eq. 4) and estimate the within- and between-person 
variances, denoted by 𝜎𝑇𝑤

2  and 𝜎𝑇𝑏
2 . 

4. Apply the ratio of these two variances to the total residual variance 𝜎𝑇𝑤
2 , 

i.e. 𝜎𝑤
2 = 𝜎𝑇𝑤

2 𝜎2/(𝜎𝑇𝑤
2 + 𝜎𝑇𝑏

2 ) and 𝜎𝑏
2 = 𝜎𝑇𝑏

2 𝜎2/(𝜎𝑇𝑤
2 + 𝜎𝑇𝑏

2 ) 

 

A.2.3 Monte Carlo convolution 

The habitual intakes are now derived as the probability of consumption 

(part 1) multiplied by the habitual intake amount on a consumption day 

(part 2), which are obtained by Monte Carlo simulation (Dekkers et al., 

2014). These probabilities and amounts are a function of age, so for each 

age SPADE generates n.ppa=5000 (default) probabilities of consumption 

and n.ppa=5000 corresponding habitual intake amounts per age which are 

multiplied per pair to obtain n.ppa=5000 habitual intakes per age. 

If the habitual intake distribution is reported in age classes and the 

survey weights do not include age, population numbers are needed to 

simulate per age the right number of intakes and to take per age the 

user-defined quantiles of the habitual intake distribution. This is again 

SPADE option backtrans.nr=1. 

  

A.3 2-Part model with information on never-consumers 

In the previous model, SPADE assumes all persons as potential consumers. 

However, if information of real never-consumers of a food or supplement is 

available, SPADE provides a specific function to consider this information. For 

intakes from food or food compounds, which have a continuous distribution, 

SPADE provides the function f.spade.with.nonconsumers. The user has to 

indicate the never-consumers and then this function divides the data into the data 

of the never-consumers, which will have zero as habitual intake and the data of 

the consumers. For the latter part of the data, the estimation steps of the 

previous 1- or 2-part model are used but the previous back-transformations are 

not appropriate. Now, the pseudo-person sampling is used,  as described in Tooze 

et al. (2006). 

 

A.3.1 Pseudo-person sampling 

In the previous back-transformation, SPADE option backtrans.nr=1, for each age 

n.ppa intakes are generated to approximate the habitual intake distribution for 

that age. Nevertheless, we could have used also another way of Monte Carlo 

sampling, which will work also with other covariables. The starting point is to 

generate with Monte Carlo sampling from the observed sample a new sample of 

habitual intakes, which represents the habitual intakes from the whole population.  

Therefore, on the transformed scale, a prediction can be made for each person in 

the sample, based on the person's age by using the estimates in (Eq. 3) and (Eq. 

15). Next, for each person in the observed sample, n.ppa =100 (default) so called 

pseudo-persons are simulated by adding to the mean habitual intake amount a 

random number from the normal distribution with mean zero and between-person 

variance 𝜎𝑏
2. In the 2-part model, every pseudo-person gets a random probability 

of a daily consumption (Eq. 15) and the habitual intakes are obtained by 

multiplying these two values for each pseudo-person. 

The number of pseudo-persons per person in the survey will be adapted to the 

corresponding survey weights and population numbers to obtain a representation 

of the population.  
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Pseudo-sampling can be applied always also in the 1-part and 2-part models, with 

SPADE option backtrans.nr=2. 

 

In case of other covariables than age (not yet allowed in the actual SPADE 

version), the same approach can be used, but a distinction has to be made for the 

personal covariables (e.g. age, sex and social economic status) and the non-

personal covariables (e.g. season or day of the week). The personal covariables 

are fixed for every person in the original sample, but for the latter covariables, all 

possible values are added. E.g., if there are 4 levels for season and 7 for days of 

the week, each row in the survey (with only one value for season and one for day 

of the week) is expanded to 28 rows for all possible combinations of season and 

day of the week. In this way, the simulated population reflects the fact that we 

observed a person in 1 or 2 seasons, but the survey days could have been also in 

the other seasons. 

 

A.4  2-Part model for intakes from dietary supplements 

This model is described in detail in Dekkers et al. (2014). The important 

idea is that the intakes of dietary supplements are often spiked and that 

neither the Box-Cox transformation nor the Normal distribution is of any use. 

Figure 59 illustrates this behaviour of intakes from dietary supplements. 

Our model for intakes from dietary supplements follows the following four main 

steps 

1. if information is available on never-consumers of supplements, use the 
approach described in section A.3, 

2. model the probability of consumption based on all observations, see section 
A.2, but now also covariables with information on the dietary supplement 
intake frequencies are allowed, 

3. model the habitual intake amounts distribution for individuals with at least 
one positive intake with a regression tree (different from section A.2), 

4. take the convolution of intake frequency distribution and the habitual intake 
amounts distribution pseudo-person sampling (see section A.3.1) 

 

A.4.1 Model for the probability of consumption 

If age is the only covariable, then the model is the same as in (Eq. 15). If other 

covariables are present, like information of the use of e.g. multivitamins in the 

winter period or in the rest of the year, these variables can be added to (Eq. 15) 

and are considered personal covariables during the convolution step. 

 

A.4.2 Regression tree model for habitual intake amounts 

This part is about the potential users of a dietary supplement, which are subjects 

in the survey who reported to intake of a specific nutrient from supplement in at 

least one of the 24-h recalls and/or subjects who reported specific nutrient 

supplement use in e.g. a frequency questionnaire. This results in a number of 

persons in the survey, who are dietary supplement users but with zero intakes 

(see Dekkers et al. (2014)). 

For all subjects with at least one positive intake on the two 24-h recalls, the 

habitual intake amounts are defined as follows 
a) persons with 2 positive intakes:  

the habitual intake amount is the mean of the two positive intakes 
b) persons with 1 positive intake 

the habitual intake amount is the positive intake 
(for supplements often the intakes are the same over two days) 
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These habitual intake amounts are used during the convolution to assign 
randomly habitual intake amounts to pseudo-persons. 

c) persons with 0 positive intake 
fit a regression tree (Breiman et al., 1984) based on all habitual intake 

amounts from a) and b) with age as covariable to predict for the 
supplement users with 2 zero intakes, the leave (final node of the 
regression tree) to which they belong.  
Other covariables, e.g. intake frequencies from an FFQ, are allowed. 

 

A.4.3 Monte Carlo convolution  

The convolution of the probability of consumption and the habitual intake amounts 

distribution is carried out as before to obtain the habitual intake distribution from 

intakes of dietary supplements. For each person in the original sample, n.ppa 

pseudo persons are generated. All pseudo-persons from never-users obtain a zero 

habitual intake. The pseudo-persons from ever-users get randomly an habitual 

intake amount from the ones present in the leave to which they belong, i.e. the 

values in the leave of the regression tree from persons with at least one positive 

intake. The habitual intake amounts are multiplied by the mean individual intake 

probability, assigned to each pseudo-person as described in section A.3.1. 

As before,  population numbers can be used  to adapt n.ppa in such a way that 

the simulated sample of pseudo-persons represents the population. See section 

3.1.4 for the exact requirements. Again, the quantiles for each age or for user-

defined age classes are calculated directly from the simulated sample.  

 

A.5 3-part model for intakes from foods and dietary supplements 

This 3-part model is based on Verkaik-Kloosterman et al. (2011) and makes use 

of the 2-part model and the model for intakes from dietary supplements. The 

models in SPADE do not take possible correlation between intake frequency and 

intake amounts into account or between the intake from food and a dietary 

supplement, like in Verkaik-Kloosterman et al. (2011). This makes the models and 

the model fit less complicated.  

The basic idea of this 3-part model for intakes from foods and dietary 

supplements is given in the next three steps 
1) estimate (with a 2-part model) the habitual intake from food as function 

of age for non-supplement users only 
2) estimate (with a 2-part model) the habitual intake from food as function 

of age for supplement users only 
3) estimate (with a 2-part model for intakes from dietary supplements) the 

habitual intake amounts from supplements 

Use again the pseudo-person sampling for  
a) the habitual intake from food for non-supplement users  
b) the habitual intake from food for the supplement users and for the 

habitual intake from supplements for the supplement users and next, add 
these two habitual intakes (from food and from supplements) for each 
pseudo-person to obtain the total habitual intake. 

Join part a) and part b) to obtain the complete pseudo-person sample.  

Note that the steps 1), 2) and 3) are the shrinkage steps and b) is the add step. 

This method is called the first-shrink-then-add approach and in  Verkaik-

Kloosterman et al. (2011) is shown that this is the right method to avoid 

multimodality, which might arise with the first-add-then-shrink approach, where 

the supplements are first added to the intake from food for the supplement users. 

The latter method is often used, since this new method for intakes from dieatry 

supplements is not available in other software, as far as we know. 
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A.6 Multi-part model for total intake from two or more food sources 

The first-shrink-then-add approach is also needed to estimate the habitual intake 

distribution from several food sources  (Dekkers et al., 2014). An example is a 

nutrient naturally present in food in small amounts and present in fortified food in 

larger amounts.  

The multi-part model consist in combining the different types of modelling 

presented in sections A1-A4, which are all optional, but at least one should be 

used, 
1. one or more food sources (daily or episodical intakes) 

2. one food source with known never-consumers (episodical intakes) 
3. dietary supplements. 

All sources are modelled separately (shrink part) and at the end all intakes for a 

pseudo-person are added (add part). For practical reasons, in the multi-part 

model the habitual intakes of the sources other than dietary supplements is not 

estimated separately for supplement users and nonusers. 
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Appendix B Installation of R and RStudio 

In this appendix,  we describe how you can  install the statistical and 

programming language R and the program RStudio, which facilitates the use of R. 

We start with the installation of R and then continue with the installation of 

RStudio. is described.  

 

Users at the RIVM have to call the helpdesk, if RStudio and R are not available 

under CAMPUS or CAMPUS PLUS.  

 

The installation (at home e.g.) of R and RStudio is simple. It is important to follow 

the installation sequence: first R then RStudio. 

 

To get the full installation of R, you have to be logged in with full administration 

rights. If not, it is not possible to get .RData automatically opened by R. 

 

B.1  Installation of R 

1. Download R from http://cran.r-project.org/ 

 
 

2. Choose Download R for Windows 
 

3.  In the next window choose install R for the first time. 

 

http://cran.r-project.org/
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4. And finally choose Download … and choose to save the file (the version 
number is not relevant for this installation procedure). 

 
 

5. Go to the place where you saved the file and double click on its icon to 

run the installation 

 
6. Click on Run to start the installation of R

 
 

7. Select your installation language in the next pop-up window. 
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8. Read the following instruction, close programs if necessary and click Next.

 
 

9. Read the information (not necessary, maybe) and click Next 
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10. This is the usual place to install R, so you can accept this. It is very handy 

that the versionnumber of R is in the pathname. If you have already an 
older version, it is not necessary to de-install the older version. 

 
 

11. In The next window you can select which versions of R 32-bit and/or 64-

bit you like to install. If you have a 64-bit PC and not so much space, you 
might not install the 32-bit version. The 64-bit version can handle larger 
files and calculates faster than the 32-bit version since it can handle 
larger pieces of code in the memory.  Therefore, the 64-bit version is the 
preferred one! 
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12. The next pop-up window gives already the right options to do for working 
with R and RStudio. If you like to work sometimes very fast with R directly 
one of the first two options may be useful. 

If so, thick the one you need. Finally click Next and the installation 

starts. 
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B.2  Installation of Rstudio 

1. Download RStudio from http://www.rstudio.com/ide/download/  

2. Click the button "Download RStudio Desktop" 
3. Select the version under "Recommend for your system" 
4. Select “Save File” or “Bestand opslaan” 
5. Open the saved file by double clicking in Windows Explorer on the file 

name. 

 
6. Read the instructions, which says to close all other programs and click 

Next. 

7. Click next to install RStudio under C:\Program Files\RStudio, which is 
the right place. 

8. The next pop-up windows asks you where to put the start button of 
RStudio. Default it will be placed under Start/All programs.  
If you like to have RStudio together with R, select R as the place to put 
the RStudio shortcut, as shown in the next picture. 

http://www.rstudio.com/ide/download/
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9. However, click Install to start the installation, which costs less than 30 

seconds! 
10. Click in the last pop-up window Finish, to finish the installation of RStudio. 
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Appendix C Explanation of variables in dataset DNFCS 

This table gives the explanation of a part of the Dutch National Food 

Consumption Survey 2007-2010, DNFCS, used in this manual for the 

examples. The names of the variables in the first column are the names used 

in the SAS database, before the data are imported into R. Two of the three 

mandatory names (id, age and sex) are not in the right format and should be 

changed in R. The second column is called "Label" and gives a description of 

the variable. The last column, called "Remarks" contains information on the 

variables with specific outcomes. 

 

Name Label Remarks 

p_id (id in SPADE) 
Participant identification 

code 
  

mDay Measurement day code 

1 = First 

measurement                        

2 = Second 

measurement 

age  (age in SPADE) Age of respondent (yr) 

Age was determined 

on the first recall 

day 

SEX (sex in SPADE) Sex of respondent 
1= male 

2= female 

enkcal Energy in kilo calorie   

folate 

Folate equivalents from 

food, excluding synthetic 

folic acid from food, but 

not supplements (g/d) 

 

syn_fol 
Folic acid artificially added 

to food (g/d) 
  

s_syn_fol  
Folic acid artificially added 

to supplement (g/d) 
  

user 

User of possibly folic acid 

containing dietary 

supplements, based on 

24-hr recalls and/ or 

additional questionnaire 

0 = No (non-user) 

1 = Yes (user) 

total_syn_fol 

Total folic acid artificially 

added to food and dietary 

supplement (g/d) 

  

alcohol Alcohol (g/d)   

user_alcohol 
Is respondent an alcohol 

consumer: Yes/No? 

0 = No  

1 = Yes 
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Name Label Remarks 

w_demoseas_comb_nas 

Weighting factor for 

demographic properties, 

season (at 1st recall day) and 

combination of both recall 

days (week or weekend) 

1. this is the weight 
factor on 
respondent level 

2. week: Monday up 
to Thursday; 
weekend: Friday up 
to Sunday 

3. this weight factor 

can be used in 
SPADE and does 
not contain age 

vitB_freq_win 

Frequency of use of 

dietary supplement 

'vitamin B complex' in 

winter 

FFQ data  

with seven 

possible values  

 

0 = never 

 

0.011 =  

  less than 1 day per 

  month 

 

0.066 =  

  1-3 days per month 

 

0.143 =  

  1 day per week 

 

0.357 =  

   2-3 days per week 

 

0.643 =  

   4-5 days per week 

 

0.929 =  

   6-7 days per week 

vitB_freq_rest 

Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'vitamin B 

complex' outside winter 

fol_freq_win 
Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'folic acid' in winter 

fol_freq_rest 

Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'folic acid' outside 

winter 

mult_freq_win 

Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'multivitamins 

without minerals' in winter 

mult_freq_rest 

Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'multivitamins 

without minerals' outside 

winter 

multmin_freq_win 

Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'multivitamins with 

minerals' in winter 

multmin_freq_rest 

Frequency of use of dietary 

supplement 'multivitamins with 

minerals' outside winter 

syn_fol_eq 

Synthetic folic acid from food 

expressed in folate equivalents 

(=syn_fol*1.7) (g/d) 

 

foleq 

Total folate equivalents and 

synthetic folic acid from food 

expressed in folate equivalents 

(=folate+1.7*syn_fol) (g/d) 

 

s_foleq_food 

Bioavailability factor used as if 

folic acid from food instead of 

dietary supplement 

(=s_syn_fol*1.7) (g/d) 

 

s_foleq 

Synthetic folic acid from dietary 

supplements expressed in 

folate equivalents 

(=s_syn_fol*2) (g/d) 
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Name Label Remarks 

total_foleq 

Total folate equivalents, from 

food and dietary supplements 

(g/d) 
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Appendix D Frequently asked questions 

In this appendix you find some FAQs about SPADE. If something does not work 

well, R returns warnings (often not so serious) or errors. The last ones mean that 

R did abort a run SPADE. The errors of R are often not so clear. We hope you find 

your answers below.  

The given R commands are printed in Lucida Console and start with the R 

prompt >, the errors printed in Lucida Console bold ,  the solutions are given 

as comments in Lucida Console after # and the right command is underlined. 

 

Problems with installing a new version of SPADE 

A new version of SPADE can be installed in exactly the same way as the first 

installation. But sometimes R cannot remove the old version of SPADE. This may 

happen if you are still using SPADE, which means that the small box at the left-

hand side of SPADE is ticked. But it may also happen if you just started RStudio 

and R. 

Follow carefully the steps in 2.4.4 for installing correctly SPADE.RIVM . 

 

Problems with updating R-packages 

Sometimes, the update of some R packages is not actualized and R gives the 

feedback that the package is still in use. 

Follow carefully the steps in 2.4.4 for updating correctly the packages. 

 

Problems with plots 

If you are working interactively with SPADE, you may like to see the plots 

immediately on your computer screen. The default value plot.dev = 4 saves all 

plots automatically in a pdf file (see Table 4). With option plot.dev=1 SPADE 

writes every plot in a new window on your screen or in RStudio.  

Sometimes, SPADE stops because a certain plot cannot be made by unexpected 

behaviour of the data or also when your plot window of RStudio is too small. With 

option plot.dev=0 you can do all calculations without making any plot. 

Sometimes, SPADE seems to produce any plots. If you type in the console 

f.dev.off() all plot devices are closed and SPADE will produce again plots in the 

right device. 

 

Problems with errors in R 

> f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age), frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),data= 
DNFCS,min.age=7,max.age=69,"male") 

Error: could not find function "f.spade" 

#SPADE is not loaded. Type library(SPADE.RIVM) 

 

> library(spade.rivm) 

Error in library(spade.rivm) : there is no package called 'spade' 

# R is case sensitive, please type SPADE in capitals  

# library (SPADE.RIVM) 

 

> f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age), frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),data= 
DNFCS,min.age=7,max.age=69,"male") 

Making a model for syn_fol from DNFCS: female in [7,69]... 

Error in file(file, ifelse(append, "a", "w")) :  

  cannot open the connection 
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In addition: Warning message: 

In file(file, ifelse(append, "a", "w")) : 

  cannot open file "R:/Projecten/V050414 Spade/2013 SPADE-

COURSE/0_SPADEoutput/ spade.syn_fol.f.7.69_131027_184438.pdf: 

Permission denied 

# Probably you have still opened this pdf-file. So close this file # 

and run f.spade again. 

 

> f.spade(frml.ia=syn.fol~fp(age), frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),data= 
DNFCS,min.age=7,max.age=69,"male") 

Making a model for syn_fol from DNFCS: male in [7,69]... 

Error in `[.data.frame`(dt, , y.var.name) : undefined columns 

selected 

# y.var.name stands for the dependent variable, the left  

# hand side (LHS) of the formula syn_fol ~ fp(age). 

# syn.fol contains a typo so correct the command into 

# f.spade(frml.ia=syn_fol~fp(age), frml.if=syn_fol~cs(age),data=  

# DNFCS,min.age=7,max.age=69,"male") 

 

The proportion above an UL reference is higher than the estimated 95-

percentile  

# E.g. for age class (50,69] p_0.95 equals 200 and the UL and UL.p  

# are respectively 200 and 6% 

# This is possible when the thresholds for the ages 51,52,…,69 

# are not constant but changing. 

# In this case the UL.p can not compared directly to the p0.95. 

 
Warning message: 
In plot.window(...) : 
  relative range of values =  21 * EPS, is small (axis 1) 
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Appendix E Changes in SPADE 3.2 and 3.1 w.r.t. 3.0 

SPADE.RIVM 3.1 contains three main changes with respect to version 3.0. The 

first two changes are bug fixes. The third change is an extension of SPADE.RIVM 

version 3.0.  

E.1  Bug fix in SPADE for never-consumers 

SPADE for never-consumers is a special case of the 2-part SPADE model for 
continuous intakes (section 5.3). Since SPADE allows adjusting the output by 
weighting for population numbers and survey weights, this weighting should be 
done on the complete sample. In SPADE.RIVM 3.0 this weighting over all 

individuals was not carried out after joining the two groups of consumers and 
never-consumers but was done separately on the part for the never-consumers 
and the part of the consumers. 
The following two output tables show clearly the differences between the two 
SPADE.RIVM versions. 
 
Output SPADE.RIVM version 3.0 (wrong output) 
          AM p.0.3 p.0.35 p.0.4 p.0.45 p.0.5 p.0.9 p.0.95 p.0.99 
(17,69]  8.4     0      0     0    1.0   2.6  24.9   32.6   48.2 
(17,19]  3.9     0      0     0    0.1   0.5  13.2   18.2   29.1 
(19,30]  4.6     0      0     0    0.2   0.8  14.7   20.8   33.9 
(30,50]  7.6     0      0     0    1.2   2.7  22.4   29.2   44.6 
(50,69] 12.0     0      0     0    4.9   7.9  32.1   39.5   55.2 
 
Output SPADE.RIVM version 3.1 (right output) 
spade output table 
          AM p.0.3 p.0.35 p.0.4 p.0.45 p.0.5 p.0.9 p.0.95 p.0.99 
(17,69]  8.3     0      0     0    0.0   0.7  24.9   32.4   48.4 
(17,19]  4.2     0      0     0    0.1   0.3  13.3   19.0   31.3 
(19,30]  4.5     0      0     0    0.0   0.1  14.3   20.5   33.9 
(30,50]  7.1     0      0     0    0.0   0.3  21.6   28.5   43.3 
(50,69] 12.4     0      0     0    2.7   6.1  32.2   39.7   55.9 
In highlighted yellow, the real changes due to the bug fix in 
f.spade.with.nonconsumers. 

Note that there are also some small changes in the higher percentiles (90%, 95% 

and 99%) due to small rounding differences in the data. 
 

E.2 Bug fix in hidden SPADE function f.spade.times 

As a side effect of fixing the bug in SPADE for never-consumers, a bug was fixed 

in the hidden SPADE.RIVM function f.spade.times. It concerns an old approach 

in the back transformation only in case population numbers are provided and no 

survey weights. This combination of population numbers and no survey weights is 

never used in RIVM publications, but by chance, it affects the last table of the 

example in section 8.2.  

 

E.3  NEW in SPADE models without age 

Although SPADE was developed to model the habitual intake distributions as a 

function of age, with version 3.1 it is possible to model with age as a constant (so, 

no function over age). It is however still mandatory to have a variable age, 

however this may have fake values, e.g. the same value for all individuals. In the 

description of the arguments of SPADE function f.spade in section 4.2 and 5.2 it 

is described how to do this. Note that the constant term is defined in two different 

ways for the amount and frequency part of the model: 
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 for the amounts, in frml.ia, one should use ~ 1 (see Table 4) 
 for the frequencies, in frml.if, one should use ~ cs1 (see Table 6). 

Furthermore, the output for these models does not contain the plots presenting 

the values as function of age (i.e. with age on the x-axis). Also the other SPADE 

functions work with a constant, similar to the described examples. 

 

SPADE.RIVM 3.2 contains one bug fix with respect to version 3.1 and 3.0. 

E.4  Bug fix in SPADE for 1-part model with at least one zero 

In case of a 1-part model with at least one zero intake, all observations were 

shifted to the right instead of only the zeroes. This was i.e. the case for folate in 

men 7-69 (yr), which gave in the previous version a bias to the right of about 3-

3.3 g. The results of the exercises on page 173,174,177 and 190 are updated in 

this version of the manual.  
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